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What a year 
The local business community 
went through more than its fair 
share in 1997\NEWS A9 
Hello there 
Proud parents welcome the 
community's first born baby on 
Jan. 1\COMMUNITY B1 
Having a bali 
Cold weather did little to hinder 
the enthusiasm for outdoor 
soccer\SPORTS B3 
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Gov't hears creditor help plan 
terms of reference to not mandate him to 
address the restructuring plan being 
voted upon this week. 
Skeens Cellulose creditors were voting 
for a second time yesterday on whether 
to accept an offer of $10,000 plus 10 
cents on the dollar, with the poss~ility 
of more in years that pulp prices are 
high. The results of the vote were not 
known at press time. 
• Clark said the region needs help 
regardless of the outcome of the vote. 
"They didn't want this to be perceived 
as trying to influence tee outcome of the 
vote," Skeena MLA Helmut GiesbrecM 
said of the premier's statements. 
"Either way if the vote passes or fails 
we've got challenges. If the vote passes 
we've got major challenges with respect 
to timber supply and fibre flow," he 
said. "If it doesn't pass we've got major 
THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT is 
getting the bad news today on how many 
businesses arc being hurt by the Skeena 
Cellulose crisis. 
It's coming firom Ralph Tomey, a past 
president of the Truck Loggers Associa- 
tion, v~ho is also to submit an interim 
report by Jan. 15. 
Terney was mined Dee. 31 to travel 
the northwest to speak to small and mid- 
sized businesses owed money by Skeena 
Cellulose. 
Tomey is to draw up specific options 
that the government could use to assist 
those struggling businesses, many of 
whom won't have their debts fully cov- 
ered by the Skeena Cellulose restructur- 
ing pl aa. 
Tomey visited Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers, Hazelton and Stewart. 
Premier Glen Clark said Tontey's 
[] Look out below 
WHO NEEDS A SLED when you have a garbage 
bag? Michael Pine and his siblings were sliding at 
the arena hill, just behind the tennis courts. There's 
challenges in all sorts of areas." 
Toruey is a former director of Forest 
Renewal B.C., is currently president of 
Canadian Air Crane, and has broad expe- 
.rience in the industry, induding estab- 
lishing one of B.C.'s first hell-logging 
firms. 
Because the recommendations will 
come from a respected businessman, 
Giesbrecht said, they may be more 
defensible against critics who say the 
NDP government has spent too much 
preventing the collapse of Skeena Cel- 
lulose. 
Giesbrecht said the announcement is in 
keeping with employment and invest- 
ment minister Dan Miller's pledge to 
find further ways to assist hose hit hard- 
est after the restructuring plan is in place. 
He said Miller's pledges were "rela- 
tively vague" at the time, but that 
Toruey's job will be to flesh out possible 
options. 
Justin Rigsby, who speaks for a group 
of creditors, endorsed Tomey's appoint- 
ment, saying it makes him more op- 
timistic the government will provide the 
assistance needed. 
" I f  there was anybody I was going to 
trust this would be the man," Rigsby 
said of Tomey. "It's a positive move on 
the part of the government to do this. 
They've in effect appointed someone 
people can trust and who will hear their 
concerus." 
Rigsby said he was anticipating a yes 
vote when creditor ballots are counted. 
"My hope is that there's resolution one 
way or another. This is wearing on 
people to have it stay this way." 
Skeena Cellulose extended the holiday 
shutdown of its sawmills to Ja]|. 12. 
Vice-president Rudy Schwartz said the 
move was made because of the schedul- 
ing of a second vote of creditors and be- 
cause the company's operating line 
didn't permit further expenditures. 
The Prince Rupert pulp mill's B mill is 
presently down for two weeks to help 
control inventory. 
Schwartz was also defending the com- 
pany's action of buying pulp chips from 
Alaska last week. 
He said the deal to buy the low-grade 
Alaskan cedar chips was made Dec. 1 
because the pulp mill needed the extra 
supply, the chips were very cheap and 
the purchase fit in with the company's 
efforts to control costs. 
a great slope there, but you have to make sure you 
stop before you hit the mesh fence. Garbage bags 
let the youngsters lide at just the right speed. 
i ! 
- j .  
wo-kers get dinged 
by. pension plan hike 
WE'LL BE paying more for the Canada employment insurance premium cuts 
Pension Plan this year but some of the from $2.90 for each $100 of insurable 
bite will be reduced because of employ- earnings to $2.70 will ease this year's 
ment insurance premium reductions, pension hikes. 
Workers will pay a maximum $10.32 a The staged hikes in the pension plan re- 
month more B $89.07 compared to place an earlier version which wo..u!d haye 
$78.75 ~. i6  help. f'm~ncf.~n expec.te'd seen. t~ereas~ each.year unti~ 2030 ~,ttii 
strain on the Canada' Pensib, Pian'~s baby" lil.1 per'c~iil~ 6f'~'ariiings'being deducted. 
boomersbegin to retire. Yet while workers will pay more, the 
Premiums will increase ach year until same won't be true for the benefits they'll 
the end of 2003 when they'll be capped at collect upon retirement. 
9.9 per cent of earnings or a maximum The earlier version called for maximum 
$174.90 a month. The current ake is 5.85 benefits of $10,515 a year by 2003 but the 
percent of earnings, new scheme will pay $10 ,075-  a redue- 
Government officials do say that tion of $440. 
Airport firefighters 
gradually disappear 
from their posts 
ONE LEFT last week, one leaves today, . 
and by Jan. 18 there won't be any 
flrefighters left at the Terrace airport. 
They have all been declared "surplus" 
by the Canadian govenmnent. 
The four airport firefighters eceived their 
walking papers Dee. 15, but most remained 
and continued to work over the Christmas 
holidays. Their final pay is mid-January. 
One has since gone to work for the Ter- 
race fire department. But the other three are 
going for good, including Chief Gord 
Bentham whose last worl~ day is today. 
"One 14, one eight, and one 19-year 
careers are coming to a screaming halt," he 
says. "But the government has made their 
decision. Whether it's right or wrong, only 
time will tell." 
Bentham says he thinks Transport Cana- 
da, the government agency responsible for 
airport fire protection sewices, should have 
cross-trained existing airport workers to 
fight fires and perform other duties, as op- 
posed to simply removing fire protection 
altogether. 
"I  think it's sad that they went this 
route," he says. 
But Bentham points out that the money 
saved by canceling the service will help 
bring airport budgets into the black. That 
makes them much more appealing to the 
"The government has made 
their decision. Whether it's 
right or wrong, only time will 
tell." 
municipalities which inherit them from the 
Canadian government, who is getting out of 
the airport business. 
"No one wants to operate something that 
has a deficit," he says. 
Bentham admits that there hasn't been a 
survivable crash at the Terrace airport in 
many years. But he says the fire department 
also handled first aid emergencies M like 
heart attacks in the terminal building. And 
the fire crew was the first to respond to car 
accidents on the airport hill. 
"Strictly being here waiting for planes to 
crash isn't cost effective," he says. "But 
not having the service isn't a good idea ei- 
ther. Ideally the new airport authority will 
recognize that." 
Bentham says he hopes the Terrace air- 
port authority will work out a deal with the 
city fire department to have some level of 
protection at the airport. One possibility is 
having city fire fighters go out to the airport 
for regularly scheduled flights, 
Fur flies over secrecy of rec,all petition, list. 
NAMES OF people who sign the recall 
petition will become public even if the 
campaign to n~seat Skeena MLA Hel- 
rout Giesbreeht fails. 
That's the latest word from Elections 
B.C, officials and it's a further blow to 
recall organizers' efforts to keep secret 
the names on the petition. 
i "The petitio~ has to be submitted to 
this office wttllin 60 days of the date it 
,was issued regardless of whether they 
reach the sufficient number of slgna- 
lures," Elections 13.C. registration opera- 
tions manager Ken Maskell said Friday. 
Crash Helmut organizer Lorne Sexton 
at the outset Of the campaign had vowed 
to keep completed petition sheets in a 
safety deposit box and then destroy the 
petition if the campaign doesn't reach 
• the 7,558 signatures required for success. 
"That would not be appropriate," 
Mnskell said, "The act requires them to 
be returned. To not submit itand destroy 
, it would be a contravention f the act," 
But Sexton says there are ways to get 
around that rule. The recall proponent 
has the authority to remove names from 
the petition prior to filing it with Elec- 
tions B.C. 
Sexton says the campaign could file an 
unsuccessful petition with all the names 
be filed. " I  can'{ speak to intent," he 
said, 
Sexton says Elections B.C. wants the 
lists to help officials there update the 
voters' list. 
"They've got some big time problems 
with their list B guys on it that have 
George have told him they'll go to jail 
before giving up the signatures if they're 
unsuccessful. "We are going to be suc- 
cessful, so we say it's a moot point 
anyway," Sexton added. 
He emphasizes that file petition's 
names can only be used for authorized 
blacked out. Or, he said, there could be a been dead for 10 years and stuff like electoral purposes, and says he'll per- 
"legal challenge to Elections B.C.'s inter- that," he said. "They want our work is sonally make sure anyone who uses the 
proration oft he privacy rules, : : basically what they want. And they're names for intimidation or retribution is 
• Maskell Couldn't explain why the act not going to get iL ~, prosecuted, 
requites even unsuccessful petitions to He  said recall organizers in Prince Cont'd PagodA2 
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From front 
Construction ends lower 
CONSTRUCTION here in 1997 came in at the lowest lev- 
el in four years, thanks mostly to uncertainty stemming from 
the Skeena Cellulose crisis. 
The city of Terrace issued $21 million worth of building 
permits last year. 
That's well below the record of $25.8 million set in 1996. 
It's also below the 1995 total of $24,7 million and even 
below 1994's $22 million. 
But rather than a slump, city officials are characterizing 
the stats as a relaxation of the full-blown boom that's been 
going on the last few years. 
The main area in which the numbers came down was resi- 
dential home construction, says senior building inspector 
Paul Gipps. 
Last year saw 48 single family homes, worth a total $7 
million, built. That was down by about $3 million from 
1996. 
The previous four or five years had seen 70 to 80 houses 
built a year - a rapid pace that Gipps thinks should be 
viewed as unusual, 
"That's record building in my opinion," he said. 
Also built in 1997 were 38 multifaraily units and seven 
mobile homes. 
The year's bright spot was commercial construction where 
seven new buildings went up worth a total of $6.5 million - 
about double the previous year. 
Nearly three-quarters of that otal consisted of construction 
of the Canadian Tire al~d Real Canadian Wholesale Club 
stores. 
Gipps said the main effect of the Skeena Cellulose crisis 
was that people cancelled or scaled down their home-build- 
ing plans. Speculative builders, in particular, held back. 
"People were being a lot more conservative building new 
homes," he said. 
Gipps is confident abont construction for 1998, judging by 
the traffic now coming to his office as people prepare for the 
building season. 
"Our phones are still ringing," he said. "Different people 
want to build this, they want o build that." 
Crunch 
A TERRACE DRIVER got quite a scare last week when 
his small car got wedged under the trailer of a semi truck 
and was dragged for about 20 metres. 
The accident occurred at the corner of Greig Ave. and 
Sparks St. at about 2:30 p.m. Jan. 3. Police say the two vehi- 
cles were both south bound on Sparks and attempting toturn 
right onto Greig Ave. 
Because of the large turning radius of the big rig, the semi 
had swung into the opposing lane in preparation for a right 
turn at the intersection .The smaller car, which followed it 
into the intersection, then found itself ensnared in the large 
turning circle of the trailer. 
Nobody was injured in the accident. 
Go home, recallers told 
AN ANTI-RECALL spokesman has taken recallers to task 
for bringing Terrace canvassers toKitimat to sign the peti- 
tion to recall MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
Kitimat city councillor Ray Brady, who also chairs the 
pro-Giesbrecht Skeena Taxpayers Association, suggested in
a radio debate last week that those canvassers should "get 
the hell back" to Terrace.. 
The vast majority of the canvassers egistered so far are 
from Terrace. 
Recall proponent Lorne Sexton said Brady's comments 
serve only to divide the riding's two main communities. 
"To use his logic, the consultant they hired should get the 
hell back to Victoria," he added. 
Although the recall effort has some canvassers egistered 
outside the riding, he said all those operating inside the rid- 
ing live in it. 
Recall secrecy 
battle breaks out 
Sexton has also accused his recall target - -  Giesbreeht 
- -  of attempting to intimidate locals by running ads asking 
if they really want their names on the list. 
Giesbrecht denies his campaign is Uying to intimidate 
anyone. 
" I 'm telling them the truth. Do they want their names on 
these lists7" he said. "At the very least, Lorne.Sexton has 
access to a photocopier and we have to hope that he isn't 
going to photocopy those sheets before they go in to the 
chief electoral officer." 
Giesbrecht said the biggest hreat of intimidation is to 
workers whose employers may be interested in seeing 
recall succeed. 
"What do if you your boss comes up to you and asks 
you to sign the petition? Whose job are you going to pro- 
tect ~ yours or mime?" he asked. "It 's highly flawed the 
legislation." 
" I  have sympathy for any non-union employee who 
doesn't have the protection of a union backing them." 
Sexton denies he'll keep any copies of the petition. He 
says a computer database he's using to keep track of 
people who have signed the petition will be erased after 
the campaign is over and the six-week verification period 
has ended. 
He said it's better to wipe it out to fend off accusations 
that they'd tam it over to a political party and help one 
side or another in a future election. 
The recall campaign switched into high gear last week 
with about 140 canvassers going door to door to gather 
signatures. 
The campaign had held off door-to-door canvassing until 
after Chrislmas. 
Sexton said more than 100 of the canvassers are from 
Terrace, about 20 are from Kitimat, and another 10 or so 
are located outside the riding. 
Although Prince George recallers have been releasing 
running totals of signatures gathered, Sexton remains tight- 
lipped, saying he might not release any numbers until Feb. 
3 when the petition is complete. - 
"We've got to keep the other side guessing," he said. 
But he is claiming surprising levels of support. "It 's 
going unbdievably ,,veil," he said. " In some areas we're 
getting anywhere frets six out of ten to ten out of ten that 
are signing. I 'm astonished myself." 
Spend T~e Weekend atlb-ince Rupert's Best awice 
! I 
| Plesent his ad on Check-ln and receive ] I 
an upgrade to a Harbourview rectal I 
We want our duly elected MLA to continue doing 
the work that needs to be done. Things like 
those he's accomplished since he was first 
elected in 1991: 
Terrace-Thomhill Restructure Study 
Skeena-Kalum Housing Project' 
Gitwangak- Quick Response Training Program 
at NWCC 
One Stop Access (day care information) 
Applied Science In Industrial Technology at 
NWCC (Kltimat) ' ... 
Community Skill Center (Kitimat) . . 
Women's Access toTrades Programs at NWCC 
Kitlmat Health Center Planning Funds 
Sleeping Beauty Lodge 
PACES Day Care (for young parents at 
Caledonia Secondary) 
Klnsmen's Kiddy Camp 
Terrace Emergency Shelter 
Child Development Center improvement grant 
Kitimat Cuding Club 
Kitimat Youth Soccer fields 
Terrace Youth Soccer change houses 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
We ~sh to draw your attention to 
following in our 'LAST 
MINUTE GIFT IDEAS' FLYER. 
• Page 3. Item & Cordleca phone, 
69-80&5-0, does NOT future 10 
number memory, The copy and 
IllustmUon are Incorrect. 
Insmt page 4. Item 3. RCA 3. 
CD/dual caaaette stereo system, 
44.0~41.2. Copy should read: 
Single cassette system, NOT 
dual. 
WE SINCERELY REGRET ANY INCON- 
~NIENCE WE MAY HAVE CAUSED YOU. 
cmte352-91 zones: ALL 
t 
SPO;rLESS DRYCLEANERS 
SPECIALISTS 
•Leathsr Cleanlng 
• BfidalGown Restoration 
Drape,'y Cleaning 
Same Day Service 
Over 100 years experience. 
4 generations of service. 
7 far~ily stores serving B.C. 
Quality Service 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
Next o Mr. Mikes Grill 
635-2820 
Terrace, B.C. 
: L q 
~!i~i ~i ~ ,i ~ f 
Box 865 Terrace, B.C. 
635-2542 
NOTICE TO MEMBERSHIP 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Skeena Valley 
Golf & Country Club 
A notice to the membership of The 
Skeena Valley Golf &Country Club, 
The Annual General Meeting will take 
place 
Sunday, January 18, 1998 
7 pm at the clubhouse 
/ / 
AUDITIO NS 
_ Liltle_.   
lerrace I 
i P llil dtl'iS 
;::::[ If you wont to audition for the Terrace I.itfle.Th .eo.lre " 
i i  APPLAUSE '98 Telelhon, reserve your audition time 
!::I • by calling 638-0977. 
i:i Auditions will be Saturday Jan. 10/98 
~::iI " atMcColl Playhouse. 
i!:.!1 Needed are Singers, Musicians, . ' 
i:i:.!ii!ik Dancers & Entertainers! . 
UNIVERSITY CREDIT INSTRUCTORS 
(Pa~-Ume] I NWCC, Kitimat Campus, anticipates openings for part-time instructors to teach 
within the university credit program in 1998. Possible courses could include: 
oiI£ree,l--SpO:663 StS0;!' I :~;:::: :i"::"; : ': ` ~ ~: . . . .  English I ;, .,,~, . :  : :i,; ::: :;::L:: •First pat i~n~ Studies A.A~.~thmpology . . . .  d~,,~,p ,, .,,., -.,~ 
1, , , ,~.~, ;~: ,~ _ :=.:.~,._, ~.,,:.:,.. ~ : : ; : : :~ ._ ,  _, :;!!~ :. :i: :. : :•Geography ". " ~: ~,~ ::; . . . . . . .  : . - .  : '~ , ., 
His tory  
' i Oceanography  
Santa Insures His Sled :: Ph l loso~hy . : , 
: ' Po l i t i ca l  Sc ience  : ; 
At Braid Insurance... " Psycho logy  ' : 
• So Should -u,V"u' soc,o,ogy ii If you are interested in instructing one or more of these courses, you should !: 
have a minimum of a Masters Degree in the course discipline or related field. ', 
Prior instructional experience at the post-secondary level is desirable. ! 
Indicate your interest by submitting a resume bY January 31, 1998 to: 
Director, Kitimat Campus 
606 Mountainview Square 
Kitimat, B.C, V8C 2N2 
. CALL NOW., II 
d IT I~U ' 1G Ies ,  T-Bills, or other fixed B_ira . income instruments, you already 
4648 Lakelse, l'errace 638-8581 IJ J kknow just how mcagre your 
returns arc in todays low interest rate 
environment. There are other 
Things.like those he's accomplished since being re-elected 
by the voters in Skeena in 1996: 
Forest Renewal B.C. 
Will invest $66 million for workfome training, watershed 
restoration and other projects in Skeena, creating forest jobs 
and economic stability. 
Infrastructure Works 
$1.4 million in road improvements In Skeena to meet the. 
current and future needs of the Northem economy. 
Alcan Agreement 
Provides economic stability for the region and protection for 
fish and fish habitat, 
School  District #82 - Additional Funding 
$400,000 in additional funding that protects our schools 
against disruptions caused by an unexpected enrolment 
decline due to the SCI shutdown• 
Natural Gas Lines 
Bringing long awaited reliable and clean fuel to homes in 
Jackpine Flats and Kitamaat Village. 
investment opportunities, but many 
investors are unsure about the risks. It 
takes knowledge and expertise to 
achieve good returns in investments 
such as stocks and bonds and one way 
to maximize their returns is through 
our top-ranked mutual funds. To learn more, please call Richard Stanton, Terrace& 
Kitimat's ILSP/KIF and investment expert. 
Call today and Richard will send you a complimentary copy of Mutual Fund 
Spotlight, which ]fighlights 22 top-ranked mutual funds by RBC Dominion Securities. 
Investment  Advisor 
Richard Stanton 
Terrace: 635-8000 Kitimat: 639-9281 
or 1-888-834-3311 
Helmut and his6fficeihave:also assistedma.nyhundreds of Sl{eena residents 
.~ .deal witt~ personaiand pri,,)atelconoerns:::..:For continued: effective~"ie~)reseln::. 
• : "? .  " ' : " \  :4  " ,'(, : ' : .  : "" : ' " :' " .:" .. "...: : . .  " ";:' "~;""°. ' : : '  .tahon p ease:say NO :to Recall.. Refuse.to slgp.th.e;pet!t~on a d.  et Helrnut 
.devote hlS.tlme and attenhon to !h~..:,t~,.4 .~,I,<,'~.!T fl ~e.constduents: of. Sk.eel~a. : 
Authorized by Jam/Rd(man, ~ ~ for Hetmut Olesbrecht 638-0062 
  RBC DOMINION 
SECURITIES MFM~FR Visit our website: i 
ww'w, rbc&,com Professional Wealth Management BIB 
, D Temp, l
*AIC Advantage Fund capped to new investors September 30, 1996, All returns are historical 
compounded total rates of return as of August 31, 1997 These returns reflect changes in unit 
value and distributions reinvested and do not take into account sales, redemption or optional 
charges payable by unitholders which would have reduced returns. Past performance does riot 
guarantee future returns. Your unit value and Inyest.ment returns will fluctuate. Important 
information about any mutual fund Is contained in its slmplifieo,, prosj0ect.us. You can chain =le 
through your f[nandal aclvisor. Please read your prospectus ,caremlly oetore ,nvestlng... 
Drug testing 
could occur 
at local jail 
MANDATORY DRUG testing may soon be a reality in all 
provincial jails, including the TerraCe Correctional Centre. 
That's one of the recommendations found in two reports 
released the end of 1997 on drugs in B.C. jails. The reports 
were ordered by Attorney-General Ujjal Dosanjh in 
response to allegations of drug-use and inmate abuse at a 
lowei mainland prison. 
But many of the report's recommendations extend 
beyond that prison to include all provincial jails. 
"What we're looking for is common policy and con- 
sistcncy across the centrcs to keep drugs oat of jails," says 
attorney general's ministry spokesperson Chris Bercsford. 
"We're taking the best practices from some and applying 
them to others." 
Bcresford says the Terrace jail does not have what he 
would consider a serious drug problem. Generally, larger 
prisons that are close to major urban eentres pose the 
greatest challenges to prison staff. 
"Some jails in the lower mainland have thousands of 
prisoners moving in and out all the time," says Beresford. 
"That means thousands of opportunities tobring in drugs. 
Terrace simply doesn't have those kinds of numbers." 
But Beresford says mandatory drug testhlg - -  done by 
urinalysis - -  would help staff keep drugs out. And he says 
that would reduce incidents of violence in jails that often 
result from drug use. 
"It's not the be-all end-all," Beresford says. "It's reac- 
tive. It doesn't stop drugs from coming in. But it lets us 
know when there is a problem." 
Right now, corrections officers don't have the legal right 
to demand a urinalysis from a prisoner. Beresford says 
new legislation could make the tests legal sometime next 
year. They would be done regularly, and on-demand if an 
inmate was suspected ofusing drugs. 
"There is a cost involved," he says. "So it would have 
to be used wisely." 
But Beresford says the benefits would far outweigh the 
costs to help reduce the use of drugs in jails. 
"It sends the message that if you use, you will be caught. 
And if you are caught, you will be punished." 
This is normal 
THIS YEAR'S relative lack of snow has made things a bit 
less complicated for the area's road antt bridge 
maintenance ompany. 
But John Ryan of Neehako Northcoast ays this winter is 
more normal compared to the past two ones here. 
"Last year's nowfall was 42 per cent above normal and 
that can be kind of painful," said Ryan. 
The lack of snow has also cut fuel and some operating 
costs. "I'd say the biggest reduction has been in stress," 
said Ryan. 
.And even though there mayqnot be much snowto plow, 
crews were busy patching potholes during therainy days 
of what was a mild December. 
;ST VALUES 
4 Lounge Dinner Specials at $6.95 / Video Movie Rentals 
/ Complimentary Coffee / Movie Channels in 
in each room. each room 
• / AirponLimoScrvic¢ / TBCBetting 
• / Walking Distance to the New / Adjacent o the 
Parkwood Place Civic Centre 
4 Thursday, Friday. Saturday 
Undcrworld'sAIternate Music \ /room per night. 
with O.J. Jason from Vancouver N k Single or  double / 
Fri, Sat. or / Special rates expire March 31, 1998 
a F raser  Inn  " ' '  the Heart of Downtown" 
600 Quebec St., Prince George, 
1-800-292.8333 forReservations 562-3181 fax 562-1768 
ALL THE 
FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 
Personal, commercial & financial planning 
home, Looking to buy a ~ FREE COPY OF T I lE  
take a special vaca ion or 
enjoy a more comfortable WEALTHY BARBER 
re, ire ntTFinan ial / 
planning can help you / "~e'E :~"~ ] Book your FREE financial 
get there faster. And it's ] ~, i¢'~rl~ i planning session before 
never too early or late [ . . '~ .~ ~ January 21, 1998 and we'll 
to start. Our financial /,. ~ ~  give you a FREE copy of the 
planner can help you ~ ~'~_ ,. best seller, The Wealthy Barber. 
achieve success. Call ~ Your choice of book or cassette 
today and invest an hour or tape. Book your appointment 
two in a meeting that could today. 
change your life in terms of your *ca,,,,,, be combined with other 
financial independence, promotional offer.¢. 
NORTHERN 
SA V INGS 
Terrace Community Branch. 4702 Lazelle Avenue • 638-7822 
i 
I I  Saved 
A CAT NAMED JOE was 
one happy kitty on New 
Year's Day after a Her- 
culean rescue effort to 
bring her down from a 
tree was finally success- 
ful. The black and white 
tabby had been atop a 
high tree just north of the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre for 
four days, emitting 
mournful cries heard 
throughout he neighbour- 
hood. Earlier efforts to get 
her down had been un- 
successful, until Dale 
Sarsiat, equipped with a 
highways bucket truck, 
teamed up with B.C. 
Hydro's Del Michaud, 
who rode the bucket and 
then climbed to the 60- 
foot level armed with a 
hockey stick smeared 
with canned salmon. 
That's Del in.the; bucket 
and at top, reuniting Joe~ 
with owner Unda Gordon. 
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News In Brief 
Te  
A TERRACE youth has been charged after a car 
crashed into a house last week. 
The car slammed into the garage of a home on the 
3600 block of Thomas St. at about 1:40 a.m. Dec. 30. 
One passenger suffered minor injuries, another fled the 
scene. One person, a youth, was arrested by police and 
charged with impaired driving. 
Girl hit by car 
A SEvEN-year-old girl was lucky to escape with just 
some minor bruises two weeks ago after being struck 
by a car at a crosswalk. 
Police say the girl was crossing at the corner of 
Kalum and Scott Streets Dec. 24 when she was hit, Ap- 
parently the girl pushed the crosswalk buRon but didn't 
wait for cars to stop before crossing the road. She was 
not seriously injured. 
Thieves work year round 
THIEVES SEEM to have been immune to the Christ- 
mas spirit, preferring to take rather than give. 
In the early morning of Christmas Eve, the office of 
Highe Surveying on Cranberry Lane was broken-into. 
Thieves there made off with the company's 
photocopier and a fax machine. 
The same day, several coats were stolen during a 
smash-and-grab t Elizabeth's Fashions on Lakelse. 
And people with sticky fingers were even out on 
Christmas Day. A bakery oven worth about $200 was 
stolen from the back of a pick-up that day in the 4400 
Block Of Park Ave. 
Fisheries Renewal meets 
THE NEW CROWN Corporation, Fisheries Renewal 
BC, is holding a series of public meetings across the 
province this week to discuss their draft strategic plan. 
That strategy outlines how Fisheries Renewal plans 
to help revitalize B.C.'s fisheries and fishing com- 
munities. Their three key investment areas currently 
aim for more fish, new Rsherics and higher value, more 
work. 
Four cities across the province will host the meetings 
which will involve the corporation's board of directors, 
stakeholders and the public. The closest meeting to 
Terrace will take place in Prince Rupert at Fisherman's 
Hall Jan. 9. 
Wage creeps up 
THE, AVERAGE wage in the province crept up from 
last year, says the provincial finance ministry. 
Average weekly earnings as of October 1997 were 
$615.79, an increase of .2 per cent from the year be- 
fore. The Canadian average was $597.26, an increase 
of .3 per cent. 
Meanwhile, the Consumer Price Index has gone up .6 
;per cent in B.C. for the same period and .9 per cent 
across'Canada. " . . . . . . . .  - "- - "" . . . .  
Long term mortgage rates have increascdwith a ~yc, 
year c0nvcntional ~ofi@gc noW'a't!;Lo5~r'ccnt:com :: 
pared to 6.95 per cent at the end of 1996. 
TERRACE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB ]1 
AMATEUR RADIO COURSE II Are you interested in obtaining your  
Amateur(Ham) Radio Licence? We are consid- III 
ering offering a course but want to guagell l  
interest first. Ill 
If you are interested or would like more l| 
information call Doug at 638-1245 or III 
Glenn at 635-4126. I] 
Digital Satellite Pays 
You To Watch 
For more information. 638-8078 
• * Winter  Spec ia l s  
1995 Pontiac Sunfire 1995 Chevrolet Cavalier 
:~¢ 4 door, 4 cyl, automatic, 2 door, 4 cyl, automatic, 
arn/fm cassette, :~  ABS Brakes, am/fm cassette 
St air conditioning, ABS Brakes , g199g 
**  s9,999 **  _, • 
~ ~  -. 
6 cyl, automatic, power windows 
, power door locks, air conditioning 4 cyl, automatic, air conditioning, 
tilt steering, cruise control, am/fro cassette, 4 door, 
:~ am/fm cassette, ABS Brakes, 2 door coupe delay wipers 
s11,799 : : s12, 000 
150 Air Miles per vehicle purchase Dealer #7262 
t i 
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The challenge 
OF ALL the challenges facing the city and sur- 
rounding area over the next few years, the largest 
one remains the future of local government. 
Although the vote last November to combine 
Terrace and Thornhill was defeated the margin 
58 per cent said 'no' - -  signified that a bit 
more work was needed to put together an accept- 
able package of how a future local government 
structure should work. 
There are simply too many common issues 
facing Terrace and Thornhill for the two bodies 
to continue to exist separately. The lack, for in-: 
stance, of large plots of commercial land within' 
the City of Terrace will drive businesses to 
Thornhill. This may be regarded as good news in 
Thornhill but the resulting demands for 
municipal-type services may overpower the' 
ability of Thornhill to provide them. That in turn 
will frustrate developers to the point that the area. 
will suffer because new businesses and new ser- 
vices will be dissuaded frona locating here. 
Recreation services within the city limits will 
continue to be strained by the limited financial 
support of those who may use those facilities but 
who live outside the limits. Simple fairness die- 
tares that this can't go on forever. 
There's also 'the matter of responding to the 
larger issues outside the control of local govern- 
ments. A larger and united Terrace-Thornhill 
will speak louder than could two distinct entities 
when it comes to the future of the region. 
. A new year brings new opportunities. A 
renewed look at what could be possible with a 
merger of Terrace and Thornhill might be one of 
!them. 
i 
,', Bad taste 
ISO HERE'S SOMETHING we don't under- 
[stand. Each year the provincial government 
!spends a lot of money telling people to not drink 
:and drive. It's a campaign which intensifies dur- 
:lng the Christmas season to the point that classes 
:of students are recruited to paint sobering rues- 
:sages on the paper bags in which alcohol is 
packed and carried out of state-owned liquor 
stores. 
Yet at the same time, consumers can go into 
practically every one of those state-owned liquor 
stores and be confronted by a smiling individual 
offering a shot of something alcoholic. To be 
sure, the amount proferred isn't sufficient in it- 
self to bring tears to someone's eyes or set them 
back on their heels. But the very offering of the 
libiation would appear to be contrary to the over- 
riding state concern about combining alcohol 
with the operation of a motor vehicle. 
What's worse is that the government is most as- 
suredly charging alcohol-producing companies a
fee to dole out their liquids. This isn't to suggest 
the state is making a huge profit out of these 
adults-only lemonade-type stands but it is 
enough to leave a sour taste in some mouths. 
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Will caribou herds survive? 
VICTORIA ~ Once ,pona  
time, hundreds of woodland 
caribou roamed the Telkwa 
Mountains and surrounding 
forests near Smithers. Fewer 
than t0 are left. Extinetion 
rears its ugly head. 
"We had no cows breeding 
this year," says Sean Sharpe, 
head of the provincial environ- 
ment ministry's regional wild- 
life section. "There's no 
bulls." 
It may be too late to save the 
sad remnants of the once 
healthy herd, but the ministry 
will try. This winter, they plan 
to capture about 20 caribou in 
the Iteha-Ilgachuz Mountains 
to the south and relocate them 
to the Telkwa region. 
Wildlife officials hope that 
are now extinct." We have an estimated 1,500 
So does that mean the choice caribou left in British Colum- 
comes down to logging or bia and have set aside 109,000 
caribou? Not so, according to hectares of protected land for 
B.C. Wild, an environmental tl/eanimals. That's 72hectares 
organization that has done a lot per animal. By comparison, 
of work in the area of wildlife Ontario has set aside 3,000 
habitat, hectares per car~ou for the 
Saving British Columbia's remaining 300 animals within 
remaining caribou, says B.C. its provincial boundaries. 
Wild, requires "a commitment Cynics point out that species 
on the part of the provincial have evolved and died out by 
government heretofore not the thousands ince lime ira- 
seen," including the protection memorial. That may be so, but 
-,:;, lmm.,:l:~_.~am¢-.~, of older forest frequented by they lived and died as the 
caribou and the introduction of cycles of nature dictated. The 
HUBERT BEYER revised, low-volume, low- destruction of a species at the 
• impact forest practices, hands of man is un- 
Car~ou depend on older, un- B .C .  Wild acknowledges conscionable, particularly if 
disturbed forest for survival, that the creation of new parks we have the means to prevent 
particularly in the winter by the NDP govermnent over it. 
months. Roads are a problem the past few years, including I have often been critical of  
any transplanted bulls will because they make it easier for the 109,000-hectare protected Greenpeace, not for its aims 
mate with enough cows so.tlaat wolves to prey on caribou, area in the Iteha-Ilgachuz ,but its methods,~w~hich include. 
:r:.anewgeaeration of, calyes,.w.iil i ':::~P°aeh¢is also fifid" :ilium a ,  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ' Mountains, was a .laudable • .mttm~dation a d, s~re taeti,ca. L:  
be born. Eut even if that hap- boon. ' ..... ' ' endeavor, but adds that the don t behove m'~ thctum that 
pens, there's no guarantee the Government officials aren't . boundaries don't protect the the ends justify the means. 
calves will be able to survive, unaware of what has led to the. local caribou herd. B.C. Wild, on the other hand, 
The reason for the decima- sorry state of the Telkwa herd. ' While most of the herd can makes its case much more 
tion of the Telkwa caribou . Rick Page, a research scientist bee seen within the park powerfully, and does so 
herd is human disturbance, with the forest ministry, has boundaries during from early without organizing boycotts of 
Like other parts of British this to say: spring to late summer, the B.C. lumber abroad. B.C. 
Columbia, the Telkwa area has "In North America, every caribou move outside the park Wild's concern for the survival 
been drastically altered by herd of caribou has declined into the surrounding forests of our caribou should be 
man. Large areas of forest, once the forest has been logged during winter, and that area is shared by us all. 
once inhabited by caribou, ~ no exceptions over the open to varying degrees of ;Beyer can be reached at: 
have been scarred by roads, course of the last two habitat disturbance, all Tel: (250) 920-9300; Fax: 
cleareuts and other industrial centuries. And in eastern North. detrimenhal to the survival o f  (250) 385-6783; E.mail: 
activity. America, most of those herds the animals, hubera~coolcom.com 
Two gifts better than one 
ANOTI-IER YEAR, another sue; and a hair-tearing Morn without share a common dis- 
round of children's birthdays, 
another argument over whether 
or not ~ in a family with just 
two kids - -  both should 
receive gifts. 
I 've always opted for two, 
identical gifts. I 've seen the 
disharmony when only one 
child receives a gift, let's say a 
bride Earbie. The ecstatic 
recipient wraps her arms 
around her new acquisition 
like tape around a hockey 
stick, unwilling to share it for 
even a minute. 
Thwarted, her sister runs 
bawling to Morn demanding 
the plastie person be pried 
away from her selfish sister. 
Beleaguered Morn, blood 
pressure about to blow like a 
steam whistle, orders her pos- 
sessive daughter to give up the 
doll and let her sister play with 
it for ten minutes. 
Reluctantly, with heart- 
rending wails and a torrent of 
tears, the birthday child sur- 
renders her precious new. toy 
,..p; ...i 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
with the grace of adhesive tape 
peeling from a hairy ann. Then 
she hovers, a coyote circling 
wolves feasting on a fresh kill, 
prepared to dart in and snatch 
the doll away. 
So what have we now? One 
child with a runny nose, a 
soggy sleeve, and a prize she 
can't enjoy because she has to 
keep her back to her sister and 
one eye on the dock; a 
birthday child deeply dis- 
traught clutching a soggy tis- 
feeling rotten and mean. 
How much simpler, happier, 
and restful to give each child 
an identical toy in the first 
place. 
Though identical toys are 
ideal - -  if financially possible 
there are times when a gift 
is so customized to a child's 
special interests m a telescope 
for a budding Galileo, hockey 
pads for a future Kirk McLean, 
a snorkel for a Cousteau fol- 
lower - -  the sibling wouldn't 
necessarily appreciate an 
identical gift. Then something 
different, and not especlally of 
equal cost, can save family 
peace. 
Whenever two children have 
gifts even if the gifts are 
unique, both children have a 
bargaining chip. They may 
agree to swap for a time, and 
can do so without squabbling. 
Families with more than two 
children needn't be as con- 
corned bout equal treatment. 
The children who must go 
tress; their hurt is thus easier to 
bear. Parities, too, with their 
extra participants and gifts 
ease the sting of being only an 
observer. 
Proponents of gifts only for 
the celebrant argue giving to 
the sister robs the birthday 
child of feeling special. Kids, 
they maintain, need to learn to 
wait their turn, to admire from 
a distance without coveting. 
That's easier to take if the 
two birthdays are relatively 
close; waiting a week or two 
for her turn is bearable. But 
when birthdays are six Inonths 
apart, waiting one's turn can 
seem unduly tedious. 
Canadian novelist Margaret 
Laurence, known to be ex- 
ceedingly attentive to the feel- 
ings of others, wrote, "'If you 
give a birthday present to a 
small child you should also 
give a present to her even 
younger sister whose feelings 
might otherwise be crashed." 
My sentiments exactly. 
. , , . .  . , , ,  
CU~$ LIKe- YoU I:>o!, ~1 r~P. ;>11 ~1_ ~ v v _ ' - : . . _1  
~'(:(<~[BL)~'YO0 STILL , ~ I _ 
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I Community &Sports in Ret4etr T99711 
'. July 
OVER 5,000 people turned out for the 14th annual 
Midsummer Festival in Smithers. The festival is a 
family event and there was plenty to keep the kids 
occupied. 
GRADE SIX student, Chantel Nadeau, at Copper 
Mt Elementary wins beritage ssay contest She's 
one often winnem from 360 entries across B.C. Her 
compelling tale was of her grandfather's childhood 
growing up in a small town. 
A CANOE trip to raise money for an addiction 
centre drifted by the Kltsumkalum tesesve. RCMP, 
mtives and private citizens paddled over 1,000 
miles for the Vision Quest journey. 
STUDENTS GIVE parent organizers of the dry 
grad an 'A' for effort. About 120 students attended 
the aftergrad party, similar numbers to previous 
years' non-dry parties. 
TEN athletes leave from Terrace to compete in the 
have to undergo years of surgery. He and two other 
youths were playing with flammable liquids when 
the accident happened. 
THE ANNUAL Take Back the Night rally took 
place on the streets of Terrace. Women marched to 
protest violence against women. 
October 
LOCAL musicians make it big on the new music 
scene in Quebec. Lead guitarist Byron Mikaloff and 
Kyle Girgan joined two other musicians and formed 
a band called The B/okes. 
ALONE TOG£THER was the first play of the sea- 
son from Terrace Little Theatre. Directed by David 
Liscumb, the play explores the tensions and rela- 
tionships that occur when children move in with 
their loving but fed-up arents. '! 
I 
THE CANADIAN NATIONAL Institute for the I
Blind hired a new vision rehab specialist for the[ 
Skeena region. Connie Mumon, based in Kitimat,] 
provincial summer games for the Special Olympics. works closely with Terrace opthamologist Dr. Tom I
Five competed in5-pin bowling, four in swinuming Nagy. 
and one in track. All did exceptionally well and had 
a great ime in Coquitlam. TERRY GORDON became the Terrace Hospice / 
Society's new coordinator. Hospice plays a unique 
LONG TIME resident of Terrace, Gert Grundmann, role in the community and volunteers take on the 
passedaway'at 78years Of age~ She was very active demanding task of comfortin 8 and helping the 
in' the' '~ ,0~n~/ ,  a|~"~y~" :Ipin~ i ~ii[' fellow"' dyii~ a'nd 01eir elatives. " ~'~ 
seniors by orgamzmg roup trips, and mnay more 
Happy Gang Cenlre events. THE LADIES Auxiliary of the Legion Branch 13, 
celebrated its 70th anniversary. 
August 
PEN PALS Richard Petersen, who now lives in 
Terrace, and Heather Barnes from England, were 
reunited. They wrote to each before the Korean 
war, then lost all contact only to find each other 42 
years later. 
BALLET STUDENT Angels Beanpre was ac- 
cepted into L'Ecole Supieure de Dame in Montreal, 
one of the top ballet schools in the country. She's 
hoping to be accepted into a professional dance 
company after graduation. 
THE TERRACE chapter of the Society of Creative 
Anachronism held its first event The purpose of the 
society is to learn about and recreate life in 
medieval times. Members develop characters from 
the 600-1600 AD period and create histo/'ies for 
their characters. 
B ETIT CAMPBELL retired as the area head of the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation and handed over the 
reins to Christine Waildnshaw. 
TWO TE i~CE teens, Diandra Oliver and Sarah 
Erickson, started their own underground music 
magazine mLemon. They saw this as a great venue 
for teem to express their views. 
THE TERRACE ELKS Lodge celebrated its 40th 
anniversary. The occasion was marked by a visit of 
the national leader of the Benevolent and Protective 
Order of Elks of Canada. 
November 
TERRACE resident and United Nations 
peacekeeper Bill Taylor tells of his adventures with 
bullets and parasites in Cambodia. As chief Petty 
Officer in the navy, Taylor spent six months in 
Cambodia in 1992 as part of effort o establish or- 
der in the county before lectlom. 
THREE TO THE MOON, a witty and dramatic play 
about how friends cope with death, was written by 
local Kelly Head. It premiered at Terrace Little 
Thealre. 
USA JOHANSEN cuddles her five-year-old 
disabled daughter Clara. Johanson helped 
organize a branch of the Family Support In- 
stitute here. It's a support network for wonts  
with disabled children. 
September 
TERRACE'S community glrdea worked so well 
this year that organizers asked the city for dona- 
t ion of more land. The garden is organized by the 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Society and k for lcw-inoome 
people who don't have access to garden laud. 
YUK YUK comedians Cn'eg8 Scott end Peter 
Kelamk brought their wit and hemour to Terrace in 
• sold out show at the Terrace Inn. 
SKARALYN PALAGIAN organized aa auction 
which raised over $15,000 for the family of Cody 
Mooney, a ten.year-old bum victim. Cody will 
PAT ST. THOMAS replaced Lovina Tyler as exec- 
utive director of the Volunteer Bureau. One of her 
biggest challenges is keeping the bureau afloat by 
raising money from the community. 
HVE CHOIRS from Terrace joined the Harlem 
Spiritual Ensemble from New York for n unique 
performance to a sold out house at the REM Lee 
Theatre. The evening was filled with great spiritual 
songs dating from times wlten black Africans were 
forced to work as slave laborers. 
AS THE cold wet weather forces people into the in- 
doors, others took advantage of the inner sanctum 
of the Skecna Mall for their exercise. The Heart and 
Stroke Foundation organized mall walks in the ear- 
ly mornings. 
December 
THE NISGA'A TRIBAL Council publishes Bring- 
ing Our Ancestors House: The Relmtriation of 
2tisga'a Artifacts.The book tells the tale of great 
works of aboriginal art, such as ceremonial masks 
bowls and totem poles, stolen by missionaries and 
others, and the Nisga'a drive to bring them back. 
THE WOMEN'S CENTP.~ decorates the arena hill 
with over 406 placards ca stakes ~ each represent- 
ing a Terence woman who had been a victim of 
violence during the last four yearn. 
THE ANNUAL Rotary Auction raised about 
$30#00 for community projects. A large chunk of 
that money will got to npgsade the Rotsry ballpark. 
CALEDONIA TEACHER ~rolm Chert-Wing was 
the guest of honour at am appreciation dinner on 
Dec. 17. chea-Wing has been the key organizer of 
the scholarship award ceremonies and the yearbook 
club for longer than uycae can recall. 
:o the annual Riverboat Days Drag Races on Highway 16 In "rhornhlll. 
July 
AVID RACING enthusiasts John Algor and Korcea 
Holmberg got rsarded at the Terrace Speedway. 
After exchanging wedding vows, they did a lap in 
the car they both race, holding checkered flags. 
A MEXICAN youth soccer team played against the 
New Aiyamh team. The Mexican coaches were im- 
pressed by the performance of the team, even 
though Mexico boat them 4-3. Next year, a team 
from the Nasa Valley hopes to go down to Mexico. 
AN ALL-NATIVE soccer tournament drew nearly 
200 athletes to town. Organizers ay they hope to 
make the tournament into an anneal event 
ANOTHER HOCKEY season started with 18 Ter- 
nee youths wait-listed because of a lack of ice 
time. Terrace Minor Hockey president Brian 
Downie says a second sheet of ice is necessary to 
accommodate everyone. 
ScoTr  RIGLER took the top spot at the Skins 
Junior Club Golf Championships with an overall 
low gross score of 156. Jim Holland took the Men's 
title with his low gross of 150 and Lynne Price won 
the Women's title with 184. 
OFF ROAD BIKERS competed ina season-ending 
mountain bike race in Kitimat 15-year-old Kyle 
Mason won the 24 km event aking first place with 
1:16:27 time. Fay Campbell of Terrace was the first 
woman over the line. 
A NEW and vastly improved Prince Rupert Seamen 
squad defeated the Terrace Northmen at the North- 
west Zone Rugby Champiomhips. 
ABOUT 120 people turned out for the annual All 
Seasons Half Marathon. This year was the first to 
l~ave aUnder-10 group for the flve.km race. 
August 
TWO LOCAL mountain bikers, Chris Scarborough 
and Jon Lambert, picked up a gold and bronze in 
the 14 to 16-year-old w. . . . .  ~ . . . .  a ,o,~.,,, t ,h~ 
BC Summer Games. 
CALEDONLA'S BOYS' soccer squad finished sec- 
ond at the Colunmeetza Invitational held in Wil- 
liams Lake. They wen four in a row and only let in 
one goal before losing the final match to Kamloops. 
TERRACE SPEEDW.~ 
racing. Many of the ot~ 
to 1967 came out toth 
was a 50-lap Memori 
Races in honour of the t 
A NEW PAR 3 golf, 
Hwy 16 in New Remo 
the course on his 30- 
needs permission from ! 
TWO GREENVILLE t 
the Indigenous Games 
Boys team and the Ju 
medals. 
September 
THE DREAM of building a skateboard park in Ter- 
race suffered a setback when a grant of $25,000 for 
the Province didn't come ttmugh. Organizers con- 
tinued to raise money for the proposed park. 
TERRACE YOUTH ball players won the "C" 
event at the Labour Day Classic in Prince George. 
Local 10and 11-year-olds defeated nine other B.C. 
tealns. 
SUPER BM of the Terrace Men's Soccer 
League won this year's title with a victory over 
second-place Forestry. 
November 
THE BADMINTON dub started it's fall season 
with about 35 enthusiasts looking for a great way to 
get exercise. 
THE SKENA Valley Golf Club got a huge boost 
when the federal government announced it would 
help fund their work on the back nine with a 
$456,g54 grant 
LOCAL SENIOR athletes came home from the BC 
Summer Gamm with 36 medals. Swimmer Joe 
Mandur was the biggest ~vinner after taking five 
golds and a silver. 
October 
SUPER BM won the Terrace Men's Soccer League 
Championships. They played against Forestry and 
won the championships 3-1. 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN'S girls' volleyball 
squad started their season with an undefeated 16- 
game performance. 
THE TERRACE BOWLING Lanes held their an- 
nual Bowlspiel. Some 32 teams from around the 
northwest got to strut heir stuff. 
I£)CAL HOCKEY player Dave Kozier found out 
he's going to the ivy leagues thanks to s hockey 
scholarship from Corneal University. He's the sec- 
ond Terrace athlete to be recruited by that univer- 
sity, along with Corneal grad Chad Wilson. 
DISABLED WORLD Cup ski champion Daniel 
Wesley visited students at Thomhill Elementary to 
speak to them about how following their hearts will 
guide them to the realization of their dreams. 
December 
THE LAGERS beat he Hornets in the finals to win 
the 1997 Terrace Mint-Basketball Championships. 
The supersonics finished third. 
I£)CAL WRFSILERS started their season with a 
big meet in the Hazeltons. Several wrestlers came 
back with medals. 
CALEDONIA HOSTED the 1997 KermedeChsalc 
basketball tournament Cai started out strong at the 
Classic, winning their first two games, but lost in 
the finals against #2 ranked AA club Prince Rupert 
"rERRACE'S GF_qRY Lambert was ons of 
many local loggers who took part in the Log- 
'ger's Sports, at the Fall Fail 
TERRACE'S FIRST and only tumbling team 
staged one of their first public performances - -  a 
Christmas-themed vent choreographed to music 
and singing. 
THE TERRACE Bluebacks took part in the high- 
calibre Richmond Ravers Swim Classic in Van- 
couver. The Bluebacks returned home with a num- 
ber of medals. 
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July 
MILLS memorial hospital reversed its decision to 
cut the number of beds on its main medical services 
floor. They are still working towards a goal of hav- 
ing 25 patients on average in the 32'bed section a t  ~' 
any one time. They had planned to put seven of the " 
39 beds into storage. 
TWO RALLIES were planned regarding the pro- 
posed teaching in public schools of tolerance 
toward homosexuality. One was in favour the other 
not. The eonUoversy of teaching tolerance of 
homosexuality in schools became an issue with 
many churches, ome who didn't feel it appropriate 
to judge others lifestyles. 
DOCUMENTS obtained under the Freedom of In- 
formation Act indicated top environment ministry 
bureaucrats ordered fishing licence fees to be hiked 
against the advice of senior ministry staff, including 
the Director of Fisheries, who subsequently 
resigned. At issue were decisions to increase non 
resident fees to $40 per day. 
TORONTO DOMINION and Royal banks wanted 
the province to inject more than $100 million to 
help modernize the Prince Rupert pulp mill, and 
they want unionized workers to agree to cut 250 
pulp mill jobs and full contract flexibility. Both the 
province and the union decide to review the banks' 
proposal before making any decisions. More than 
250 Terrace mill workers are thrown out of work 
July 11 when the Terrace sawmill shuts down. 
RCMP search for triple murder suspect Kcvin 
Vermette. Three young Kitimat men were killed 
and another seriously injured at Hirsh Creek Camp- 
ground. 
MORE THAN 500 people gathered at the arena to 
iisten to Langley family-•hts activist gad Simp- 
son speak out against he possibility of teaching 
students tolerance of 
~ : :::::::::::::::::::::::: "~::~i:' ~ili~ ~:~!:!-~!~!:!:~: 
homosexuality in public ii~i!i:iiiiiili i!;~J 
schools. About 60 ii:~;'.i: I:~~ . . . . . .  i::::]~i 
people attended an op- i ii~t ~I~ %i 
posing rally up the street 
the same night urging ! ~i!~ 'ii 
tolerance of gay people. 
KARI SIMPSON 
rally staged by Active %iii~ 
Citizens of B,C. was ..~i~i~:.~i~]~i~ :::: 
also the launch pad for 
the beginnings of the !i~:~i:~:.iii~:.~:::,:~ .. .... 
campaign to recall MI.,A ".:~i::~bi~i~:: 
Helmut Giesbrecht. 
About 130 people at the Kari Simpson 
Jolly p~ised  to work on any subsequent recall 
campaign. 
SKEENA runs of summer stedhead, code and 
Kalum chinook were at their lowest levels In re- 
corded history. Stedhead Society vice president 
Bruce Hill thinks poor fisheries management is to 
blame. Hills says DFO is under pressure from com- 
mercial fleets and a shut down in August will be 
too late. 
August 
STUDEN'IS majoring in Sciences, must leave the 
northwest for second year courses due to nuts to 
science courses at Nmthwest Community College 
that weren't absorbed by long-distance education as 
predicted. Ten second-yesr chemistry and biology 
courses were cut and only one genetics course was 
available through long-distance education. 
THE PROVINCIAL government cut back Tar- 
race's emergency shelter funding by 30 percent, 
leaving the shelter with no choice but to cut back 
hours and services. The shelter had to close during 
day time hours, significantly reducing services of. 
fared to homeless people, like meal preparation and 
resume writing. 
FISH biologist Bob Hooton says this year's record 
low Skeena summer steelhead and coho runs are 
due to the combination of poor escapement and 
ov~fishing by the Alaskan fleet. The fleet caught 
about hree times more fish than ~ormal. 
DUST LEVELS along the Nisga'a Highway 
threatened both the safety of drivers and the fragile 
ecosystem of the lay• bed changing the landscape. 
Highways ministry says Nisga'a Hwy is not a 
priority. 
DANIEL JAMES FAGAN, 34, was shot to death 
on the Copper River forestry road. Terrace RCMP 
were looking for his killer over the weekend• Fagan 
was driven to Hospital by a witness. The rear 
window of the car was completely blown out by 
gunfire. 
A HUMAN RIGHTS tribunal ruled new mothers 
have the right to breast-feed their babies at work. 
THE CITIZEN'S Voice on Native Claims, a group 
opposing key sections of the proposed Nlsga'a land 
claims treaty, expanded an advertising campaign 
asking MPs and MLAs if they favour a rcfemdum 
on the Nisga'a deal. 
UNION OFFICIALS in Prince Rupert refuse to 
budge on key demands of the Royal and Toronto 
Dominion banks for • deal to save Skeena Cel- 
lulose. 
SKEENA CELLULOSE and the province dis- 
cussed •proposal that would see the province build 
logging roads. They would recoup the money vi• 
some kind of toll or charge on the wood removed. 
Banks controlling the company set • deadline of 
eady September for a solution to the crisis. 
A CONTROVERSIAl, report by a local senior 
biologist on bear management was Ignored by the 
• LOGGING TRUCK driver Randy Kluss was 
among those out of work after Skeena Cel- 
• lulose operations ground to a halt in July. 
environment ministry. Dionys de Leeuw condemns 
the ministry for giving special priority to the inter- 
ests of hunters and anglers. He claims that between 
60 to 85 percent of employees in the wildlife 
branch are hunters. 
ENEOLLMENT •t Northwest Community College 
is on target. There was some fear that students 
would stay away due to a cut backs to second year 
university science courses. 
September 
"[ERRACE city council wants a cut of the money 
and goods seized by the RCMP. The city pays for 
70 per cent of the per capita cost of each police of- 
ricer but none of the money goes back to the 
municipality. Most of the money goes to the pro- 
vince, the rest to the federal government. Victoria 
would later eject he city's request. 
AFTER A year of l~ing covered under canvas 
bags, traffic lights on Hwy 16 at Kenney St. have 
finally been turned on, much to the surprise to 
motoriats• 
DEEP CREEK hatchery hoped to revitalize 
troubled Copper River code runs, but this years 
poor returns made it diltlcult o take any eggs ~om 
the wild population. 
NEW Crown persecutor, Rita Scott, hopes to revive 
an old form of justice• The process would involve 
shaming the young offender who must confront the 
victim. The offender would be kept in the com- 
munity and away f~om negative influences. 
POLICE searched for potentially dangerous and 
mentally unstable Wilfxed Kilgren in connection to 
the killing of Daniel Fagan. He was arrested in Sas- 
katchewan and charged with seeond-degree murder. 
ARO~-ND 50 local workers with Skeen• Cellulose 
contractors eturned to work building logging roads 
after the provh~ce loaned $4 million for construc- 
tion of roads. The company said it needed $30 to 
$40 million for intern fimncing to start opera- 
tions,build roads and get wood to the mills. 
AN ELEVENWH HOUR was reached prior to a 
Sept. 15 deadline to ~esoive the Skeena Cellulose 
crisis. Pulp workers vote 83 per cent in favour of 
the deal, •gracing to 163 jobs cut, • 10 per cent 
wage rollback and five per cent wage deferral. The 
province and the banks are to pour $170 million 
into the company. And the province, which is to get 
a 45 per cent sUke, says it will turn 20 per cent over 
to the pulp mill workers in exchange for the wage 
rollbacks. A community celebration results in 
Prince Rupert. 
NEARLY a hundred people filled the Anglican 
Church for a spedal service in honour of Diana, 
Princess of Wales, who died In • tragic ar crash in 
France. 
MANY Thornhill residents wen uncertain about 
the Thorahill/r=urrace amalgamation. Road and 
bridge maintenance, snow dusting service~ and as- 
sumin 8 Terrace's large debt load through tax in- 
creases were their biggest concerns voiced •t • pub- 
lic forum. 
THE CHILDREN and F•mdlles ministry annodnced 
cuts to social programs to take into effect In Janu- 
ary. Programs for the •bused and disabled could 
suffer under what the government calla "contract 
restructurlng". 
SKEENA MLA Hehnut Oiesbrecht said he's not 
worried about local drive tn the works to have 
him recalled. Campaigners to recall Giesbrecht ex- 
pected to get underway tn December. They'll have 
to get 7~00 sisnaturca within two months. 
THE SKEI~A ~ deal men.cornea nn- 
hing~ as the iluee sidles attempt to •gree on the 
fine print. Another S30 to $40 million must be put 
into the company and the tkree sides can't agree on 
who will pay. The company's 2,400 workers return 
to work, but uncertainty momts as to whether 
they'll be there far long. 
A, :TER CHRISTMAS SALEI 
The best savings always 
happen after Christmas !i 
All Giftware & Gift Packs 
I )%o, ,  i 
I ! 
41, 
,cks .Vases .Ceramics 
kdle Holders .Figurines 
Hair 
Gallery 
4711 D Keith Ave. 
635-3729 
E1 Nino 
We kend 
I 4'. 
!! 
F~ 
at 
maFrlday, i Ja , 
/ turday, iJa 
Things are really warming up! 
GREAT PRIZES & GIVEAWAYS ALL NIGI 
Come Early For Your Best Seat 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
You BE THE.JUDGE 
I I I 
She got more than she bargained for on her shopping spree 
"Michele, do hurry. We promised to 
see your cousin in the hospital." 
Michele had great difficulty tearing 
herself from the sea green angora 
sweater draped casually over the 
mannequin. 
"Just a few more minutes, Mom. 
This sweater would be amazing with my 
new slacks." 
"What a great idea, I never thought 
of it. Go ahead, darling. I'm going to 
sit out in the mall. But don't finger. 
Michele called a sales girl over and 
made the purchase. She practically ran 
outside to her mother. 
"All done. What a great day shop- 
ping. Now let's go visit Arolln. 
Michele and her mother headed for 
the exit. 
Michele turned to her mother. "I'm 
really glad we're going to see Arolin." 
Poor thing, she's been in such pain 
with her broken wrist. She's hungry for 
company to keep her spirits up while 
she waits for the operation." 
Her mother was getting out of 
breath trying to walk as fast as her 22 
year old daughter. 
"How did she break her wrist, 
Mlchele?" 
The t~vo women had gone out of the 
door and were walking on the sidewalk 
to their car. They were deeply engaged 
in their conversation. 
"Freak accident, Morn. Arolin was 
dashing across the street, late for her 
class as usual. Suddenly, her ankle 
gave from under her, she fell on her 
wrist and smashed it. You know Arolin, 
always with her head in the clouds and 
...... A/~AAAAAAAAAGH." 
Right before her mother's eyes, 
Michele fell on the sidewalk, She was 
sobbing hysterically. 
"My ankle, my ankle, I think it's 
BASED ON 
ACTUAL COURT 
C.ASES 
broken. Oh, the pain." 
"Oh honey, why don't you watch 
where you're going." 
"There was a crack in the side- 
walk, Mom. l  tripped. Gall the 
ambulance. And don't forget to call 
Arolin." 
"And I'm calling my brother, the 
lawyer. The city is not going to get 
away with such negligence. All they do 
is collect taxes and then cause my 
darling daughter pain and suffering. 
Michele was in pain as she argued 
before the judge, "Your Honor, I fell 
because the city didn't take care of Its 
sidewalks. One of the concrete blocks .... 
had sunk into the ground. It should 
have been fixed in the spring. It's now 
October. If they had done their jobs, 
this wouldn't have happened. The city 
should pay me what this broken ankle 
has cost me." 
The city had a different idea, "Your 
Honor, we aren't responsible for 
Mlchele's fall. We have a crew that 
drives around and notes problems In 
the sidewalks every spring. We just 
haven't gotten to that sidewalk. We've ' 
been busy, It was Michele's job to 
look where she was going. We 
shouldn't have to pay for Michele's 
mistake." 
Should the city pay for Mlchele's 
fall? Youl Be The Judge. Then see 
below for the court's decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
"Helping People Cepe with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
a Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Pey IMIchele some of her expenses," declared the Judge. "You 'shouldn't hove taken 5 months to fix the side. 
walk. But Michele is portly responsible because she wosn't watching whore she was walking." 
'fOUl BE THE JUDGE Is booed on actual court cost=s, Todr=y's declston Is based or= the focts of the case and the 
law of the province of Manltobo, If you have a olrnllorproblem, please consult L[ndsoy & Gruogr=r, Clolre Barnett=In is e 
Montreal awyer and nationally syndicated co umnlst, Copyright 1997 Hr=lks tnterprlsao, B12.6 
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POSTAL  WORKERS Patti Anderson and Ruth Searle were among those who picketed here as 
)art of the Canada Post strike, Wages and job security were the union's main concerns. 
• October  
BANKS and the province reach a new deal on 
Skeena Cellulose that sees Victoria put in about 
$50 million more - -  half of that to prevent cuts to 
benefits of pulp mill workers. That's in addition to 
a $'/6 million provincial share of capital improve- 
ments. The banks wrote off $300 milliou of debt 
and provided $96 million for improvements. 
A VANCOUVER casino operator met with city 
councillors in private meetings to try to gauge his 
chance at success in opening a similar operation in 
Terrace. Most of the councillors said they're op- 
posed to increased gambling here. 
PINE MUSHROOM pickers experienced one of the 
worst • years yet. The volume of fungus just wasn't 
there, and prices were down, driving many pickers 
to move away from established sites in search of 
more fertile ground. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT chairman George Neumatm 
resigned for health reasons. 
A GAS WAR was started when the Real Canadian 
Wholesale Club's gas station dropped prices, forc- 
ing prices down all over town. Prices stabilized to 
around 51.9 cents per litre. 
7,558 signatures by Feb. 3 in order to recall Gies- 
brecht. 
THE PROVINCE agreed to pay $31 million to buy 
out the Royal Bank's stake in Skeena Cellulose. 
The company had been oa the verge of running out 
of money and closing operations. The deal gave the 
provincial government 52.5 per cent majority 
ownership of the company, with the TD Bank as a 
minority partner. 
A MINISTRY of Children and Families task force 
found the number of children in foster parent care is 
growing quicker than the ministry's budget. High 
unemployment and cuts to welfare were some of 
the things that attributed to the increase. 
A REFERENDUM oa Thomhill/Terrace areal- 
December  
UNSECURED CREDITORS of Skeena Cellulose 
said they'd vote the company into bankruptcy if an 
offer to pay their debts wasn't improved. The 
creditors had been offered $10,000 and five cents 
on the dollar for amounts after that. 
TERRACE's vacancy rate tripled to 5.7 per cent, 
making it a renter's market for the first time in 
years. 
HREFIGHTIHG SERVICE was to be halted at the 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport. 
MLA HELMUT GIESBRECHT said he'd use the 
recall campaign against 
him to try to bring mo 
money to Skeena. 
RECALL organize 
here refused to relea: 
the number of signatur 
gathered. Organizers, 
a recall campaign 
gamation was rejected when more than half of all Prince George sa 
eligible Tho~i l l  voters voted against amalgamat- they'd gathered 3,6( 
;ing with T6fi~,+,A totai;+0fi'301 Th0rnhili v0tc~S " +signamr~_ ~ 0~-+ 0 ~ 
'made it to'th'~'~611s .-: i5~i'.4 m[+%f'iSe lligh~est ' ~eek. A newspaper p( 
urn-outs in recent years. Terrace voters were iti by the Province su 
favour of joining the two communities, gested support for rec~ 
is stronger there than in 
TERRACE INN operator John Georgilas petitioned Skeena. 
the support of local charities to back up his cause 
for opening a charity casino in the downtown core. 
He said if city councillors vote against a casino 
here, Prince Rupert would get one, taking tourist 
dollars away from Terrace. 
TWO MEN were killod and four others injured 
when a railway trestle collapsed into a deep gorge 
south of Terrace. A CN contractor had been work- 
ing on upgrades and repairs when a crane mounted 
on the tracks plummetted into the gorge. 
November  
TERRACE and Area Community Health Council 
applied to the provincial health ministry's emer- 
gency fund for money to go towards buying new 
eye surgical equipment. The province agreed to pay 
60 per cent of the nearly $130,000 and the North- 
west Regional Hospital District paid the remaining 
40 per cent. 
LOCAL charities stood behind the idea of estab- 
lishing a charity casino in Terrace. Pat Smith from 
the Terrace Bingo Association said it's an op- 
portunity for charities to make more money. Ter- 
race and District Chamber of Commerce also 
backed up the idea after the majority of its members 
voted in favour of a charity casino. Church minis- 
ters and others warned that a charity casino would 
have a devastating impact on the community, lead- 
ing to increased bankruptcies, depression and 
suicide. 
RESULTS from a survey conducted by the city's 
Parks and Recreation commission indicated that 
people are in favour of building a combination 
community/recreation ce tre/second sheet of ice 
that also serves as a youth centre and mini conven- 
tion centre. The project could go to referendum in
1999 with the municipal elections. 
,Y ,:.,:., re.DAY ;: • SA, 
SKEENA Cellulose shut down all logging opera- 
tions to buy time for more negotiations underway 
between the province and the banks. SCI needs an 
extra $40 million for operating costs, due to poor 
lumber prices and a weak Asian market. The Royal 
Bank refused to put further money in the company. 
CITY council said no to allowing a charity casino 
in Terrace, eliminating any hope for Terrace Inn 
operator John Gaorgllas. Vancouver charity casino 
operator Gary Jackson still had a chance of opening 
a casino in either Kitsumkalum or Thomhill. 
CITY council decided against privatizing residen- 
t!al garbage pickup. 
TWO RECALL petitions were filed to unseat 
Skeena MLA Hehaut Giesbrecht. One came from 
the Crash Helmut gsoup that had been preparhtg a 
recall effort for several weeks, The second came 
'f~om John How, whose petition said Giesbrecht 
should be called to account because not everything 
• can be blamed on El Nino, Canvassers must gather 
I 
Giesbrecht 
PEOPLE who sign the recall petition won't be able 
to keep their names private. Elections B.C. officials 
said the petition will ultimately be available for 
public inspection. Recall organizers said they might 
go to court to fight that interpretation, saying some 
people might be afraid of signing a public docu- 
t 
ment. 
DISASTROUSLY low coho returns this year will 
likely force fisheries officials to impose severe 
commercial fishing restrictious for years to come, 
said a DFO scientist. 
• CITY COUNCIL froze the creation of new lots on 
the southside. The move came at the request of the 
environment ministry, which is worried about in- 
creasing population i  the city's floodplain. 
GITWANGAK uatives protested against MLA Hcl- 
rout Giesbrecht, demanding overnment money to 
restart aband-operated sawmill there. 
KITIMAT-STIKINE regional district directors 
unanimously voted against allowing a casino in 
Thornhill. The Kitsumkalum band council also re- 
jected a request to allow a casiuo there. 
CITY TAXPAYERS could end up paying $40 to 
$50 a year more to fix the city's sewage treatment 
plant. City officials expected fee iucreases will be 
needed to pay for either an extension of the outfall 
pipe or improved treatment. 
CITY COUNCIL voted to move forward with 
wide-ranging amendments to the city's Official 
Community Plan. Protection of green space and 
plans for trails, bike paths and sidewalks are part of 
the new vision for the city. 
THE PROVINCE said angling licence fees won't 
be raised in 1998. When the province backed down 
on raising fees for 1997, it had said the increases 
wouold go ahead in 1998. Angling guides were 
relieved by the decision, as many had already sent 
out information to overseas clients. 
A LANDMABK ruling of the Supreme Court of 
Canada on the Oitxsan land claim case strengthened 
native demands for treaties across B.C. The Gitxsan 
case was sent back for re-trial. Gitxsan leaders ug- 
gested the Nisga'a, who are close to signing a f'mal 
treaty, are settling for too little in light of the ruling. 
WF.ST FRASER announced its Terrace sawmill 
will shut down for six weeks tarting Dec. 19 due to 
poor markets. 
THE PROVINCE and the Toronto-Dominion Bank 
used their ownership osition in Skeena Cellulose 
to push through a vote that would give logging con- 
tractors and other creditors as little as 10 cents on 
the dollar for what they're owed. But a Supreme 
Court judge ordered a new vote on the proposal for 
Jan. 6 - -  this lime without the intervention of the 
bank and the province, 
In the tradition of continuing service to our 
customers, Acadia Northwest Mechanical Inc. 
will accept Canadian Tire money at par on 
purchases or payment of accounts at our store. 
Check out our 
LOW January Prices 
on all natural gas fireplaces and Furnaces, 
Happy New Yearf 
The Management & Staff. i L • • 
F:~ (:::~ F=:~ [:E) I l l  F::~ 
Northwest Mechanical Inc. 
5239 Keith Avenue • 635-4770 or 635-7158 
Out of Town - 1-800-566-7158 
Terrace Little Theat - -  
Fr iday ,  January  30th  & 
Saturday ,  January  31st  
Skeena  Room-  Ter race  Inn 
. . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  " +-,+.. . .... 8:00 pm (doom.open at7+ :00  P~) , .  | 
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Tickets are $15 each at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel / 
4718A Lazelle Avenue Terrace | 
: ? 2T ICKETSFORYUKYUK'$ / :  ::::~:::. :i ;: 
Fill out and drop your entry off at: i : ,  
; : i  ; . : : :  : : • ::. : • : = . I  
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JANUARY 1998 PALACE JANUARY 1998 
~aledonia r5  Terrace 
senior / Minor 
Secondary | Baseball 
School I Association 
IC 12 c++ 3 ip~N~k~iZi m School 
LOSED ~ T~+Y++ 
/ 
I ]'errace Local Sistm d Te~ace 
6Canadian F Terrace [ .sm+o+m .... [9~c  
Paraplegic | Blueback ~mtedveOrdm olt | AssodalJon 
Association Iswim Club I Te~ace~9ove~Ye0upS0ciety /I N~aafdbalC0U~Terr#L0cal 
1 1 Terrace 112  1 13  rrace Kermode 
Community I Minor Hockey Friendship 
Band 
I Association Society 
18 119 120ermode 
SkeenaJr. Sec. Te,aceMinor i Friendship 
School Hockey 
Association I Soceity 
25 126"rerrace 127 
Thornhill Minor Kermode 
Jr. Secondary Baseball Friend.ship 
School Association Society 
14 115+++++, 11+c o,+ 
Terrace Peaks I So~I Ass0ciatm Par~eq~c Assoc 
Gymnastics I Orde~ofRo# Nisga'aTribal 
Club I Puq~e Council 
---- Lit~lt~Ze "-'~, ~ Sistm el 
rrace . ~ Terrace 
Community I TerracePe~ N~a'aTn~Cou~ 
Volunteer Bureau I G~sC~b Te~ 
T, Canad ian  28e.am 129n+,of 130+~,+o "+ba"S+C'ubl "0;~'+;+° I- -~:=: 
Shames Mountain | Terrace Anti.Pove tvl Kilsumkalurn 
Sk Club | ' ' |  Sisterhood 
Terrace Se~ch & 
Rescue 
i l 7 To,+ S+,e Oub #r~dfaze T~O~ 
24•,11" 
"~o,~,11 '
++++ II: 
1 II + • o,+.+ II. 
3at, Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
13/, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
4410 Legion, Terrace 
Doors11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Doors 9:3O p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
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_ CHILDCARE PROVIDERS 
Construction worker 
favours MLA's recall 
Dear Sir: 
There are a number of is- 
sues that stick in my mind 
when I consider recalling 
Helmut Giesbreeht. 
When the Thomhill tree 
nursery existed it injected in 
the neighbourhood f a mil- 
lion dollars a year into Ter- 
race's economy directly 
through material purchases 
and wages, mostly part time 
aud mostly housewives. 
When the owners an- 
nounced they were closing 
down in favour of a more 
suitable location, but would 
consider staying open if the 
NDP would assure them a 
five-year contract which 
would make their operation 
more viable, a group of em- 
ployees organized a com- 
mittee and approached Mr. 
Giesbrecht. 
Helmut did not go to bat 
for these people and as a 
result he contributed to 
about 60 employees losing a 
fair income. The nursery, 
well, it was packed up lock 
stock, and barrel and moved 
to Beaverlodge, Alberta. 
When the NDP announced 
they were closing down the 
Kemano Completion Project 
a group of construction 
workers marched on and 
picketed Helmut's office. I 
was in the group• When 
Helmut came out to talk 
with us and the media he 
said basically that the pro- 
ject was not favourable to 
people in many other areas 
of the province and so 
would not fight for it. 
At that point, if he had any 
credibility, he would have 
resigned and ran for election 
in those other areas of the 
provh~ce as those were the 
constituents he was support- 
ing instead of the ones who 
elected him. 
There were many years 
work left for up to 800 con- 
struction workers if Heimut 
and the NDP had fought to 
sell this project to the 
people of the province 
which I believe they could 
have done using the B.C. 
Utilities Commission report. 
Many more millions of 
dollars would have been 
spent in British Columbia, 
much of it in the northwest 
and many hundreds of 
workers would have seen 
thousands of dollars go into 
their health and welfare 
packages. The money lost 
from their Pensions will 
only be realized in their old 
age although the politicians 
responsible for this will 
have comfortable pensions, 
unless of course we give 
them the boot when we have 
the chance. 
When the first talk of the 
NDP taxing mushroom 
pickers came out, we 
formed a. group and had a 
meeting with Helmut. His 
response was that we should 
have a member on the task 
force, instead of represent- 
ing the people of this area 
himself. 
I have hopefully proven 
that Helmut Giesbrecht has 
done and will continue to do 
a uegligible job. So I have 
in the last couple months 
applied with Helmut Gies- 
brecht arid his secretary to 
be placed on the steering 
committee for the recently 
announced northern devel- 
opment committee. 
This is a committee that 
will have representatives 
from government, industry, 
labour, and first nations and 
will designate jobs and who 
will get these jobs and 
where the $15 million by 
Alcan and government will 
be used. 
I hope I can represent my 
fellow coustmction workers 
on this committee as we, if 
anybody, lost a great deal by 
the cancellation of the 
Kemano Completion Pro- 
ject. 
Whether or not you like 
Helmet as a person is not 
the issue. The issue is has he 
done a good job represent- 
ing the working public in 
Skeena or not. 
Allan Grief, Terrace 
Giesbrecht says being 
a w ndbag not bag 
Dear Sir:. where solutions are usually found. 
The recall group has been running If I was an opposition member, or a mem- 
deliberately misleading ads commenting on her of a caucus of two people as Neufeld 
the number of times I have spoken in the was, I could simply get up at every op- 
Leg!slature. They infer that more speeches poi-tunity and rail at the government. That 
in Victoria means better epresentation. 
My record as to the number of times I 
have spoken in the House is as good as any 
other backbench government member. 
The recall group has made comparisons 
between the number of times I have spoken 
in the House and the number of times the 
Reform (now L~eral) MLA Richard 
Neufeld has spoken. There is a difference 
between the role of the oppesition member 
and the government member. An obvious 
one is that members of  the government do 
not get to speak as often. Government 
members have easier access to cabinet min- 
isters who can provide solutions. 
I don't  think I was sent back to Victoria 
in 1996 to practice the art ofwind-baggery. 
I have made speeches about 36 times since 
elected in 1991. This does not account for 
committee work nor does it account for 
might make 'the repott6rs happier and 
maybe even the recall folks but I know it 
wouldn't get the job done. 
If either Neufeld or Opposition Leader 
Gordon Campbell want a solution they do 
the same thing I do; they talk to the Premier 
or cabinet minister privately. 
All one needs to do is look in the I-Iansard 
Index to see the number of issues that I 
have addressed over the years. There are 
pages of references in small print. Most of 
them are references to local issues and 
others which have local impact. The in- 
formation is readily available at my office. 
Any discerning member of the public will 
question my opponents' claim to give 
"information" on my record. Their mo- 
tives are clear. The advertisement claims to 
show the Hansard record but it has little re- 
lationship to the truth. 
Give me a ring 
Dear Sir:. 
Claudette Sandecki's "Bifocals" column is very in- 
teresting but there is room for improvement. 
It will be to the reader's benefit as well as the im- 
provement of the quality of the column if The Terrace 
Standard to encourage contributors to make use of the 
library of previous newspaper issues and related ocu- 
ments. 
I feel it very interesting on why the columnist had not 
make use of the phone book to locate the acclaimed 
trustee to get first hand information which is just a 
phone call away? Is it too expansive to phone Kitimat 
from Terrace so that the process of obtaining the best 
information is unintentionally left out? 
Public officials, regardless of elected or acclaimed or 
even appointed, are accountable to the public. The pub- 
lic is encouraged to discuss issues with the people who 
are holding seats in public offices regardless if they 
live in Terrace, Kitimat, Hazelton or even Klemtu and 
Kemano. Remember that a colunmist is always en- 
couraged to use the best possible communication 
means to obtain first hand information to satisfy the 
readers. 
I understand that any person holding public office 
does have an open mind to discuss any creative ideas 
from the public, inside or outside of the constituency. 
The world has changed so much. We need a very broad 
and creative world view to make this world a better 
place. 
Anthony Yao, Kitimat, B.C. 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Aaron Craig Wales Kalley Bddgeue Paige Good 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Thne of Birth: 
Dec. 1O, 1997 Dec. 19, 1997 at 7:54 p.m. 
Weight: 91bs. 14 oz. Sex:Mah Weight: 71bs ll.5oz. Sex:,Female 
Parents: Craig & S@hanie Wales Parents: Jenebl Good & 
¢ . Arthur Morgan 
Baby's Name: (k 
Kolton James Hackman 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 16, l~7a  ll:~p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs 3oz, Sex: Male 
I'arcnts: Charlene Bright & Rob 
Hackm~ 
Baby's Name: 
La~eace Steven F.dwmt Adams 
9ate & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 17, 1997at7:50 p.m. 
Weight: 10 lbs 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Lawrence & Tanya Adams 
• Baby's Name: 
Mwnat~iah 
Date & Time of Birth: 
~=c. 20, 1~)7 9:35 a.m. 
Weight: 7.6 Ibs Sex: Female 
Paurents: Amber Ev=xs 
Baby's Nmne: 
Me~g;m Chhokar 
Date & Time of airlk: 
Dec, 6, 1997, 3:46 aJn, 
Weight: 6Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Paurents: Ranjlt &Ravi 
Chhokar 
F 
Get A 
ree  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our  service desk for more information 
TRAINING OPPORTUNITY 
Training opportunity for childcare providers, 
recreation leaders, child & youth care 
workers, noon hour supervisors. 
45 hour "School Age Care' Course I 
starts Jan. 21st. Tuesdays. 7 pm 
ANGER MANAGEMENT 
FOR PARENTS 
]his workshop is designed !o inlroduce the parlicipouts to the concept of 
anger management, Parlidpants ~11 have the opporlunily to explore their 
own thinking about anger, and their poflems of behavior. Stralegies will 
be introduced Io help parlicipanls recognize more effedive behavior in 
response ta their feelings• ]he common thread throughout he program 
~11 he around self-controL 
Objeclives: 
- Io identify what triggers your anger 
• the myths around anger 
- how anger affecls your abilily to parent 
- how to manage anger mere effectively 
Free Workshop, but you need to pre-register 
with Ruth nt 33! 3 Kalum Street, Terrace 
or call 635-4906. 
Date: January 7/8, 1998 Certificate Awarded Upon 
Completion! 9:00 am - 12:00, !:00 pm - 3:00 pm 
with UI Farkvam, NW Training 
 ]McEwan 
EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR 
1997 
GEORGE DACOSTA 
Brenda & Ed McEwan would like to 
congratulate George DaCosta for his 
hard work & dedication. 
speeehes made in caucns - -  another place HelmutGiesbreeht, MLASkeena I Overwatea, I icE  +ll _=+ 
We Can Make lt HaRx, n At T~e Bright Spot On Highway l6 West ln Terrac e
........................... Get  canada  ; ;  . . . . . . . . . .  fav0urite PC ' .............. 
i 
f you have money invested in 
GICs, T-Bills, or other fixed 
knowinC°meinstruments'y°ualreadyjust how meagre you  Delivered to your doorstep! 
returns are in today's low interest rate 
environment. There are other 
investment opportunities, but many 
investors are unsure about the risks. It 
takes knowledge and expertise to 
achieve good returns in investments 
such as stocks and bonds and one way 
to maximize their returns is through 
our top-ranked mutual funds. To learn more, please call lq.ichard Stanton, Terrace & 
Kifimat's RSP/ILIF and investment expert. 
Call today and Richard will send you a complimentary copy of Mutual Fund 
Spotlight, which higMights 22 top-ranked nmtual funds by R_BC Donfinion Securities. 
Investment Advisor 
Richard Stanton 
Terrace: 635-8000 Kit,mat: 639-9281 
or 1-888-834-3311 
Visit our websitel 
www.rbcds.com 
  RBC DOMINION 
, SECURITIES 
Professional Wealth ~anagement 
• G l toUr '  o r  FUNDS'  ~ ~++.;,*a~.+.~ 
*AIC Advantage Fund capped to new investors September 30, 1996• All returns are historical 
compounded total rates of return as of August 31 1997. These returns refect changes nunt  
value and distributions reinvested and do not take into account sales, redemption or optional 
charges payable by unitholders which would' have reduced returns, 'Past performance does not 
guarantee future returns, Your unit value and investment returns w f uctuate mportant 
Information about any mutual fund is contained in its simplified prosoectus YoU can obta n one 
through your fmancial advisor, Please read your prospectus carefully before investing. 
I 
9y l l l  
pent,urn' 
:roe Bonus 
;of,ware ! 
Act,vision MechWarrior 
Act, vision Pitfall 
Sega Virtua FighterPC 
Plus 3 VCD Movies! 
• ~.anaua-wme 'mnn 1"tee teen support 
• 90 Day software support 
• Full 2 Year Nat ion.wide warranty 
• Easy monthly payment plans 
• Canadian Quality.built systems since 1905 
n I ,,,[,,i [~ , -~:4  g 
[Intelligent Personal Computers[ mm 
II'A~r,u ~q , i ]  !If i[o], l: l f im 
o Intel Pentlum processorwith 
MMX ~ technology. 166 MHz 
*'1299 
All systems include: Microsoft Windows 95 [ PERSONAL I .+  Plus, speakers, keyboard, amouse, and[ 
[ a mouse pad J 
COMPUTERS 
lhe~tet'g~etcgoa~lPem~m~etcg~t~edlladem~kto~ln~Corpcqfpo~. TheL*Ck)9oqat,l~m'~ct o~)DM(~c~0m~ultts *OAC ba~0~ASmonhtT~m~haf~r~trke valu~befo~koptm ~tmayvsry~d t t to t t t~s .  
rl~ctt Jin4co~T~flontaee sublet, (0chlng~vv~,h0Qt r~obC/. ~11 ~'i(,l'l I re~ ~tN.  frNInt~rRt #¢tlt~t2~#l to , t i t  ~9~qts~r4c~ts  Iolrvvall& o~tltmg slltlm l~4~l f~ ~ 1  95 ~fO~a~OfgOd#~ D ,,~n~lvul 
F~w ~ef~ to the s0ectf~ wma~t~ cacti [or more ~ fa~Tt. V~t tw~w ~0¢ ca ~¢ tpKff¢ Sy~ltm ~nl~n~ I ~1 M ~t~l~t mull be ~egtter t.~ ~ l0 r t.¢e~t Ira I~t~ wan a n~y bentl*n 
i i ; 
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BUSINESS 1997 
Crisis battered the northwest psyche 
"You're'not going to be taking those risks in Plus; and minus 
We ended the year  an environment where you have no idea what's Other factors helped and hurt the area's coon- 
numb enough to open  going to happen to one of the biggest economie omyinl997. 
our wa l le ts  aga in  d ve ." A ferry blockade by commerda   sher en in 
Prince Rupert in July prompted Alaska to out 
By JEFF NAGEL Going numb off sailings of its ferries to the city, choking 
THE STORY of growth, growth, growth Surprisingly, some construction resumed in down the flow of tourists along Hwy 16. 
through the 1990s turned on its head in 1997. the fall and merchants reported surprisingly Veldman says hotel/motel room revenues here 
Fear, paralysis and uncertainty were the in- good Christmas ales despite wave after wave were down 13 per cent in August as a result. 
stint responses in March when Repap eat loose of continuing Skeena Cellulose uncertainty, The service was restored by year's end. 
its B.C. subsidiary. Veidman said. Guide outfitters feared angling licence fee in- 
From that month on, the year was a neverend- "Once you go through nine months of that cresses by the provincial government would 
ing psychological roller coaster as Skeena Cel- kind of a pattern to some extent you get a little drive away more tourists. But Victoria reversed 
lulose faced oblivion, then was saved, only to bit numb to it and that sense of crisis goes the increases after twin protests in Terrace. 
have the cycle repeat itself again and again, away," Veidman explains. The Huckleberry .mine opening near Smithers 
On the line were 2,400 direct jobs throughout "Consumer confidence is a huge driver of the also adds to the base of high-paying jobs in the 
the northwest, housands more indirect jobs, and econoomy and that's psychology ~ what region, Gilham said. 
$84 million frozen in unpaid bills to creditors, people perceive." And Veldman pointed to the poss~ility of fur- 
What set it apart from past resource cycle Construction in Terrace rebounded in October filer industry in Kitimat ~ either a new 
downturns was the threat of permanent loss of after flat-lining through the summer, aluminum smelter down the road or a liquid nat- 
the company and its operations, says federal The year appeared likely to end with about ural gas p lant~as  pluses. 
labour market analyst James Gilham. $21 million of new construction ~ the lowest "Any time you hear about good news for 
"People didn't know if they were going back. number in three years, but still good considering Kitimat, consider that part of your own tom- 
They didn't know if there was a future," he what happened, munity, quite frankly," Veldman says. 
says. "And it wasn'tjnst a Terrace thing. It was Veldman says what struck many long-time Gilham labels ThorahiH's rejection of amai- 
n northwest community thing." residents - -  who remember the recession of the gamation as a negative that keeps the future un- 
The Skeena Cellulose crisis was amplified by early- to mid-1980s ~ about the year was that certain and will mean unnecessary pain for 
the trouble facing the forest industry as a whole, the town did not dry up. Thornhill taxpayers in the years ahead. 
West Fraser also carried out shutdowns and log- "People in this town really noticed how far Ahead to '98 CONSTRUCTIOM of Canadian Tire went ahead in 
ging slowdowns during the year. we'd come along in terms of diversifying who Hopes are high that Skeeaa Cellulose will sur- the spring - -  one of the few bright spots in a busl- 
we deliver to," Veldman said. rive, in light of the quarter of a billion dollars ness year of seemingly constant impending doom. 
The troubles the province has invested to getmajority control 
The biggest effect was on the spending mood The big boxes of the company. 
of northwesterners. The two biggest commercial construction But some of the effects of the crisis, partieu, m 
People instantly tightened up their spending, projects also had major implications for the larly the small payout to unsecured creditors, H says City of Terrace conomic developlnent of- business community, may now come home to roosL 
fleer Ken Veldman. Two big box retailers - -  Canadian Tire and " I f  we start to see bankruptcies occurring, 
Forest industry workers tended to halt all dis- Real Canadian Wholesale Club - -  opened up in then it starts to become pretty real," Veldman 
eretionary spending. Even employees un- the fal! signalling a new era for merchants, said. "You start to see real layoffs and people 
connected to the forest industry cut back on Some feared the big new competitors would going out of business." 4[[lm, 
major purchases, like cars and furniture, obliterate smaller outlets. In the long term, Veldman is confident. I |  I 
Real estate sales fell off dramatically and But Veldman says that so far hasn't hal~pened. "There's a lot of people in the market who 
prices dipped, although not as low as in Rupert. The two big stores have done very well, likely think Terrace has very good potential and in the Get a~ 
Some businesses contemplating expansion or exceeding their initial targets, Veldman said. long term it's still a very good investment to be Stafn 
location in Terrace put their plans on hold. tLId smaller outlets have changed their ap-  here," he said. re. to five of British Columbia's 
most popular vacation destinations at
Others who were far enough advanced in their preach, their product lines and their marketing That could play itself out in 1998 with more ". irresistible g taway prices. Enjoy two 
plans, or had enough confidence in the long- to set themselves apart and take advantage of a commercial development now that the retail nights in a comfortable, cosy room plus 
term outlook, built anyway, greater regional market now coming to Terrace. market has been proven big enough for the likes continental breakfast for two.Discounts Ak~k~k 
Managers and business owners everywhere " I  don't think I 've ever seen this many people of Canadian The. are als0 available for local shopping and 
puzzled over the effects of the crisis and what it from Prince Rupert shopping in Terrace," Veld- "I have been talking to other companies with dining at some lecations. One night ~--[~YlPI-"~". S t  c j 
meant for them. Should more product be or- man noted, a similar type of store and service that are look- packages also available. 
deted? Should employees who leave be re- "For the most part the existing retailers eem ing at this area and I would certainly think co,,o,f,~ fo,,~o,~,,,o,,, 5~V~.  " 
placed? Could receivables be collected? to have done a very good job of  adapting," he we're going to see some follow up on that kind a aAh LL I  ~d~l [~ l i l~B i tn l  i.' 
"You're playing as conservatively as you said. " I 'm vcty pleased with how it's turned of success," Veidman said . . . .  .: 
can," Veldman S.ays, "whether you',te~onsider,~, out?,' ~ , The ripple effect Veldman refers to is akin'to ," ,~i 
" ..... sa3~g ii/e i-~,0 stores have the new development that a~iveS in a corn- • ing hiring an employee, adding an inventory Gilham agrees, " 
line, doing a renovation on a store, or maybe dearly strengthened Terrace's position as munity after it gets its first McDonalds. .. 
moving to a bigger place." regional shopping and service centre. "People realize the market is big enough and ., 
they could be there, too," he says. 
• Proponents of Recall would have you believe that anything contrary to what hey say is a lie. 
They have misrepresented Helmut's record of speaking in the legislature and his accomplishments forSkeena. Talk is cheap! Helmut's record is one of 
action in delivering projects and programs for Skeena. Recall proponents consistently put forward their opinions as facts and attack the opinions of other as 
lies. 
• Proponents ojRecall have accused the Skeena Taxpayers' Association of being unethical because of claims that outsiders have been an integralpart of the 
campaign. 
The evidence of outside manipulation of the process can be found in the recall proponent's own materials: Canadian Taxpayers' Federation ads re: "Boot 
Out" Helmut in the fall; their admission of having canvassers inother parts of the province to track down and sign up persons wtio no longer live in the 
constituency but are eligible to sign because of a technicality; ads sponsored by the lower mainland based Family Coalition Party; advertising and soliciting 
for funds province-wide in the magazine B.C. Report; CFr providing training for canvassers; recall spokesperson Mike Roseneau's bringing Karl Simpson 
into the constituency. 
• Proponents of Recall have raised a vigorous protest over the Skeena Taxpayers' Association's claiin that the names of petition signers will be publicly 
available. 
The following is quoted from a letter from Robert Patterson, Chief Electoral Officer of B.C.: 
At the conclusion of the signature verification process, the signature petition sheets are available for public inspection at this office and copies will be 
made available on request upon payment of a reproduction fee. 
Petitions have always been public in Canada. Anything less than full disclosure would be akin to anonymous accusations. What do 'the proponents of Recall 
have to hide? After all, they are trying to throw out the results of the last democratic election. 
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• Proponents of Recall would have you believe that their effort is solely about Skeena nd the effectiveness of its MLA. 
Do you believe we would be faced with Recall if the NDP had a greater majority in the Provincial Legislature? Helmut Giesbrecht isbeing scapeg0ated 
through use of the legislation in a way that is unfair to him, the citizens of Skeena, and the citizens of B.C. 
• Proponents oJRecaU'say they stand for democracy and effective representation. 
In fact, constituents of Skeena had every opportunity to examine the representation Helmut provided during his firsi term, and he was re-elected by a 
democratic vote. 
tics and special ' " Don't be ~s led by partisan poll interest groups. Please say 'NO 'to Recall by refusing to sign the petition• 
Authorized by Jerry Reitmath Financial Agent for Helmut Giesbreeht, 638-0062 
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Union wants liquor 
store open Sunday 
Gov't queried 
Over licence 
THE PROVINCE is now in conflict of interest in any 
future dealings with Skeena Cellulose or decisions on 
forest management i  he area, says a Gitxsan leader. 
Gitxsan chief negotiator Don P.yan said that's be- 
cause file province will be making decisions on what 
happens with a company it now owns, 
"The province is in conflict with respect to its inter- 
ests," Ryan said. 
That could bca  critical 
argument as Skeena Cel- 
lulose's Tree Farm 
Licence #1 came up for 
renewal on Jan. 1. 
Provincial officials have 
said they see no reason to 
change the way they 
would normally go about 
renewing such a licence 
after a court case involv- 
ing the Haida appeared to 
strengthen aboriginal 
rights to timber. 
But that was before the 
province gained majority Don Rya n 
owficrship of the company and before a Dec. 11 deci- 
sion by the Supreme Court of Canada that gives the 
Gitxsan a much stronger claim to title of their 57,000 
square kilometre traditional territory. 
Ryan has already suggested SC['s tree farm licence 
could become one of the first targets of Gitxsan actions 
to test whether or not they now have aboriginal title. 
"Sixty-five per cent of SCI's tenures are on Gitxsan 
land," Ryan added. 
He said he was disappointed tosee the province buy 
control of the company, adding the Gitxsan had pro- 
posed some system of community ownership of its 
holdings after a bankruptcy of the company. 
He also confirms that the Gitxsan remain interested 
in purchasing some of Skeeaa Cellulosc's holdings, but 
that the province is uninterested. 
"The whole thing is going to collapse whether they 
like it or not," he added. 
Ryan maintains Skcena C¢llulosc's operations are no 
longer viable in the way they've been done in recent 
years. 
"They've high graded all of the cheap areas for log- 
ging," he said. "We're now into marginal areas." 
He wants a complete review of northwest forestry 
leading to a plan of what kind of forest industry would 
fit the type of timber in the region. 
A portion of 'TEL 1 would be assigned to the Nisga'a 
under a tentative land claims treaty. 
ALSO EXPRESSING an interest in TFL 1 is the 
Tsimshian Tribal Council which is embroiled in land 
claims negotiations with the provincial and federal 
governments. 
It wants more of a say in how resources are managed 
on land which might become part of a final treaty. 
This process is called an interim measures agreement 
and one was in place when the Nisga'a negotiated their 
tentative treaty deal. 
fBEAT THE ODDS ~ 
ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
, j g  Arm yourself with 
~i~] the latest lung 
~ ~  facts front 
;" "'~Y~_.~,~ *"~ the B.C. 
I - - *~<~L- J  Lung I 
I Association, | 
I =1: BRITISH COLUMBIA ! 
I I. LUNOASSOCIATION I 
| "' Box 34009, Station D I 
| Vancouver, B.C. V6.14M2 J 
New Tanning 
Booth 
at Richards Laundromat 
& Cleaners on Emerson 
48 Lamps, 19 fans,. 
One Great Tan!  
635-5119 
#1 In Town 
PACIF IC  F ISHERIES RESOURCE AND 
CONSERVATION COUNCIL  
Public Open Houses  
The Government of Canada and the Province of 
British Columbia, in signing the Agreement on the 
Management of Pacific Salmon Fisheries Issues in 
April 1997, committed to the establishment of a 
Pacific Fisheries Resburce Conservation Council 
(PFRCC). 
The council will be an independent agency report- 
Ing annually to the Council of Rsheries Ministers o 
the status of BO's salmon stocks and their habitat. 
In creating the PFRCC, the Council of Fisheries 
Ministers recognizes the importance of independent 
advice and First Nations and stake holder participa- 
tion In the advisory process. 
You are invited to attend an open house to learn 
more about the PFRCC, to provide feedback regard- 
Ing its terms of reference and give advice about how 
it will work. 
Open houses are scheduled from 3:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. at each location. Formal presentations 
and group discussion will follow the open houses 
form 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
Thursday, January 15 
Malaspina Room, Coast Bastion Hotel 
1 Bastion Square, NANAIMO, B.C. 
Wednesday, Januaff 21 
Ida Room, Best Western Town Lodge 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. 
Monday, January 26 
Elm Room, Richmond Inn 
7551Westminster Hwy, RICHMOND B.C. 
Wednesday, January 28 
British Columbia Room, Crest Motor Hotel 
222 West Rrst Avenue, PRINCE RUPERT B.C. 
WdUon comments may be forwarded to 843 Yates 
Street, Victoria, BC V8W 1M1 and will be consid- 
ered In the final report whlclt will be completed In 
the spdng 1998. 
For more Information comet 1-25~413-3171 
she said last week. 
Pratt also said the province is losing out 
on the millions spent each Sunday at 
privately-operated beer and wine stores. 
The union is asking people to write 
Premier Glen Clark telling him they sup- 
port Sunday openings. 
Meanwhile, aLiquor Distribution Branch 
official says it has no immediate plans to 
consider Sunday openings. 
Leslie Myers did say the subject arose in 
a report on liquor sales released eadier this 
year. 
The report found no reason why provin- 
cial liquor stores couldn't opev Sunday. - 
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Liquor laws now prohibit the selling of 
alcohol in provincial stores by credit, she 
said. 
The province is finding that debit cards, 
in which money is taken out of a person's 
bank account, are proving very popular. 
As much as one-third of sales at the Ter- 
race liquor store are generated using debit 
cards, said Myers. 
That's substantially more than the provin- 
cial average of 20 per cent. 
The Terrace liquor store from April 1, 
1996 to March 31, 1997 sold just under 
$7.2 million worth of beer, wine and spirits. 
That came to 1.I million litres of alcohol. 
James W. Radelet I[ I 
RADELET & COMPANY Bam=e~ ~ So,~o~ 
Tax Law. Trusts. Corporate- & Commercial 
1330-1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-~19-1386 
4 
Clearance  Sale 
Jan 8-: 
J an  24  • /i 
; .  i ¸  ¸ ; /  
Big Bob's getting ready to buy next years stock in Montreal! 
Hurry in for unbelievable savingsl 
• All Hockey Equipment 
*Shoulders *Shin *Elbow 
*Gloves 
• Tents 
• Turtlenecks 
• Licensed Hats 
• All Sierra Design Gortex Jackets 
• Sierra Design Pants 
• Snow Shoes 
• Mens & Ladies Ski Jackets 
by Columbia 
• All Ski Pants 
• Sleeping Bags 
• Farwest Gore-Tex Coats 
• Day Packs 
• Golf Bags & Golf Clubs 
• Sport Bags 
• Bike Accessories 
• Cycling Clothing 
• Alpine Ski Waxes 
• Down Hill Ski Boots & Poles 
• Ski Gloves 
• All T-Shirts 
• All Track Suits 
• All Aerobic Wear 
• Columbia Polar Fleece Jackets 
• Columbia Polar Fleece Pullovers 
• Uncrested ltockey Jersey's 
• Life Jackets 
• Childrens Ski Suits 
• Childrens Clothing by 
• NII(E *ADIDAS * RUSSELL 
• Ski Boot Bags 
• Ski Bags 
• Assorted SElls 
SHOE TABLE s29 .99 to  s59 .99 per pair 
FREEZE DRIED FOODS Buy 4 Get 1 Free 
Outdoor Hiking & Ski Socks 2 for I 
# , 
All Seasons 
Source For Sports 
4555 Lakelse Avenue • 635 2982 
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SHEELAGH MEIKLEM 
Many mysteries 
for the season 
B 
OOKS ARE windows into other l 
worlds. We all choose to open 
these windows for different rea- 
sons. We may be looking for in- 
formation or for entertainment, or simply to 
escape. 
While I was growing up on an isolated 
mountainside without electricity, reading 
was my sole occupation. 
I remember the horrifie ordeal of measles 
when it was decided reading might damage 
my eyes and ] was presented with some 
wool and a pair of knitting needles! 
What joy when the ban was lifted and I 
could return to the illicit copy of Peyton 
Place hidden beneath the blankets and read 
by flashlight. 
But then, as now, my true passion was a 
good murder and fortunately I am not alone 
for where there is demand, there is supply. 
Every year there is a new crop of mystery 
novels, some good, some bad. It must be 
very difficult to write a good mystery: to 
blend plot with characterization, to leave 
clues but not be obvious, to create horror 
but not revulsion. 
Here are my top ten mysteries of this 
year. 
Steve Martini has a new book, TheLis¢ . . . .  
In this fastpaced story the heroine has 
written a bestseller under a horn de plume 
but in order to claim a fortune in book and 
film rights she must appear in person so she 
hires a man to pretend to be the author. The 
plan works too well: obsession and greed  
take over and Abbys' dream turns into a 
nightmare. 
In The Beach, a strange but compelling 
first novel by &lee Garland, Richard, ob- 
sessed by visions of the Vietnam War as 
seen in movies, is wandering aimlessly 
around Bangkok when he is given a map 
showing the way to a beach. This beach as- 
sumes mythic qualities for Richard and a 
French couple he befriends. They find their 
way there and it is all they dreamed of: a 
nature commune where a select few live in 
peace and harmony. Soon however all this 
beauty turns to horror. 
Not really a murder, more a mystery of 
the heart and soul, is The Dancer Upstairs 
by Nicholas Shakespeare. The locale is a 
South American country and the anti-hero 
is a military intelligence chief. 
His main task was to capture the elusive 
guerilla leader, Ezequiel. After many near 
misses, the policeman captures his prey 
only to find himself taken off the case and 
sent into a remote region in disgrace. Here 
he encounters a foreign journalist and tells 
his story of violence and passion. 
Also full of violence and passion is 
Dreaming of tlie Bones by Deborah Crorn- 
bie. This fifth novel in a series featuring 
Superintendent Duncan Kincaid and 
Sergeant Gemma Jones of Scotland Yard, is 
the best to date. The pl0t weaves together 
events and people from the innocent days 
of the early 1900% the wild and crazy six- 
ties and the present day Cambridge as a 
murder in the past returns with tragic con- 
sequences for several people, including 
Duncan. 
James Lee Burkes' Cimarron Rose has a new 
character, Billy Bob Holla,d but he shares a lot 
of the same characteristics a Dave Roblcheaux, 
with a bit more violence. 
Lynn S. Hightower brings her detective 
Sonora Blair back in Eyeskgt, a worthy succes- 
sor to Flashpoim, with an equally horrifie mur- 
der. 
Cold Shoulder by Lynda La Plante is based on 
a true story of a female cop whose life falls 
apart after her partner dies in her arms. She 
loses her job and her family and must fight her 
way out of alcoholism to capture aserial killer. 
Ridley Pearson is never a disappointment and 
makes the list again with Beyond Recognitkm. 
As does Carl Hiaasen with his new one Lucky 
You, another omp through the underbelly of 
Florida. 
And finally, though his latest book was not so 
great, any other book by James Crumley is on 
my list. His hero Shug is gritty, tough and basi- 
cally crazy enough to overcome all obstacles on 
the way to justice, 
MORE THAN 40 jumpers took the plunge this year at the seventh 
annual Kermode Bear Swim on New Year's Day. That's a record. 
The Kinsmen also received a record $6,O00 in donations from the 
chilly event and more than 200 fans came to watch. 
Brain Freeze 
Kermode Bear swimmers brave 
icy waters for fun and charity 
DONOVAN BAILEY 
would have been proud of 
some participant's sprint 
times at this year's seventh 
annual Kermode Bear 
Swim. 
Some were in and out of 
the water in five seconds 
flat. 
But not everyone was so 
speedy. A few took time for 
a brief dog-paddle, while 
others decided once was 
simply not enough and they 
headed back into the chilly 
waters of Lakelse Lake for a 
second ip. 
A waterskier even made a 
drive-by salute to the swim- 
mers. 
Some 43 jumpers took 
part in the icy New Year's 
Day tradition, making it the 
said Darryl Bracken, still 
shivering after his first-ever 
Kermode Bear swim. "I've 
always wanted to do it and 
I'!1 do it again next year." 
There were plenty of other 
first-timers like Bracken at 
this year's event, including 
a man callhig himself Mr. T. 
"My girlfi'iend talked me 
into this, I had no choice," 
he said. "It was cold. The 
worst part was the wind 
coming off the water when 
you got out." 
Denise Broughton was an- 
other person making her 
debut performance. She says 
the dip wasn't actually that 
horrible. 
"It wasn't as bad as I 
thought it would be," she 
said. "The worst part was 
tunlout," says organizer 
Bruce Martindale. "We 
thank everyone for their 
support." 
Martindale says the Kins- 
men didn't expect so many 
spectators to show up, so 
there were some traffic and 
viewing problems, but he 
says the club will be ready 
next ime. 
"Next year we'll be set- 
ting it up more for the spec- 
tators," he says. 
Top money-raising 
participants at the swim 
were Dale Lufkin, Rhea 
Rouw and Brian Linden- 
bach. 
"The worst part was when the water hit your 
face - -  brain freeze. But I'll probably do it 
again. The money goes to a good cause" 
--Denise Broughton 
' . L 'D  ' 
biggest turnout in the 
event's even-year history. 
The weather was clear and 
cold, with a biting wind off 
the water. But that didn't 
stop about 200 fans from 
showing up to witness one 
of nature's oddest spectacles 
- -  otherwise sensible hu- 
man beings shedding their 
clothes and their sanity for 
dip into freaking cold water. 
"It's the best cure for a 
hangover. I'm awake now." 
when the water hit your face 
- -  brain freeze. But I'll 
probably do it again. The 
money goes to a good 
cause." 
The event was a big suc- 
cess for the Terrace Kins- 
men Club, which sponsors 
the swim as a fundraiser. 
This year's swim raised a 
record $6,000 for the Kins- 
men Rehabilitation Founda- 
tion, 
"We are ecstatic at the 
New Year's brings a girl 
NEW YEAR'S BABY: That's Marlene McLean with 
the newest addition to her family, The little girl who 
had not been named as of Friday was born dan, 1, 
EVEN SANTA came down from the North Pole for 
the swim. Santa, a.k.a. Brian Undenbach raised 
nearlg,$700 for the Kinsmen. 
. , . ; ,  ~_ . ,  
ONCE WASN'T enough for these heady swimmers, who dove into the frigid 
waters of Laketse Lake for a second time. .. , , . 
. .  
JUST ALTER the ball 
dropped on Hew Year's, 
Marlene McLean was 
rushed to the hospital 
destined to give birth to the 
first Terrace baby of 1998. 
It wasn't an easy labour, 
lasting nearly 16 hours, but 
in the end 29-year-old Mar- 
lene had a healthy little girl 
at 4:21 p.m. on New Year's 
Day. 
She was born with a full 
head of hair and weighed in 
at 3,475 grams, or 7 ibs 10.5 
oz for those who still don't 
know their metric. 
That's actually the lightest 
of Marlene's six children. 
The rest all weighed more 
than eight pounds and one 
weighed more than 10 
pounds. 
Marlene and 31-year-old 
husband George, a printer 
by trade, have yet to choose" 
a name for their new girl. 
They were expecting a boy 
- -  their last four children 
were all boys - -  so they had 
plenty of male names ready. 
"I could hear my daughter 
screaming when I called to 
tell them it was a girl," 
Marlene says of her oldest 
child, who is very excited 
about having a baby sister. 
Thank You 
Santa says thanks 
I would like to thank the people of Terrace and area for 
your generosity. Santa's headquarters had 506 children 
come and visit. 
There was also $1,536.68 donated to the Canadian 
Cancer Society. 
I must compliment the parents of all the children who 
visited Santa, the children were all very polite and had 
very good manners. 
See you next year, 
Santa. 
Help much appreciated 
Terrace Anti-Poverty would like to extend our heart- 
felt thanks to all the generous people of Terrace who 
donated their time, talents, and gifts to our Christmas 
Tree campaign. 
We were successful in distributing ifts, etc, to each 
6f our registered families and couldn't have done it 
without your help. 
Thank you, 
The staff of Terrace Anti-Poverty group Society. 
And it's likely the last 
child for the McLeans. 
"No more," Marlcne 
says. "She's the last." 
Marlene and George will. 
now have two cribs in their. 
bedroom. They still have 
their 15-month-old son stay- 
ing with them, so it'll be a,. 
tight squeeze. 
But at least the MeLeans 
will have some help with 
their new little girl. For hav- 
ing the first baby of the new 
year, the McLeans will 
receive a package of gifts 
courtesy area businesses. 
¢6 '  * 
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MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
• GEORGE'S PUB - -  Northern 
Lights plays live country rock and the 
50s and 60s, every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday night. Plus there's karaoke 
every Wednesday, and alternate Sun- 
days. 
• THE THORNHILL PUB brings 
back karaoke very Friday. 
• GIGrS PUB features Dance Ex- 
spress. 
Upcoming 
• STREETNIX, a Saskatoon-based a 
eapella group, bring their humourous 
and amazing harmonic style to the stage 
of the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. on 
Saturday Jan. 31. A Terrace Concert 
Society presentation. Tickets $20 in- 
eluding school board theatre surcharge. 
• ANAGNOSON & KINTON bring 
their piano duo back to Terrace at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Saturday, Feb. 
7. Tickets $24.00 including school 
board theatre surcharge. 
THEATRE 
Upc o ln itl g 
• BETrER LIVING, Terrace Little 
Theatre's new black comedy about the 
wacky family from "Escape From Hap- 
piness", opens Feb. 5. at the McColi 
Playhouse. 
MOVIES 
• Mr. MAGOO, starring Leslie Niel- 
sen is playing until Thursday at 7:15 
and 9:30 p.m. at the Till/turn Twin 
Theatres. MORTAL KOMBAT AN- 
NIHILATION is playing at 7:00 and 
9:15. 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
presents "A New Dawn" by seven Ter- 
race artists. This is a mixed media exhi- 
bition including pottery, stained glass, 
photography, beadwork, knitted apparel 
and bone carvings. Opening night is Fri- 
day, Jan. 9. Show runs to Jan. 25. Regu- 
lar gallery hours are noon to 3 p.m. 
from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 6:30- 
8:30 p.m., Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. and 
Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
• THE KITIMAT MUSEUM 
presents an exhibit of local art, includ- 
ing paintings, fabric art, pottery and 
photographs. Most pieces are for sale. 
The museum is located at 293 City 
Thursday's at Georges Pub 
It's Summer Inside 
r- We' reg iv ingaway 
onekeyper 
week until 
March 5, Unlock the 
lucky lugg ge and win 
a for 2 to Hawaii 
orMexico. 
Doorprizes! Games/ 
Keys Left/. 
ursdaynights Centre and is open weekdays from 10-5 ETCETERA p.m. and Saturdays from noon-5 p.m. 
Exhibit continues until Jan. 31. Karaoke is Back/ 
• Terrace Little Theatre presents YUK Make the 'Scene] Call 638-7283 or fax ~ COllie out and 
YUK'S ON TOUR on Jan. 30-31 at the to 638-8432 to add your event to the ~ have some fun! 
Skeena Room in the Terrace Inn. Two Standard's free entertainment listings. "~ ~'% 
different comedians and a great new The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 3086 Highway 16 
show. Tickets are $15 each at Unig]obe following week's paper. 
Courtesy Travel. Ph: 635-6375 
I 
Wednesday~ Jan. 07 
SKEENA PARENT Advisory Com- 
mittee meets at 7 p.m. at the school 
library to talk about the Skeena re. 
placement issue. 
Monday, Jan. 12 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
soc. holds a general meeting at 8 
p.m. atthe Thornhill dr. High library. 
Tuesday~ Jan. 13 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST Music 
Festival monthly meeting takes 
Hall 3312 Sparks SL Beginners wel- 
come. For info call Jim at 635-6724. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more 
info call 1-888-706-1780. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
place 8 p m. at 3639 Krumm B.oad. each month. Hew members welcome. 
Call 635-9089 for ~nformatioD', ~.or.more ~iffO call, eRa.. ~ a1,:~35,3~89 or
LOS a[ o~3-v~3. 
'; .... 'Thursday, Jane'15' ~ ' + :: ~'' ~" ' ~ + ~'+ 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST Music SKEENA YALLEY PALL FAIRAs- 
Festival entry deadline. They must sociation meets the second Monday of 
be postmarked no later than Jan. every month at g p.m. at Thornhiil Jr. 
15. Secondary in the library. 
• Saturday, Jan. 17 
THE ROBBIE BURNS Potluck 
Supper hosted by the Terrace Scot- 
tish Country Dancers at Knox 
United Church. Phone Kirsten at 
635-5163 for details. 
Monday~ Jan. 19 
TERRACE PLANNED Planned 
Parenthood Association first gener- 
al meeting 7 p.m. at health services 
society auditorium. 
Tuesday~ Jan. 20 
B.C. SCHIZOPHRENIA Society 
Support Group meeting at 7:30 
p.m. at the Stepping Stone Club. 
house at 3302 Sparks St. Phone 
638-2202 or 635-8206. 
Monday~ Jan. 26 
TONIGHT AND FOR the next two 
evenings Sacred Heart Parish fea- 
tures Father Lou Cerulli speaking 
about the gift of the Holy Spirit in 
our lives. Each session begins at 
7:30 p.m. Ph. 635-2313 for informa- 
lion. 
' Friday, Feb. 06 
TODAY IS THE DEADHNE to join 
the Fresh Start quit smoking prob- 
lem, sponsored by the Canadian 
Cancer Society. The program runs 
from Feb. 16-Mar. 15 twice weekly 
at night. To register call Alice at 
638.2200. 
Thursday, Feb= 12 
B.C SCHIZOPHRENIA Society 
presents the Journey of Hope, an 
education for families of persons 
suffering severe mental illness, 
tonight at 7 p.m. at 3302 Sparks St. 
, Call Heather Baxter at 635-8206, 
E/lean Callanan at 635-3620 or 
Brenda Lee Olson at 638-6366 for 
information. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an eltemating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Miehele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
'Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room at 8 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. hffomation and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. For more info or 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
'Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BAHA'I  community of- 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -The  Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ins class from 1-2 p,m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
~qt_ ~n i l  Anne  a t  fi3R-7272 for more 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND + KIN "ITE CLUB OF TERRACE 
call Jean at 635-3159. rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia meets every second Wednesday. New 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at members are welcome. For more, call 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 635-4089 for more info. Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635. 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 3175. 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
learn about public speaking in a posi- invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
tire and encouraging environment, come sing along on Tuesdays from CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
New members and guests are welcome. 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band cadet training sessions every Wednes. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
635-5776. for info. the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
DAIKO J l  SOTOZEN CENTRE WEDNESDAYS 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday PARENTS DROP IN to weight ' TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
mfo evening at 7 pm at the centre. For '  , babies tak~ place,Wednesdays from 1- meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
' phone635.-3455. ":~ " ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,:,.., -J+:+++, .+,, .:,,,,+,,t+ . . . .  ~+~r,,:~ P,'.~', a.t ,th.e .h~.l~,+servi.ces society • at the:Coast.InnoftheWest2"For+more 
(formerly Skgena Health Unit) at ,3412,, info call Jphn Wh. ittingto!t at:635-3209. 
i l l~ l ; *  ,: ,, ; . +i +? + +, . SCHIZOPHRIENIA SOCIETY meet# + ~,~lu m gt.) Pubhch+ahh nurse on hand ' 'i , . + . + : .... :. 
the third Tuesday of every month from to answer questions. 
September to June at 7:30 p.m. at Step- The Terrace Standard+ offers the 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- community calendar as a public set. 
For more information call 638-2202. ING council meets the first Wednes- vice to its readers and community or. 
day of every month at the boardroom ganizations. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT corn- This column is intended for non. 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC profit organizations and those events 
mittce meets the second Tuesday of Access Centreat3p.m. New members for which there is no admission 
every month at the Terrace public li- are welcome. For more info call Mary charge. [terns will run two weeks be. brary. 
Anne at 635-5449. fore each event. 
SHAMROCK 4-1t CLUB meets TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassio nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in in which it is to appear. 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
9401 for moreinfo. Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
rnazoa  
ONE DOLLAR OVER 
DEALER INVOICE 
L 
"oveL //1 
d+°'2J 
ONE DOLLAR OVER INVOICE  
- More Powerful 
- More Interior Space 
- More Safety Features 
- More Value 
- More Comfort 
- Less Money 
Star t ing  From s19,995 
PASSION FOR THE ROAD 
m 
PASSIO~E RO^D 
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DAVE TAYLOR 
5K E ENA, A'N G'LER 
. . . . .  , 
ROB BROWN 
A bonus season 
i can remember only one other 
Yuletide when the prospect of fish- 
ing with flyrod was as appealing. It
was at the end of the last decade 
when El Nino, the warm ocean current named 
for the Christ Child, was wrecking havoc else- 
where as it softened our winter, just as it is 
doing this year. 
Fishing in the winter is never easy. Patches of 
ice, and the bone-breaking injuries that an- 
company them, need to be avoided. There are 
the short walks made long by knee-deep snow. 
There is the chill when the sweat produced by 
those hikes turns to ice water. The water 
droplets that catch in the eyes of the rod cool 
too. They freeze there. They choke the line. 
When this happens there is nothing to do then 
but take off the wool gloves and poke each eye 
with the end of a pair of pliers or, in my case, 
with scissors, which must be fished out from 
under layers of clothing. All of this hassle is 
offset by the magic of angling in what should be 
the off season. 
'Catching a fish in a new place is better than 
catching a lot of fish in a place you know is 
plugged with them. That's the beauty of fishing 
in places that would be frozen in a normal 
winter. Finlay Ferguson's Reaeh, in fact all of 
the Shames Bar would normally be frozen at the 
end of December. It wasn't this year. It was 
raining when the pup and I raced for it. 
I listened to lutenist Paul O'Dette play the 
music of John Dowland and thought about how 
• Dowland is tenuously connected to modern ears 
by  a gossamer thread 'made up Of a few per- 
formers, like O'Dette, who have devoted their 
lives to performing the lute. I was thankful for 
this tape, this Christmas present o myself, and 
pleased that O'Dette was able to play a com- 
mand performance for me as I cruised over bare 
pavement winding through a gray, Skeena day. 
Bare pavement: another gift from the Christ 
Child. 
On that day the road was connected to the 
river by a narrow band of exposed land next to 
the Shames. Everywhere lse was covered in 
some form of water. The dog and I took that 
path. The Skeena River was wide open. I fished 
a marabou leech expecting dollies or bull trout 
while Pawsome pounced through the snow like 
a fox after miee. I was surprised, but not upset, 
to find no fish. With daylight waning I decided 
to take the more direct but more arduous route 
across the island and through the snow. 
Paws pounced. I plodded. We met only a 
single stream of moose tracks, which was not 
surprising since there'd been no heavy snows to 
herd the big beasts into the valleys. Once we 
were free of the brush, I took a rest. I made 
some snowballs from the soggy suow and threw 
them for the dog. She bounded after them then 
looked at me in bewilderment as they dis- 
appeared into the snow. 
After Christmas we made for Shames again. It 
was clear and cold and white aud blue. I hurried 
over the icy road to beat he thermometer. When 
say hurried, I mean I drove the old speed limit, 
which was pushing it, given the black ice. Still, 
cars whipped by spitting rocks. I was thinking 
about char as I pulled out at Esker Slough. Fin- 
lay and I had caught some big ones near here 
late in November, but perhaps they make their 
way into the tributaries or toward salt water 
later in the year. Dollies and their cousins are 
puzzling fish. Nobody knows much about hem. 
The crusted snow was perfect for hiking. Paw- 
some chased her shadow across the top at grey- 
hound speed, slipping and sliding on the snow, 
twice losing her feet entirely on frozen puddles. 
When I reached the end of the snow-f'flled side 
channel I found a log jam where there'd been 
none before. Currents licked the langle of roots 
and logs making what looked like ideal char 
habitat. I probed the eddies with s leech, learn- 
ing the twists and turns of the flow. One swing 
past the snags triggered a memory of a spring 
day when, in a the place a short distance 
downstream of the spot I was fishing, a gang of 
big doilies and a steelhead with mother-of-pearl 
sides would have nothing but gray sculpins I 'd 
tied in imitation of the ones Dionys deLeeuw 
had discovered uring an autopsy of some large 
char he'd hooked at Esker Bar. 
I tied on one of the sculpins from that squad 
that had been lying, tattered and rusty, in a 
neglected corner of my fly wallet. I short order I
began catching char. As I released a fish, a seal 
bobbed by on the outside of jam, took a good 
look at me, then sounded. 
The oblique light of the winter sen glanced off 
the tops of the near mountains and turned the 
Ones in the east as pink as the spots on the 
flanks of the char I 'd caught. Ice swirled and 
staffed to congeal in the back eddies. The river 
was closing and with it the bonus season. 
PORTS 638-7283 
Icy game full of chills, spills 
Soccer fanatics can't 
wait until summer 
IT'S FILEEZING cold out- 
side, there's several centi- 
metres of snow on the 
ground and you're recover- 
ing from new year's 
celebrations. 
What a great time to play 
soccer! 
No, really. 
Some thirty people turned 
out for the annual soccer in 
the snow tournament at the 
Caledonia soccer fields on 
New Year's Day. 
The sky was clear, the air 
nippy, and the field firm 
enough to allow a fast game, 
but slippery enough to 
ensure a good number of 
spills, 
The event was put on by 
the Terrace Men's Soccer 
Association, but was open 
to all players of all ages and 
abilities. The result was a 
great mixture of men, 
women and youths. 
The game was far from 
serious and at tinles silly. 
The emphasis was on fun, 
and players had plenty of it 
as they skidded across the 
field m ending up with a 
face full of snow. 
Only about three spec- 
tators showed up to witness 
the chilly game, proving 
that soccer fans aren't near- 
ly as hearty as soccer 
players. 
A couple of dogs also 
showed up that apparently 
wanted to play, but snow 
soccer rules are strict - -  all 
players must be from the 
same species. 
Players and spectators (ex- 
cept the dogs) were treated 
to hot buttered rum, and 
other toasty beverages at 
half-time. 
The score when the snow 
finally settled was 6-5, with 
the yellow team defeating 
the red team. Although the 
score wasn't the most im- 
portant thing at the end of 
the game m warming up 
was. NEARLY 30 PLAYERS showed up to the annual soccer in the snow fun tourna- 
ment held at the Caledonia fields Jan. 1. Yellow team won, 6-5. 
Cai looking strong 
after holiday rest 
a solid team effort, in spite 
of being short two team 
members. Players like 
Fraser deWalle, Brooks 
Robinson and Chesley 
Neufeld all pitched in for 
points. 
Meanwhile, the Hurri- 
canes ~ were depending al- 
most entirely on their all- 
star point guard Chris 
Veale. Veale scored 39 of 
Hays' 56 points. 
• "We made a lot of mis- 
takes on him and he took us 
to task on it," Mackay says. 
"He hits tons of shots. He's 
very good." 
Mackay says the only real- 
ly weak point in the 
Kermode's play was their 
foul-shooting percentage. 
C.al shot just 21-40 in 
freethrows. 
"That should be much 
higher," he says. "That's 
the one thing that was dis- 
appointing." 
The Kermodes next match 
is against Mount Elizabeth 
in Kitimat this afternoon. 
Mackay says MESS has 
been improving all year so it 
will be interesting to see 
where they're at now. 
"You can never take them 
lightly," he says. 
Next Wednesday the two 
teams will meet again in a 
rematch at Caledonia. Then 
that weekend, Cal will host 
the tough Prince Rupert' 
Rainmakers. The teams play 
back-to-back games at 
Caledonia on Friday night 
and Saturday afternoon. 
That will be a big test for 
the Kcrraodes after their 
huge loss to the Rainmakers 
in the fmals of the Kermode 
Classic last month. 
' CAL'S BOYS senior bas- 
ketball squad must have had 
a good rest over the holi- 
days because they came out 
flying in a game against 
Charles Hays last weeL 
Caledonia was visiting the 
Hurricanes on their home 
~r f  In Piiiii:e Riii/e/t. The 
Kermodes hadn't played 
since mid December, while 
the Rupert club had picked 
up an extra tonrnament's 
worth of experience over the 
holidays. 
But in spite of that extra 
experience, Cal came out on 
top 66-56. 
"That's not bad for our 
first game back," says 
coach Cam Mackay. "A  
couple of kids had been 
nursing injuries so it was 
good to have the rest." 
Mackay says Cal played 
well for the most part, with 
Krug keeps racking 'era up 
on that university's all-time 
scoring list for a defen- 
ceman. 
Krug played minor hockey 
for years in Terrace. He 
graduated from Notre Dame 
College in Wilcox, Sask and 
played junior hockey with 
Lebret in the Saskatchewan 
Junior Hockey League be- 
fore going to Mankato in 
1994. 
Krug now has 22 goals 
and 55 assists for a total of 
77 points at Mankato. He 
has picked up six of those 
points this year with a goal 
and five assists. 
TERRACE'S JASON Krug 
eontinnes to rack up the 
points in Minnesota and is 
now in the record-books at 
his college. 
The local hockey star who 
plays for the Mankato State 
University ~ Mavericks in 
Minnesota now ranks fifth 
Trails open for 
skiing at lakes 
CONDITIONS MAY be less than ideal, but the Onion 
Lake ski trails are still open and the snow is managing 
to keep a tenuousgrip oa the area. 
True snow seekers have actually been able to find the 
white stuff since Noveraber, according to Terry Brown 
of the Kitimat Cross Country Ski Club. 
"All the rain in the valley has generally been snow in 
the mountains," he says. 
The snowfall hasn't been great at the Ski trails, but 
there has been enough to ski several runs and groom 
some trails. 
Brown says that even though the weather has been a 
bit damp and yucky, the trails have been busy. He 
recommends Gortex or other rain jackets to help keep 
skiers dry until they warm up. 
"And the refurbished trailer is a great place to sit 
around the fireplace and make new friends," he says. 
Unfortunately, the snow hasn't been the only prob- 
lem this year for the ski club. Their Platen Bulley snow 
cat has also been having mechanical problems. 
Brown says club members brought out their little old 
Bombi snow cat to provide some level of grooming. It 
can pack the snow, but it can't level or till it. He 
eatiraates the Platen Eulley will be back in a few 
weeks. Hopefully, there will be more snow by then too. 
Meanwhile, the Junior Racing team has been working 
out since September doing dry.land training, and over 
the Christmas holidays they hit the snow at a camp in 
Smithers. Last weekend, the racers attended a meet in 
Prince George, look for their results in an upcoming 
Standard. 
This weekend, Jan. 10, the Kitlmat Open Cross 
Country ski race is set to go. Racers should pre-register 
by calling Sue Thorne at 632-7632. 
And the Open House that had been planned for Jan. 3 
was postponed until Jan. 17. It's scheduled to run from 
1-4 p.m. and includes guided ski tours, waxing 
demonstrations, free skiing and, for a small fee, les- 
I SOILS. 
Terrace hosts novice tourney 
HOCKEY PLAYERS from 
all over the northwest were 
in Terrace last weekend for 
a major novice tournament. 
A total of 12 teams com- 
peted - -  five Terrace house 
teams, plus seven visiting 
squads from Kitimat, 
Hazelton, Prince Rupert, 
Stewart and Houston. 
Dozens of fans turned out 
for each game too, and why 
not7 It was much warmer in 
the arena than it was outside 
this weekend. Plus they got 
to see some great action. 
A game Saturday morning 
pitted Terrace's Tri-City 
Mud Corn against a feisty 
group from Prince Rupert. 
Tr!-City went up by one 
early in the first period on a 
goal by Connor Lansdowne. 
But Prince Rupert tied it up 
with a pretty goal by Kendal 
Stace-Smith before the peri- 
od ended. 
The second period saw 
Prince Rupert come out 
s~rong, dominathng the play. 
They were rewarded with an 
early goal scored on a 
rebound by Matthew Evatts 
to go up 2-1. 
Taylor Quinn scored with a 
perfect wrist shot along the 
ice to tie it at two. 
The rest of the period saw 
some great hockey, with a 
huge effort on both sides. 
The players were supported 
by a contingent of about 60 
noisy fans. 
With just 10 seconds left 
in the second, Tri-City 
goalie Nick Lindstrom made 
an excellent pad save on a 
break-away shot from a 
Rupert player to keep the 
game tied. 
But by the third period, 
Trl.City was looking tired. 
They had a hard time keep- 
ing up to Prince Rupert, and 
Lindstrom was forced to 
make save after save to keep 
his team in the game. 
The visitors finally scored 
with s ix minutes to play, 
then potted another one two 
minutes later. In spite of a 
finny of last-minnte pres- 
sure by Tri-Clty, they 
eonidn't put it in the net and 
Prince Rupert won 4-2. 
Taylor Quhm was named 
top offensive player for Ter- 
race, while Kermy McColl 
But Ten'ace responded was  named top defensive. 
just Iw'o minutes later, player,  ~, ' 
TERRACE AMD Prince Rupert players baffle for the puck in a Saturday game, 
part of a 12-team novice division tnurnament held here over the weekend. 
, o 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 PeM. 
Disp|ay, Word  ¢ lau i f lad  and  ¢ lms i f led  Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday fells 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the doadline-;Is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all dlsDlav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advediser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $t 2.78 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend AdverUser. 
CTION ADS 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Sno~mobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pete 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Coursee 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notlcee 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reservee the dghtto classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to.determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminde advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discdmlnate on the basis of children, marital statue and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ada. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the eum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days.of expEl/of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructione are received. 
Those answering Box Numbere are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. " 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aepublished 
ehall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion.for the poition of the advertising space ocoupled by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone Start Date # of Insertions " Terrace Standard #._._.Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit  card  No. Expiry Date_ 
n VISA ~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
e 
11 
p 
7 
12 
..? 
13 
16 17 18 
a .75  6 .90  7.05 
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
:3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
7.70  8.00 
- • ____[flRACE - -  
Sras A   
4 
9 
14 
19 
7.20 
10  
15 
20  - $6 .60  
7 .35  
~1~ 8 .30  
For longer o(3. ,lease use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
3300 SQ. ft. 3 bdrm on 1 acre, 
in New Remo, unfinished 
house, $78,000, 635-2224. 
HOBBY FARM 26.6 acres, 
New Remo, fenced pastures, 
wired barn & 30 x 40 shop, 4 
bedroom, 2 bathroom rancher 
$295,000. 638-10S0 message- 
evenin~s/weekands. 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY: .81 
acre site with three rental suites 
(two duplex and one detached) 
plus mobile home pad. Potential 
for second mobile home pad. 
Current gross revenue $1,390 
per month. Asking $99,900. Tel- 
ephone: 635-6904. 
KISPIOX VALLEY - Beautiful 4 
bdr house with one bdr base- 
ment suite. 10.8 acres. Land- 
scaped park like setting. Two 
large outbuildings, greenhouse, 
raspberries, strawberries and 
garden (250) 842-5162. 
LOOKING TO rantto purchase 
3-4 bedroom home. In Terrace 
area. Call 635-0655. 
LOTS TOoffer, 1200sq. ft.,top 
floor. In law suite downstairs. 
Gas heat and hot water. Lots of 
room for a growing family. 
$158,500 OBO, 635-.9058. 
PRIVATE SALE Copper 
Mountain Sub; nicely renovat- 
ed, 3 bedroom trailer with large 
addition, good water, n/g and 
wood heat, newly built large 
sundeck, private park-like back- 
yard with creek, fruit producing 
walnut, cherry and apple trees, 
2 sheds plus large covered stor- 
age area, located on no thru 
street, close to elementary 
school & transit mute. Moving 
mush sell, reduced to $91,063. 
Call 638-8729 or 615-9196. 
i e, MKe.R [] i: 
• i I+TERBACEREALTx I } 
: " :~" 638-03711 .: ii ;:i: 
' 70.. FORSAEE.:...  
SUNDANCE ESTATES. Your 
dream come truell Imagine... 
Your exclusive home on a spec- 
tacular mountain view lot only a 
short stroll from Sun Peaks Vil- 
lage Centre. This exceptional 
Investment opportunity offers 
you a resort property in a quiet 
wooded setting with ski access 
to the slopes. Only 14 lots avail- 
able. Call Remax at Sun Peaks 
todavlll 1.800-663.2838. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcrofit One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-463- 
2035. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroffll One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9648. 
1979 14 x 70 mobile home. 3 
bedrooms, ng heat, newly re- 
decorated. Needs to be moved. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
$36,000 askin~ 10rice. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition, $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1.800-809- 
8041 or 1-463-455-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
BRAND NEW 14 x 70 mobile 
home situated on private land- 
scaped lot. All the goodies must 
be seenl No reasonable offer 
refused. For appointment to 
view phone 638-8084. Drive by 
and take a look. 1916 Bobsein, 
$107.000 and 1922 Bobsein, 
$115,000. 
HAS TO gel Brand new 14' x 
70' mobile home on private lot. 
Has everything. Come seal Lets 
talkl Offers to $115,000. No 
reasonable offer refused. Call 
638-8084. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
MINT CONDITION, 1986 Atco, 
14 x 70, 2 x 6 walls, 8 fl high 
ceilings, 4 newer appliances, 3 
bedrooms, 1 bath, separate util- 
ity room, open front living room 
and kitchen, excellent floor 
plan. Priced right at only 
$36,694. delivered to Terrace. 
Phone: 1.800-470-5444. 
Conveyancing 
Wills, SBcs 193,0 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, Your We~come 
D~:larat[ons, 
htortgage 
Do~umen~tion, 
Nola r;zotiom N~nt~." 
4921 Goir Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2KI 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
,~ Fox: (250) 635-5926 j 
2 BDRM, 4820 Lazelle, d/w, f/s, 
no pets, no smoking, storage 
room. Available immediately, 
638-0046, security entrance, 
storage available, blinds 
included. 
2 BEDROOM condo, In Ter- 
race, southslde, ground floor, 
security entrance. Call 624- 
5824 for more info. 
2 BEDRDOM condo, n.g. fire- 
place, no pets, close to down- 
town. Available immediately, 
references and damage deposit 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
Elaine 
Terry 
Crystal 
Gilllan 
are :  
635-3018 
635-6348 
635-3O44 
If you have. 
moved to Terra6e 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
NEWLY RENOVATED: 1977, .required. Rent includes n.g. ~nnA of us  a call. j 
14 x ,70, Moduline, 3 bedroom,..~..:.$650per month plus utilities. • ~ ' - -  
1 bath, 2appliances, new car-~ 3 B~ ~ ' ~  ~ * ' . . . . . . . . .  
pet, new linoleum, freshly paint- 
ed, very clean. Delivered to Tar- 
race for only $24,594. Phone 1- 
800-470-5444. 
PARKWOOD MOBILE HOME, 
n/g vinyl windows., w/d, C-12, 
Skeena Valley trailer park, 
$15,000 obo. 635-4894. 
TAKING ORDERS for '98 with • 
sites available for your custom 
manufactured home @ Boulder- 
wood MHP, family oriented and 
upscale, call Gordon @ 638- 
1182. 
2 & 3 bedroom, w/w carpet, f/s, 
close to school and town. Avail- 
able immediately. Phone 635- 
2360. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, 
fridge/stove, no pets, referenc- 
es required. Suitable for profes- 
sional couple. Cell 635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SU- 
ITE New carpet, no pets, cou- 
ples preferred. Only asking 
$550 per month. Call 635.6824. 
I I  HUNTINGTON 
III APARTMENTS Ill 
III Taking Applications Now for Ill 
III 1 & 2Bedroom Suites Ill 
III Oe~,quietren0vated suites III 
III ~np~e p~ing III 
Ill    fsalitieson each floor Ill 
Ill Closeto schools & downtown Ill 
III On busr0ute Ill 
Ill S~r~ entrance III 
III On site management Ill 
III N0~ets III "Ill References r quired Ill 
town house in Terrace, walking 
distance to town & school. No 
pets, references required phone 
638-0184 or 632-5918 
3 BDRM, 4822 Lazelle, f/s, w/d, 
dw, fireplace, no pets, no smok- 
ing, blinds included. 638-0046. 
Available Immediately. 
3 BEDROOM home located in 
Thornhill. Gas f/p in family 
room. 5 appliances. New carpet 
and paint. References required. 
$850/mo. Leave message at 
250-624-4894. 
3 BEDROOM house available 
Jan. tat, close to town, n/g fire- 
place, no pets, $700. 635-3004 
leave messafle. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large 
need 1900 sq ft shop, concrete 
floors, 2 large overhead doors, 
infra-red heat. Shop and house 
$1600 per n]onth. Phone 635- 
5513. 
3 BEDROOM suite, large newly 
renovated, immaculate. 2 bed- 
room suite, NG fireplace. 4 
bdrm house, garage, fenced 
yard, immaculate. All properties 
located in town. Enquiries call 
BND Pmperties.638-0797. 
3 BEDROOMS upstairs, fridge 
& stove included, dose to 
school & town. No parties, no 
pets, no smoking. Call anytime 
at 635-5174 available by Jan. 
15, 1998. 
3 LARGE rooms to rent in new 
house in Jackpin9 Rats. Call 
635-8482.. 
4 BEDROOM duplex 1 1/2 
bath, n/g, close to shopping and 
school, $800/month. Referenc- 
es and deposit required. Call 
635-4461 or 638-8759. 
ASKIMG $600/M0 plus utilities, 
1 brm mobile home In Thornhill 
situated In quiet trailer park. 
asking $500/mo plus utilities, 2 
brm ground floor apartment, 
Good condition. On-site manag. 
er, Asking $575/mo plus uteri. 
ties. 3 brm newsr townhouse in 
vow good condition with full 
basement. Asking $795/mo plus 
utilities. All include frldge and 
stove, No pets, no smoking. 
Our inventory changes daily, 
For rental enquiries, cell Gloria 
at Re/Max d Terrace Property 
Management Services 6,38- 
1400, 
FOR RENT 
4 I~drom home tn the horseshoe, 
ovoilo~la imm~iolely. 
Re~ere~.es required. 
Cog Defick Kenneo'y ~I: 
635.3042 or 635-6361. 
Summit Square 
Apar tments  
1 $ ;2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Ask'for ionlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
~l~ I 
AVAIL.AIBLE 1, 2, &3 bedroom. 
Available immediately, referenc- 
sea must, 635-6428. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
on southside of Terrace, 2 bed- 
room suite with dining and living. 
room plus full bath. Large kitch.,' 
en plus sun room. 3 appliances, 
$825/month includes utilities. 
632.2390. 
AVAILABLE HOW! 3 bedroom 
house, frldge/stove, washer/dry- 
er included. Natural gas 
neat/water. Large yard, storage 
shed. Nc pets, $750/month. Ac- 
cepting applications, 635-5431 
or 635-4430. ~ 
BEDROOM SUITE all utilities 
included, available by 
immediately, $450 plus damage " 
deposit to view. Call 638-8482. 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom du- 
plex, beautiful location on 
bench. 4 appliances, Available 
Feb. 1/98." N/S please. Call 635- 
0529. 
BRAND NEW deluxe 3 bed- 
room condo. Available Feb. 
1/98, no pets, reference & dent. 
age deposit required. Fddge & 
stove Included. soulhside 635- 
2932. 
BRAND NEWLY renovated, 2 
and 3 bdnm mobile homes. NG 
heat, for appt to view phone 
638.8084. 
CLEAN 2 bedroom house in' 
Thomhitl Stove/fridge, N/G heat 
included. Perfect for 2 people. 
No pets or parties. Available 
January 15, $600.00 per month 
plus security deposit 635-7467. 
CLEAN 2 bedroom house in 
Thomhill with 4 new appliances. 
No pets, no parties, N/G heat, 
Available Feb. 1st, 4850.00 per 
month plus security deposit, 
Call 635.7487. 
COZY CLEAN 2 bedroom and 
den bungalow, conveniently Io-. 
cated in the Horseshoe, no 
pots, non smoking, references 
required, apply to File #103 c/o 
Terrace Standard 3210 Clinton, 
Terrace B.C. V8G 8R2. $800 
per month. Available Feb 
1 sU98. 
FOR REM'r - 3 bedroom house, 
5 appllancee gas fireplace, stor. 
age shed, close to pflmary 
school & hospital. Available Inn: 
mediately. Reference required, 
$800 per month 635.3845 leave 
massaqe, 
FOR RENT: Bachelor and 2 
bedroom suites for rent, Imme- 
diate occupancy. Convenient Io- 
ceUon. Natural gas heat & hot 
water, Phone 635-6611. 
HOUSE FOR Rent (on bench): 
modern, dean, and spacious 
home in excellent nelghbour. 
hood. Fer¢ed yard; four ap- 
pliances; three I:mdreoms up. 
stairs; additional bedroom 
downstairs as well as rumpus 
room, Available Feb, 1. Call 
6,38.1164. 
LARGE, PARTIALLY fur- 
nished, BR/Meals. Help w/light 
housekeeping/meal prep., asst. 
Female preferred, Braun's 
Island, N.D. 635-5394, leave 
messaqe, Beth'. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
cn site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. Rsferenoos 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment m 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $450 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite for rant close to town, ut;{;ty 
included, ref's and damage de- 
posit required. Available now. 
Phone 638-8874. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Large kitchen, f/s, no pets, 
ref's required, available imme- 
diately, $550. Cable and hydro 
included. Call 635-9659 after 
6:15 pm. 
ONE BEDROOM fumished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 = $180 
security deposit. Phone 635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM GROUND 
level suite with fireplace. Cable 
and utilities included, Share 
laundry room. Non smoking 
$675 per month. ThomhUl, 2 
IxIrm available soon. Call 635- 
3756. 
ONE BEDROOM vacation con- 
do. Maui fully equipped, across 
form Kamaole beach #2. 
High/low, $70/$55 USD/day. 
Add 10.17% KI State tax. Home 
250-634-5554. Work 250-634- 
3042. 
ONE BRM mobile home in 
Thomhill situated in quiet trailer 
park. asking $500/mo plus ~li- 
ties. 2 brm apartment in Summit 
Square. Good condition. On- 
site manager, asking $575[mo 
plus utilities. For rental enqui- 
ries, call Gloria at Re/Max of 
Terrace Property Management 
Services 638-1400. 
TOP FLOOR of house. 3 10drs. 
w/d, f/s, incl. large yard. Close 
'to town. Includes 12x12 outdoor 
storage, no pets, no smoking, 
$800 month. 635-5459. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in six 
plex. Fridge and stove laundry 
hook up. Available NOW. $620 
per month, no pets. 635-5213. 
THE WILUAMS LAKE Golf and 
Tennis club i$ looking for inter- 
ested parties to lease Fox's 
Den Restaurant. Please send 
letter of interest and resume be- 
fore January 30th to: Box 742, 
186N 1st Avenue, Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G 1Y8. 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Nmdi, Bmlding 
3219 F.by St. 
2,500 ~l.fl. I{~iI or 0$e, 6~0u~l Floor 
1,000 sq.ft, o 1,500 ~I.E OSm 2n(I Floor 
Ph: 635-7191 
OFFICE SPACE 
• FOR RENT, 
Single or combined offices 
available immediately. 
Starting at $;170.00 per 
month. Call Steve Cook at 
Coldwell Banker. 1st 
Terrace R6alty 638-0371 
JANUARY 20% OFF SALE. 
second hand items except 
those on consignment. Norma 
May's coIlectibles, Topley, 
Tuesday and Saturday, 9-5 
p.m. 696-3675. 
. . . .  i l l  
I . , . i , . .g 
I V Sohool 
I "The Keys to Safe Driving" 
' ' | .  I Gift Certiiicates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
i Graduation~./~ 
Assessments ~/~ ~ ,~ 
-~.==, Ki~m~, ~ ' /  
Prince Rupert w, ~ 
Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 
..... PN/FAX &35-7532_ 
I 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
, , ,  
IIII 635-7459 
FOR LEASE: 
3,~ sqJt It. i~ust~me~ 
~/VC 01fro, vm~use, OH cl00r 
Fef¢ed~ 
5110 Keith Ave 
1,700 sq.lt re~t/of~e spa~e 
"Re,rated t0 y0ur sped~i0m 
F.mm~ & G~Avente 
g51 sq. L vrmt~omce 
#wOHdoor 
5002P~A~ne 
2,700sq, ltNEW 
Com~cU,~Uledto 
Prim ~ m~ to 
H0~ Har~r~re, pa~dng 
~!6 H~}h~ l!W~ 
1,700 sq. tt ret~0f~ space 
Re~ated t0 y0ur spe~ca~0ns 
9~ el.It rew oltice/store fret 
~g]08 PoNeAveue 
TO be good to yourselfl Morn 
energy, better health, weight 
control? Herbalife products are 
the answer to "How?" Call Mary • 
1-250-698-7319. 
ATCO 10 x 44 wash car trailer 
on triple 1 beam flame, for bush 
camp. Sleeps 4, 2 showers, 2 
toilets, washing machine, 20 
propane dryer, water heater, 
and furnace, 1000 gal water 
storage capacity. $5600. Lister 
diesel generator 12.5 KW, very 
low hrs. $3400. IGC diesel gen- 
erator 10 KW $2300. All items 
located near Telegraph creek. 
Evenings JJ3-7580 on Tele- 
graph Hill Ch. or fax 403-543- 
8678. 
FIREWOOD FOR sale: sea- 
soned birch=. 1/4 split, $80/truck 
load or $150 for 2. Call 638- 
7608. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC~CON. 
VECTION oven. $100. Call 638- 
8276. 
HOCKEY ENTHUSIASTS, The 
Hockey Trainer. 7' hard body 
slide board with ice mat. Devel- 
ops and improves: skating, stick 
handling, shooting, passing. 
Complete hockey school for the 
homel Rag $225, limited supply 
$125. The Skating master, skat- 
ing motion specific training aid. 
Develops and improves: skaters 
stance, balance, footspeed, en- 
durance. Used with hockey 
skates or roller blades. Ideal 
when teamed up with the Hock- 
ey trainerl Reg. $125, limited 
supply $75. 647-3787. 
POST/BEAM DRY Timber. 
Cancelled church project, 3"-  
24" widths, 4'-33' lengths. Big 
selection, all sizes 1-250-652- 
8059. 
SKIIS FOR salel Only touched 
snow 3 times. Package in- 
cludes: Rossignol skies, open 
Ii XPM (175's). Salcmon ski 
boots, (570), ladies size 7, Ba- 
lemon bindings, Ouadrax series 
5. Ski poles, Salomon ski bag. 
Groat price only $500. Call 632- 
5858. 
TIME SHARE for sate Orange 
Lake Country Club (Florida), 4 
miles from Disney World. Can 
exchange time, world wide 
through R.C.I. $10,000 Ameri- 
can value, sell $7500 Cdn or 
trade. Call 638-0338. 
TIME SHARE for sale. Mem- 
bership in beautiful Cancun 
Mexico. Also world-wide affilia- 
tion with Resort Club Interna- 
tional for world time share ex- 
change. Sacrifice at $7500 
which includes 17 bonus weeks 
to be sued at Sunset Club, Club 
Lagoon or Sunset Orlando or 
RCI exchange (accommodation 
up to 4 people, executive suite). 
Call after 6 pm 250-964-9440. 
I " " ij 
I 
BUy OR SELL 
Top rware 
KAREN MATTEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6" 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638.1156. 
1993 FORD Tempo, red, 4 door 
sedan, excellent condition., 
$7200 obo. Phone 635-5176. 
1993 GMC 4x4, boxl]ner, visor 
standard, 30,000 new tires. 
Asking $9500 obo. 1-250-694- 
3675. 
1981 FORD 1 ton cube delivery 
van, rebuilt motor in July, new 
transmission in April, front end 
done in July, new King pines 
etc. New tires & brakes in Oct. 
Malntenance records avail. Pro- 
pane fed $7500 OBO. Phone, 
Demest Tires, Salmon Ann. 
250-832-2611, 
100. TRUCKS. FOR ~ 
SALE  ' ~ 
3HRYSLEF 
'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
$19.995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, ~/C. Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
$33.995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, A/C, Cruise Control, ilt 
$15.995. 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 ~I0W $16,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$25.995 
'95 Plymouth Voyager 
6 cyI, NC, Cassette 
$15,995 
'95 Dodge Club Cab 4X4 
Laramie SLT 
V-10, Auto, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, & More, One Ton dually 
$31.995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4. Auto, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 pickup laramie SLT, V-8. 
Automatic, NC, Crulse, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 Sale $21,995 
13 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Deisel, auto, A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, western snow pl0w 
attached 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
1160, .E~VY~qTY 
::E QO i li~MEhlT ~; ' 'i" 
' . .. •... • 
RECREATION ~ 
lVE'IH IC ~E S :' :l:";' ' 
:i FORD 
'96 Ford F-150 4x4 
NC, Cruise,Tilt, Cassette 
$17,995 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, A/C, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise - $13,995 
'95 Ford Escort GT 
5 Speed 
$11.995 
. . . . .  ~)5 Fad I~ustang 
Auto., A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'95 Ford Contour GL 
V-6, traction control, CD, A/C, 
Cruise,'lilt, Power Windows & 
locks, Alloy Wheels 
was $15,995 now $13,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$8,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'g2 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stere0, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
1991 Exciter II 
ShortTrack 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr • 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'g3 Chew Cavalier 
4 d0or, Auto, A/C, Cassette 
$8,495 
93 Ch~:~i~@~;::i~.,ab silver~~~ower 
~ ,  Cassette 
" '$18 ,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $39,995 
'95 Toyota Tercel 
4 door, auto, arn/fm cassette 
$13,588 
'95 Nissan Ext. Cab 4N 
6 Cyl., 5 sp,,'l'llt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stereo, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Tire pkg. 
- $30,995 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Alrconditlonlng $2 8991: - $14,995 
'87 Nissan Pathfinder 
4x4, 6 cylinder,,VC, Power 
Windows & locks 
- $8,995 
Partial Us! 0nly 
Over 25 More 
Pre.0wned Vehicles In St0ckl 
T~ER~E 
4916 H~, 16 West 6sS.'/la'/ 
1-800-~I~-7187 om Sm 
www.terraceautomall.©om 
19~O FORD pickup XLT Lariat 
supercab. Loaded, air/cruise 
etc. 302 EFI very clean $7900. 
624-5072 after 5:00 pm (Prince 
Rupert) 
1991 DODGE Dakota 4x4, X- 
Trs cab, air, cruise plus extras. 
Please call Dwayne 847-5050. 
1992 DODGE 1 ton Cummings 
diesel dub cab, power every- 
thing, too much to list, $15,000 
ol0o. May take part trade. 1984 
Ford F250 4x4 c/w canopy 
$3000 obo. 1992 Mazda p/u 4 
cvl., auto, $5000. 842-5488. 
lg92 DODGE 4x4, 318, 
110,000 kms, 5 speed, stan- 
dard, c/w running boards, cane- 
W, box liner, 4 extra winter 
studded tires, $12,900. GC. Call 
635-7400. 
1993 MAZDA pickup in excel- 
lent condition. Low low mileage, 
a one owner vehicle. $9500. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
lg94 GMC 1500 series extend- 
ed cab, 4x4. Excellent condi- 
tion, askinfl $17,500 845-3339. ' 
1995 JEEP Grand Cherokee 
Laredo. Mint condition, 54,000 
kms 847-8775 after 6 pro. 
FOR SALE 1989 F250 extend- 
ed cab 4x4 complete with one 
year old Western Snow Plow. 
$18,000. Phone 615-0011. 
'88 PATHFINDER 4x4 6 cylin- 
der, 5 speed, new winter tires, 
$7300 obo. Tel. 635-9121 
SUPER CHAMP, excellent con- 
dillon 0-200 wheels, skis, floats 
$22,000, hydraulic wheels, skis 
for cub or PA 20, new wide te- 
flon bottoms $5000. 1-250-849- 
5022. 
1992 34 1/2 It 5th wheel trailor, 
Layton calebrity, Tri-Axie, 
Double expando, 2 skylights, 
NO, W/D, Microwave, Stereo, 
Deluxe Model, Hardwood Floor 
in kitchen, blue interior, single 
pce roof, Asking $25000 obo 
call 635-7424 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre I-Iwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Internet www.voya- 
.qer-RV.oom. 
1992 WILDCAT, ported, pol- 
ished, piped, hand & thumb 
,warmer, ski skins, cover. Low 
,kin, ,mint shape SilO00. 1: 
250695-6653 Burns Lake. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Yamaha MM700 
2" track, Mntn Bars 
1993 ARCTIC Cat 550 
EXT/MC; Fuel injected, mint 
condition, loaded with too many 
extras to mention. $4000 firm. 
Call 845-7984 or 845-8027 
(cell). 
1994ARCTIC Cat Thunder Cat. 
2 inch Mountain Bar, SLP Air- 
box, SIP stutter box, D & D 
tips, Eckholm skiis, good shape, 
$6500. 1996 Arctic Cat ZRT 
600, low mileage, mountain bar, 
exhaust tips, good shape, coy- 
ers included, both machines, 
$6700. 1-250-698-7607. 
1995 POL-aris XLT; equipped 
with Genisis PST head & pipes; 
SLP skiis Chrom Moly two inch 
track; mountain bar; Polaris 
cover. $5996 (obo). Also one 
headache rack to fit Ford pick- 
up. Equipped with backup litas. 
$350 (obo). Contact 1-250-696- 
3343 from Estate of Eldon 
Clark. 
A 20 ft and 22 It boat. Alumi- 
num - complete with trailers. 
Lots of extras. Value of each is 
$10,000 plus. Will trade for 
used cats of equal value or pay 
.the difference. Two marine mo- 
tors; Oldsmobile - complete. 
Volvo Penta legs $4000 each. 
8eachlot 29 Granisle, 
$40,000. Call: 697-2474 or 
leave message and will call 
hack. 
ATTENTION BOATOWNERS: 
If you have your boat stored in 
prince Rupert and want to work 
on it before spring, give us a 
call. Secured Boat Storage $2 
ft/month. U - Fix - bay rental 
$75/day, $30e/wk, $600/month. 
Shop rate - winter special 
$33/hr. Effective until Feb 
28/98. Pacifix Maintenance & 
Repair, 140 Hast mad, Pdnce 
Rupert, B.C. (250) 624-2144 
Bob or Lawrence. 
FACTORY BUILT Alumaweld, 
18" Vee Sled alum. River boat 
and trailer. 225 hp, Yamaha 
outboard and just. Like new 
condition, must be seen. 
$26,500. 847-6003. 
1973 JOHN Deem 450 track 
dozer inside non-hydrolic blade 
and winch. $14,000. Phone 
638-7290. 
ATCO 10 x 24 construction 
trailer with axles, tires and 
wheels. $5000. To view phone 
638-8084. 
COPPERSIDE STABLES 
INDOOR ARENA now has 
english and western riding 
lessons available on school 
horses. Call about our KIDS 
CAMPS and horses for lease. 
635-9230. 
E BALES of good quality first 
cut, second cut hay and straw 
delivered in from Alberta, no or- 
der too small. 847-4083. 
THE TACK Store. Stad thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
WANTED TO buy. Saddle 
horses and unwanted horses. 
Pay top market prices. For info 
call 1-250-846-2403. 
FOUND: ONE black covered 
Ford key with 3 others. Brass 
Sagittarius key ring/house and 
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FOR FREE Information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messa~]e .  
GAY BI Curious? All Gayl All 
Liver All the timel Connect live 
or just listen. Try us for freel 
604-257-5656 ext 437 or 604- 
.257-5555. 
GAY WHITE male, seeks other 
physically fit active gay, hi, cud- 
ous friends. Discretion assured. 
Call 635-1980. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LOOKING ' FOR affectionate, 
attractive, slim female in 50's. 
To sham beautiful, peaceful 
country life forever. Reply to 
File//92 c/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard 3210 Clinton St. Terrace 
B.C. V8G 5R2. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE • PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
EVAgf f  RAYS TA l l (  
LIVE I ON 1 
car key. Call Rebecca 635- I '~" ~, lnZ ,  
7880. I '"°"" '~ I '=0"  
LOST DEC 27th in the theater, I c=,. . . .= .  
1 stuffed Panda bear, aprox 12" 
tall black and white, If found I ! -900-451-40$5 
missed.please call 638-1067 sadly I 24 fiRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
BC'S LARGEST chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or just listen. For a 
free trial 604-257-5700 or 1- 
800-551-6338. 
; CANADA'S BEST meeting 
place for singles, talk openly to 
other adults for romance & 
more. Meet someone in the 
next 5 minutes. 011-592-588- 
758 L.D. only 18÷. 
DO THE COINCIDENCES IN 
your life predict your Mum? For 
answers consult the kNOw CO- 
INCIDENCE psychics at 1-900- 
451-8814. 18 years or older. 
$2.99 per minute. 
THANK YOU 
ouldw Mary Ford and family 
like to thank 
those of you for your 
flowers, cards and sup- 
port offered with our 
recent lass of William 
Michael (Mike) Ford. 
Mary, ~ar i lyn,  
Chris & Matt 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messa~le. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink-  reglaze Itl Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DO YOU need a licanced Bar 
Tender ? Reasonable rates, full 
black tie table service available 
upon request. Call TarBendere 
for reservation Information 
635-3763. 
Thank  You 
To everyone involved in the search and rescue of 
ALAN CHRISTIANSEN oN DEC. 2]/97 
You made the family's Christmas extra 
special this year. 
Thanks again 
Sherelyn & Samuel Christiansen 
Thank  You  
I would like to take this time to thank our friends and 
neighbours for their kindness to Jean. A special thank you 
to Dr. Brown & his receptionist Leslie, the nurses at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Beth from Home Care Nursing, Vice, 
Bey, & Dorolhy from Home Support, & all those at 
Northom Health Care. A ve~ special thank you to 
Claudia, our niece, who made all the difference to me. 
Thank you all 
Hans Koehl 
My sincerest thanks to Beth for without your help I couldn't 
have done it without you. 
Bless You, 
Claudia 
The staff and board members of 
The Kermode Friendship Society 
would like to thank the following sponsors whose contributions 
made our Communily Christmas Dinner a success: 
Safeway, Overwaitea, Co-op, Copperside Foods, Pacific Northern 
Gas, Mutual Ufe, Pacific Northwest Employment Traini.g & 
Development, Salvation Army ,d  The Wesley Family. 
A special "Thank-You" to the cooks nnd all the volunteers whose 
help was very much appreciated. 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~  :~- '~ :r .  " ,':.,, 
440, reverse, 2up Seat I " '  
. . . . . . .  , . . . -~l,~ ~:~- ~., ~.~ :;. Chimney, Furnace, Duct, & Misc, Only 300 miles ~-_ . ,  • .  
$5,199: l~ I 1~~= ' -~  ~=~..~-~.',~',~zc.. Vacuum Services ~ ~   ~ d i. ~.'-I I ~ ~ ~  Call An/time Free Estimates 
, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . .., Industrial, CommerciaI,Rv,& MarlneResidential' 
• *Ask Us About Septic Cleaning** ~' 
~, .~oo~.^.  | ,LAN I,TN.NB'4P; J Ph 635-1132 Fax 635-1193 
1Z43 S0~ IT. ~ ~ ~ ~  ~,~ 
1994 ArcUc Cat -7"~.  ' I' ~ * ~ . . . . .  
~ 580 Moun~in Cat ~ ~ ~ ~ l~ J~ ~ 0~ ~ 0 ~ ~  ~ I { 
reverse / 1' ' . . . . . . . . .  For a.E~ ~,- : ~: ":~: :=- , 
. . . .  . ~  "~, I .:.~.,~..L~ ~ ~l " l  :": • Career ~ • lighting Fixlore. 
i I " . t  . ~'- 
i ~.~ ~ i - -1 - : . - r -  '-'~a- '~ • Areaeugs ~#,/~r~f-~,-~r Coverings 
; ~, ~- ', 'I ;~  I ~ k; ,"~--'-- , ,~ .~!  ' • "  : • 
lg95 Yamaha VX600 , . .o .  
2" track, Reverse 
1995 Ski Dam 
Formula Z 583 cc, 
long track 
')1 
# 
,,,/'1 
House Plans Available Through 
la'taoe ] i]dezs 
This spot 
Northwest Tile &, Marb le  ~ J~ could be 
SALES AND INSTALLATIONS , PI~I~ 
~ ~ z~.~ Years Exl:,crience ~ l  1)~" yourS,Call ~ ~("~E ,~ * '=  ~ '  ~/~ ,,,,,::,Gl,,.,sa,~l~ 
635-9280 638-7283 [] ~. . -  ~,k, , r ,A.6~,,  I~i~ 
~ Site 41, R.R.2, Camp 18, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 ~[ (~ 
I:;~! 1~,-I |~.l| I,;:i] Iq  I~] I~] IVi H H 1;:1 l.",ei I:::l l~'~l I~ '  Itt I~:1 I k -  
,#1 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
J L  
635-6273 
wl Ju. ml~0F  .UR~ 
4423 Railway Avenue 
Terra(e, B.C. VBG 1L9 ~=IH=H 
Ph:(250) 639.2e01 ._L 
Fax: (250) 635-3612 
TOLL FREE 
1.800.635.2801~L= 
! IIFRIGIDAIRE 
"The Appliance Experts" 
I~T°tem Countr~ide Fur.iture 
r 4501 Lakelze Ave. 638"1158 1-800"813"1158 
i r  
1995 Polads XLT 600 
1 1/2 track, pipes, only 925m 
1994 VX600 Long Track 
Reverse, electric start 
1991 Honda 
CR250 
1994 V-Max 600 St 
KEN'S 
9 g 
Ph: 6~-2909 
I I 
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Williams 
Doris Rita/~ary (~ah) 
o1 Terrace, passed away pea- 
cefutly at the Terraceview Lodge 
on Sunday December 28, 1997. 
Doris was born on March 3, 
1921 in Egham Surrey England. 
She came to Canada with her 
daughter after the 2nd World War 
and lived for a short time in 
Kimberley before moving to 
Cranbrook with Jack Mab. Here, 
they raised their children and 
were also able to enjoy many of 
their grandchildren. In the early 
80% Doris moved to Terrace to 
be near her oldest daughter. Jack 
predeceased Doris on December 
11, 1997. 
Left to miss her dearly are: 
Anne (Ran) Dailyn, Sharon 
Duthin, Jean (Byron) Yeas, Janet 
(Grog) Berkhiem, Dave (Car01ins) 
Mah, Robert (Joan) Mah, Rose 
(Stove) Foster and many, many 
grandchildren and groat. 
grandchildren. 
A Funeral Service will be held 
Friday January 9th, t998 at the 
Anglican Church in Cranl0rook, 
B.C, at 1:30 p.m. with Father 
David Dingwall officiating. 
Internment wilt follow at the 
Wesllawn Cemetery. 
Those wishing to remember 
Doris may do so by donating to 
the Cancer Society. : | 
_R R,,,. 
IN LOVING NEMORY OF 
MAE HADIKIN 
Moo passed away peacefully on 
Friday, Decemberl2, 1997, at Mills 
Memorial Hospital in Terrace, 
B.C., after a courageous battle 
against Myasthenia Cravis. 
She was born October 16,1926 
in Pass Creek B.C. and married 
Pete Hadikin on April 11,1944. 
Together they raised 4 children 
who have grown and provided a 
legacy, that will ensure she will be 
always be remembered 
They moved to Taghum, B.C. 
where she resided for 40 years 
and for the past 4 years she lived 
with her daughters in Abbotsford 
and Terrace, B.C. 
ARE YOU SAFE? : 
I women with or without children. 
I You can call. Even Just to talk. 
J Battering is not o.kl 
| It is not o.k. for someone 
I to hit you 
| or push you 
,~ or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
SMITHERS BASED trucking 
company looking for full or par- 
tial baokahuis from anywhere in 
Alberta or Saskatchewan to de- 
liver anywhere from Prince 
George to Prince Rupert. 847- 
4083. 
V/ILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Emaih manucomp@uni- 
serve,corn 
Sharing a 
Healthier ~ 
Future" ~ 1  
aanr/~;acnon w"  ® 
,• Box 22, IMPROVING Terrace, B,C, / YOUR / ODDS V8G 4A2 
/ AGAINST Anne Evans 
mos-rm~ ] C~,~A'S 638-1966 i EO4JNDA'nON j #1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a last!ng tribute, Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
DO YOU know 3 people who do 
laundry and want to make extra 
money? I will train to distribute 
this revolutionary earth. Friendly 
product and Make Money your 
very first davl 1-888-886-8989. 
FOR SALE well established re- 
tail clothing store and tuxedo 
rentals in excellent location. 
Serious inquiries only. Call 250- 
567-4633 or 250-567-4310 
eves & weekends. 
HAIR SALON for sale. Serious 
enquiries only, 7 chair salon. 
Phone afternoon 6 p.m. 635- 
1861. 
Canada's most successful 
video franchise has 
exceptional opporlunilies 
now available in 
Terroce and KilimuL 
W~ offer a complete 
turnkey budness 
on-site training, 
on-going support, and 
finandol assistance. 
CALL 
GONE HOLLYWOOD 
1-800-567-7710 
I MistyRiver Tack/e, Hunting ,t roceqj 
• ; tE 
" I L We have it all/ 
~ Hours" " 7am- tt pmMontoSat. 
8 am - t t pm Sunday & Holidays 
5008 Agar St., Terrace, B.C. l 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-8500 1-800-314-1369 I 
We wish to express our heartfelt 
thanks to Dr. Brown, Dr. Vanherk, 
Dr. Phi/lips, Dr. Kenyon, & Dr. 
Bmugh ~/ancouver). All the staff 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, the 
Terrace & Abbotsford Homo 
Support & all of those that have 
shared with us their hearts, 
through, many kindness and 
/deeds. ~: 
CONSOUDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No" 
more stress, no equity-security, 
good or bad credit, immediate" 
approval, immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office, t-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible 
QUEENSWAY 
LEATHER & TACK SHOP 
4493 Queensway Dr. Thornhill, B.C. V3G 3X2 
(250) 635"7721 
Ooen Tues. to Sot. i ~.m. to 5 p.m. 
FOR AFTER HOUR SALES PLEASE CALL 
I Black Bear  Pottery 
.~HAND-MADE,  ~LEEL-TIIROV~ POTrERY 
~ a t u r d a y s  at the Terrace 
~ -Coop in the Lol~by 
" ART POWELL 
(250) 632-2136 
FIRE YOUR 
BOSS TODAY! 
Ready for a change for the New Yesr? 
Become your own boss when you join 
o company lhol's o Jeoder in ils field. 
Unlimited earnings polential, flexible 
h0m and comphle training and 
supporl provided. Get a ump on 
January and call now: 
1-888-314-4888 
Leove message. 
For Sale - Logging Contract. 
Attention Cable Logging 
Contractors: A five year renew- 
able contract with a 071 Medill 
Mini Tower completely rigged, 
1990 Kenworth log truck c/w tri. 
axle log trailer, 986C loader, a 
fully trained & experienced crew 
as well as other accasnodes to 
go to work Immediately. Only 
serious buyers apply. Phone 
Ray for details 1-250-790-2336 
office or 1.250-790-2264 home. 
Business Opportunity 
Turn key dog grooming, pet 
food soles business for 
sole in Terrace. ~is is the only 
store front business of 
its kind in Terroce. 
For informotion phose coil: 
Derkk Kennedy 
635-3042 635-6361 
Ccnlu~, 
Having Trouble Looking For Work? 
THE C.O.A.S.T. PROGRAM MAY BE FOR YOU! 
DO YOU: 
. Want a program that deals with the effects of substance abuse 
(pemonally or through relationship) and employment preparation 
, Want to learn more about communicating with people 
, Want to learn more about yourself and relationships 
, Want to increase your chances in the labour market 
AN INFORMATION SESSION WILL BE HELD ON 
JANUARY 13, 1998. FROM 9:30AM- 3:30 PM 
If you are interested in finding out more about this six week program 
or wish to register for the information session, please call 
638-8108 
NORTHWEST TRAIMING CENTRE 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW! 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE I,~FFERING 
~ Excavator Operator 
Courses ~i 
This modularized course is designed to assist operators to 
acquire skills and knowledge required to be an entry level exca- 
vatar operator. 
Safe, efficient operation, maintenance and duties of competent 
operators are emphasized in this course: 
" Safely Procedures 
Equipment Systems 
Preventative Maintenance Procedures 
Site Preparation 
"' Operation of a excavator in on-the- ob situations 
Identification of construction symbols and terms, check 
grades, install culverts and identify road building stages 
Road deactivation and related environmental codes. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
The operation, skills and knowledg~ acquired in this program" 
will enable graduates to pursue entry level jobs and/or a career 
in the construction, [orestry and excavating indushies. 
For further inform0tlon on the Excavator Courses contact 
Northwest Community College's Registration Desk, at the 
Terrace Campus (250) 635.6511, Local 5204 or 5342. 
COURSE SCHEDULE 
Courses are offered: 
" January 19 to Februar 7 6, 1998 
February 9 to February 27, 1998 
March 2 to March 27, 1988 
Courses are scheduled 8:00 AM through 4:00 PM 
' Courses may be re-scheduled ue to wea~er conditions 
COURSE COST: $2250. 
Note: This is an on-site course in which participants are required 
to provide suitable outdoor clothing and WCB approved safety 
footwear. 
• John Deem Equipment and Training Resources are used in Ibis course. 
Web North Marketing & Des ig~~ qk 
Custo Serwce/ 
Account anager 
Terrace based.ln~met marketing firm Is seeking a computer literate 
dMdual to manage and maintain client web sites. Applicant should have 
commerdal marketing background, and be able to display an intimate 
owledge of the WWW, client software and computer based manage- 
ant tools. 
This is NOT a deslgn position, HTML hackers need not applyl 
Applicants will work unsupervlced withln their own work environment. 
ust have current hardware; we will provide software and necessary 
1 training. 
I I  This position will be part-time to start, becoming full-time as needed 
1 with flexible and negotiable employment terms. 
I I  Resumes will be accepted by e-mail only, and should be forwarded to 
no later than January 15th, 1998. # 
Certified Pipefitter 
Cantor is an integrated forest products company with 
principal operations in British Columbia and Northern 
Alberta. We currently have a career opportunity for a 
Certified Pipefitter at our sawmill operation in Fort St. 
James 
Reporting to the Maintenance Supervisor, the Certified 
Pipefitter will be responsible for all pipefitting mainte- 
nance and construction duties on a daily basis. The 
ideal candidate will have 5 years of journeyman indus. 
trial experience, with a "B" gas ticket. 
Fort St. James is located 13Okm northwest of Prince 
George and offers a variety of servioes and recreational 
activilies. 
If you qualify for this position and are interested in pur- 
suing this employment opportunity, please send a 
resume by January 9, 1998 to Brad Davies, Human 
Resources Manager, at the address below: 
Canad ian  Forest  P roducts  Ltd. 
Fort  St .  James  Div is ion  
Box 254, Fort St. James, B.C..VOJ 1P0 Fax: (250) 996-5420 
Northwood Pulp and Timber Limited is an integrated 
forest products company with a commitment to 
environmentally responsible practices and reforestation 
initiatives. The Houston Business Unit has a job 
oppertunity for a: 
MAINTENANCE 
SUPERVISOR 
As one of four Maintenance Supervisors eporting to the 
Maintenance Coordinator, you will be primarily 
responsible for the maintenance and preventative 
maintenance ofequipment in the sawmill and you may 
provide assistance tothe planer mill when required. 
You will be responsible for providing direction and 
leadership to a maintenance rew, for establishing and 
maintaining work standards, cheduling, training and 
development, safety and employee r lations. 
As the successful candidate, you will have comidemble 
maintenance experience, in addition to having well 
developed organizational, supervisory, and communication 
skills. Comiderableinitiative and the ability to xvork well 
in a team environment are also required. A trades 
qualification i a relevant area is desirable. 
A competitive hourly rate will be offered comn~ensuratc 
with experience. 
If you are interested in this position, you ate invited to 
forward your application or resnme in confidence by 
Friday, 3anuary 23, 1997 to: 
Fa, ,9 Plentifui Preserves 
:i ~,.ui .,ou~ ' . pp.r~' ..' . . . .  : Lookln For 1"hat One Of a Kind Christmas Gift? : i  ~P.,, o.o~, m'~.. r' 'o.-.o !; ~.~-L",, .°.~,~,: J  9 Desktop  Pub l i sh ing  by  Lee  Burk i t t  
,.,~,~, o~ ~ ,p,, ,~-,io,, ,~,,~ 9. !1 We have fabulous ~r~n,~r.o,,~,,,=o,,p,=, ~o,,,~" ~ Phone  638-0877 r~ 
::l ,,~,,~ z #.-,z,, ==z~;,~ allh=r p~Jud~. , J Gift Baskets in many favours 
:; i~ : .1  Meny Chdatmas and Happy New Yearl I: I , , ,~ ._ . • design and lalout brochures, fiver=, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
i ,us (=,o) ,=,.s,=,, i J  ,_-~ . .  e " . II , ~../" ecanphatos, artwork, logoeforprintor¢omputeruee, design corapeny loges, business cards, letterhead 
:~ I Fax (250) 638-8958 ! J (~ '~ • small volume printing at e~rdeble rates :1 I 4844 Welsh Ave i I Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr, Terrace 
: i : ~  MUI LUC Terrace, B.C. V8G 1Y9 !: l  Ph: (250) 635-3259 Fax: (250) 6350186 //'~."~/) . , bualnese, computer alideC=rde pri,t dpresentationsWhile y u wait 
:: : :m....-=. :~  ~m. : :~;  ~. . :  =: . :  . . . .  : : . . . . .  . , 
• PARTY 
J ohn  & Heather  Austin ii:~::i~i J g.d. Service (with or without D. J ) j  :iii~ 
I Letus°rgan/zoy°ur'extpady'' forbooklnos~llPaulLebruna, VIVA CL IC IN 
@ 
~eS~50(e'~;.~..t~nG 2ue85 (250) 635-2365 638 8813 ~,~ Energy Assessment 
Aromatic bo~tlywork & acupressure 
OPTOMETRIST 
. c~ /VOW Y'OU , i(ai./gaku, Environmental&FoodAJler~Tes6ng ByAppoinbnent 
I II WAU.PAPER AND PAINTING Have An F n  eim o. 638-8055 
4908 Graham Avenu6. Itemative. . ,  NaturalHealmPracUganer #1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
SL Marrows Cen~e 4506 Lakeise Ave. Terrace (A lso,with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
I :iJ Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 B2 slness is o~'N0.1 pd0~ty. - . . . . .  . ,.i.' - • ' I I  FAY HOPP.  635-1914 30) 6 -1728' P IONEER UPHOLsTERY SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD s ince  1973 
ror  Abs01ute Pet Care FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS I S s I ISSO , , Passenger&Expres ervice. 
. /m.  A lL  Pm~lonat i Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace I 
HAIR SALON uertifled I P l~t~-~l  Petand I return, end all points in between, Picl< up and delivery of I .YAPPOlm~Nr ONLY I ~ l  Pet Gmomer V ~  Home Cam 
DAY & EVENING APFOINTMENTS I ~ 1  ~ I goods in'Terrace, C,O.D. and courier service, J 
Av~J~u I ~  
I ~ i J  aaym Bury , P,O. BqX 217 Stewart, B.C, 2041 HE,StOCK STREET I , i~ l  Ph, 635-9193 ,~a~NH,~ a.c. vao.~ I ~ l  3901 Dabble St. ...... ' . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (280) 638-2075 ~ Reasonable Rates Fax 635.o193 ' .~. Pil, B35 2622F~.-638.2633 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ............................................ ~ ............... ....... ~:., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 '  , Terrace Dope!i,63,5-,7676 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . .  , ,,, ,~, ~ , ~u .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ," • . . . . . . . .  ::!' . . . .  . 
: 300,  HELP  
WANTED ~ ,~ 
'," EPILEPSY" EPILE-nsY 
ARENA MANAGER The Vil- 
lage of Granisle is offering a 
unique opportunity for a quail- 
fled individual interested in a 
service contract for manage- 
ment and operation of the Doug 
Matheson Arena. The success. 
ful candidate for this position 
must have a Refrigeration Op- 
erators Certificate, proven track 
record in promoting and admin- 
istrating facility operations, ac. 
tivitles and programs. Excellent 
people and communication 
skills are a must. Qualified ap- 
plicants should apply in writing 
providing a detailed resume, 
stating expected salary, and 
complete references by January 
20, lg98. Uz Moysir, Clerk, Vil- 
lage of Graniale P0 Box 128, 
Granisle, B.C. V0J 1W0. Tele- 
phone 250-697-2248. Fax 250. 
697-2306. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to 
show Princess House Crystal, 
cookware, giftware and ceramic 
dinnerware at homo parties. 
Earn $80 - $200 for 4 hrs work. 
No inventory to buy, no experi- 
once neceSSary. Must have car 
and phone. Call 1-604-513- 
1976. 
f Look ing  For ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program has information 
on child care options and 
on choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family 
Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. ar call 638-I 113. 
Skeena CCSP is a program o[ ~he Terrace 
Women's Resource Cenh'e and 
~t~is funded by the Ministry for Children 
and Familie,. 
l i b  
GROWING RETAIL Co, in 
Smithers requires gasfitter, 
class B ticket min., experience 
in sheet metal, ability to train 
others. Wage negotiable, pend- 
ing experience. Fax resume 
(250) 847.8844, mail, Box 
20067, Smithers BC. V0J 3P0. 
MOUNTAINVIEW DENTAL Cli- 
nic, Houston, B.C. seeking a 
CDA cr Chairside Assistant. 
Salary commensurate with ex- 
perience. Please mail or fax re- 
sume to: Mountalnview Dental 
Clinic, Box 46 Houston, B.C. 
V0J 1Z0 Fax number- 250-845- 
3229, 
THE QUESNEL School District 
requires a self-motivated indi- 
vidual to provide support for 
computer users throughout the 
district. The position will require: 
A college diploma in computer 
technology. Experience install- 
ing and suppoding Novell net- 
works. Novell Certification a 
minimum of CNA, but CNE pre- 
ferred. A thorough knowledge of 
MS-DOS and Windows. The 
ability to troubleshoot and install 
IBM PC components, a knowl- 
edge d data communications 
and the Intemet. A happy dispo- 
sition and a helpful attitude. The 
ability to communicate with non- 
technical users. The ability to 
work both independently and as 
a team player, a vehicle for 
traval within the district. This b 
a part time, temporary position 
within the United Brotherhood 
of Carpenters and Joiners, Lo- 
cal 2545 bargaining unit. Start 
Date: As soon as poSSible, 
please submit resume by Janu- 
ary 2, 1997 to: Gordon Reid, 
Executive Assistant, Quesnel 
School District, 401 North Star 
Road Quesnel, B.C. V2J 5K2 
LEJ INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS LTD. 
3467 Hwy t6 East, Terrace 
H.D. Oit COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT MECHANIC 
Positions available at Prince George, Quesnet, and Terrace. 
Qualified technicians familiar with all phases of H.D. truck repairs. 
Preferred qualifications would include,motor vehicle inspection 
licence, air brake ticket, welding and diesel engine repairs. 
All applicants must be self motivated, outgoing and energetic team 
players. 
We offer excellent remuneration and a comprehensive benefits 
package. 
Please phone for an appointment or send resume to: 
Paul Monette 
LF.J International Trucks Ltd. 
Phone (250) 635-9198 / Fax (250) 635-9115 
: : ,WANTED,  i:: : :; 
- . . .  ; . .  . . /  . .  
" . L ,  . ,  ] . ' ;  • . . . .  
LEVEL 1 FIRST dip ~d~'B) $75 
Jan. 10/98 Terrace 8:O0om .4:00 pm 
Jan 17/98 Prince Rupert 
Jan 24/98 Kitimal 
Jan 27/Terracs 
1MflS~IffA110H BP0RSF.HEIff 
Jan. 28 Terrace 8:OOam .4:00 pm 
LEVEL $ FIRST fliP (WCBI $595 
Jan. 12.23 8;O0om. 4:00 pm 
Feb 16.27 
WItHIS $SO 
• Jan. 20 8:0~m. 12:00 pm 
TR, AHSPORTIITIOH OFt~INQERO~ QOODS " $100 
Jan. 26 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
~lfrER DRIVlHG $150 
Jan. 22 Max 4 People 
Jan 23 Max 4 People 
HRZflRP K/01~RH[E TRlt!fllNe $150 
Jan. 27 Max 4 Peep.Is 
Jan 28 Max ,4 People 
Closed Dec. 24 -Jan 4 Happy Holidays! I 
1998 Loggers Calendars Are Here! 
Northwood Pulp and Timber Limited is an integrated 
forest products company with a commitment to 
environmentally responsible practices and reforestation 
initiatives. Our Forest and Solid Wood Operation, 
Houston Business Unit requires a', 
VALUATION FORESTER 
Reporting to the Forestry Superintendent, the successful 
candidat~ will b~ respomible for the management of all 
aspects of smtnpage appraisal for the Houston Busine~ 
UniL Specific responsibilities for this position will include: 
providing exp~rt advice to operations staff on all matters 
pertaining to stumpage appraisals and stumpag¢ policy; 
acting as a key resource person involvd in the m~ement 
at" timer cruising, administering the submission of' the 
annual interior logging cost strvey; initiating and taking a 
lead role in formal appeals ofstumpage rates on behalf of 
the company and ensuring consistency of all appraisal 
submissions from the Business Unit. 
The successful candidate will have a minimum of 5 years 
experience in the forest industry with a strong 
understanding of forest management practices and forest 
policy, specifically stumpage appraisal policy. Current 
membership in, or eligibility for registration with, the 
ABCPF is required. In addition, you possess uperior 
time management and communication skills and some 
computer experience. 
Interested applicants arc asked to submit a msame clearly 
outlining their qualifications by 4:00 p.m., 3anuary 23, 
1998 to: 
Human Resources 
Northwood Pulp and Timber Limited a. ~ 
Houston Business Unit 
Box 158 
Houston, B.C. ~0J iZ0 
Fax: (250) 845-5296 j, ~ 
nortl mood 
~'. ,  pulp and timber llmHed 
FULL PHASE stump to dump 
log contractor available for win- 
ter season, Fully equipped with 
Madill buncher, stroker delim- 
ber, single gdp harvester, 
several grapple skidders, D5H 
skid CAT, D7 & D8 davel0pers. 
wheel loaders and Butt - n - top 
Gypsy Fibre. 1-250-692-3187 or 
1-250-620.3598. 
FULL.TIME instructor required 
for new 10 month Microcomput- 
er Support Technician program 
commencing February 1998. 
Teen-Star Training Systems 
Inc. #1860 - 2222 Maple Drive 
Quesnel, B.C. V2J 5B7 Fax: 
(250) 747-1117, 
THE VILLAGE d Tellwva b 
inviting applications for the posi- 
tion of Clerk-Treasurer. In addi- 
tion to statutory duties of Clerk, 
Treasurer and Collector, you 
will be responsible for the gen- 
eral management and co-ordi- 
nation of all municipal opera- 
tions and projects. For a 
detailed description of this posi- 
tion please contact the office at 
250-846-5212 or fax us at 1- 
250-846-9572 or email at: telk- 
wa@mail.netshop.net. Job 
closed Jan. 31, 1998. 
For  Lawyers  
Expeflenced In 
Employment UUgaUon 
Ueble/Slender 
To Review and Provide Legal 
Advice on matters pertaining to 
alleged =Poor References" 
Was warned: 
"This is a sma// town, don~ 
pursue this..." 
Case difficult but Intereetlna 
If Interested Contact 
Wayne Bulmer, 
Box 18, Site 27, RR#% 
Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2NO 
E.MalI: bulmerw@m sll.nstabop.net 
EXPERIENCED DRYWALLER 
No job too small, reasonable 
rates, flexible hours. Phone 
635-9132. 
HOUSE CLEANING $1 S/hr. 
Rental units contract rates 
available. Commercial or non 
commercial. For speedy work 
cell 635-1914. 
OWNER/OPERATOR 
EQUIPPED with new Dangler 
type delimber and new wheel 
loader looking for combination 
job. All very efficient, productive 
operators. 15 yrs experience. 
Call 250-296-3187 or 250-620- 
3598. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
Low rates interior/exterior. 
$Special Rates for seniors. 
Free Estimates. Wedo it right 
oncel Phone 635-3783 
PAINTING, WALLPAPERING, 
Residential or Commemiai; ask 
us about renovation ideas, no 
job to complex, work can be 
completed while your away, 
bondable , for estimates call 
Fay @ 635-1914. 
RICHARD THORNTON Con- 
stmction - fully experienced car- 
pentar available for construc- 
tion, renovations or repairs. 
Winter rates. Call 638-8526. 
I A NIRVANA HETAPHYSIC 
I HEAUNG CENTRE 
Registration ~nd details 
at Centre 
"ENJOYING LIFE IH BALANCE" 
OPen Channel Readings - 
Questions, Aura/Body 
Alignment/Physical/Emotional 
/Spiritual, TaroL 
By appointment 
ll~s 111 j ' ,~iK1 i['.~* [* 0 I'] ~ I~  "q I | 1.. 
It,1 Ill~[~] | (H i IVLoDI* LIZ p J( | IB [~1~ II  [q t t~ [q ~1 
. . . I  d, t,] i[;a,~],'~fl'L,.~. 
CALL FOR 
TENDER 
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BP, I:rlSH REQUEST FOg PROPOSAJ-~ ¢ 
C~LUMBIA STREAM/RIPARIAN CLASSIFICATION- ~a 
WEST NASS 
The ministry invites proposads from firms specializing in Slteam/Rlpadan 
Classification for Stream Survey and Riparian Classification in the West Nasa, 
The objective of the project is to survey and classify 8Jl applicable streams in • * 
7500 hectare block (approximately) in the Nasa Timber supply Area. 
Proposals will be received until 4:00 p.m. Febrcaty 27, 1998 at the address 
below. Late proposals will not be accepted, Propoeais must be submitted in 
accordance with the terms and conditione sbecifiod in the information package, 
The lowest priced or any proposal will not necessarily be accepted. This eelicita. 
tion Is subject to Chapler 5 of the Agreement on Infernal Trade. 
Information packegeo mo available on or offer Januaxy la, 1998, and may be 
viewed flee of charge, or purchased for a non-refundable charge of $25 each 
(PST end' GST included), at Ministry at Foreete, Ksturn Forest District, #200 • 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columhia V8Q 1L1, to obtain further informa- 
tion, please contact: Christopher B. U~I, Small Buatn0ss Technfdan, telephone 
(250) 638-5100, fac~imiis (250) 6,38-5178. 
District Maneger 
KaJum Forest District 
#200. 5220 Keilh Avenue 
Terrece, British Columbia V8G 1Lt 
WANTED:  
The cause of epilepsy 
Forest Sector Initiatives Specialist - 
Request for Proposals- Prince Rupert 
Q]) in 50% of adults is 
unknown. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
EPILEPSY SOCIETY 1"888"223"3366 For,from hfom~ttot~ 
Forest Sector Initiatives Specialist - Request for 
Proposals - Prince Rupert 
The City of Prince Rupert is seeking aForest Sector 
Initiatives Specialist who will be responsible for 
delivering our project under Forest Renewal BC's 
Forest Community Economic Development Program. 
The results of this contract will include: 
Development of a Community forest Sector Profile 
i Forest Action Plan and Sector Implementation 
Analysis of Fibre Flow through the Port of Prince 
Rupert 
The successful candidate will possess skills and 
demonstrated xperience in forest/resource 
management andcommunity/economic planning. 
'Request for Proposal' packages are available at City 
Hall, 424 Third avenue West Prince Rupert, BC V8J 1L7, 
Contact Allison Ho-Rewcastle at (250) 627-0922. 
Deadline for proposals: Friday, |anuary_ 9th, 1998. 
Forest Renewal BC 
Communications 
9th Floor 
727 Fisgard Street 
Victoria, BC 
V8V 1X4 
ADVICE ON how to choose the 
right Min Company for you. 24 
hour message 1-888-297-7593 
mailbox 67. 
ADVICE ON how to choose the 
right multi level marketing com- 
pany for you. 24 hour message. 
1-888-297-7593 mailbox 0067 
or my web page: www.laron- 
da.bo.ca/idobrook 
RENEWAL B¢ 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$I .99 per minute. 
To listen to these area singles descr ibe 
themse lves  and  to leave  them a message .  
You must be 18 years of age or older to use thls service, 
A CALM STEADY FIRE LOVES COUNTRY UVING 
Artlcui~:e, arflstlc, caring SWM, 
46, 6', 21Obs,, blue eyes, loves 
nalure, hlklng, the outdoors, skl. 
Ing, canoeing, pholog,aphy, 
seeks Intelligent, positive, fit, sta- 
ble, happy SF. Ad #3440 
ABLE TO COMMIT 
SWM. 30, 5'8", 22abs,. long dark 
hair, eosygolng, employed, 
on ovs hunting, flshlng, car races,, 
ttavellng, seeklng iohyslcaUy nt, 
pelsonable SF, Ad#,2274 
SHY AT FIRST 
SWM, 28, 5'11% 1451bs., brown 
hail/eyes, employed, enjoys blK. 
Ing, hlklng, camplng, movies, 
~oading, seeks slncore, sensitive, 
tun.lovlng SF, to share life and 
good times with, Ad#,7258 
HEAR ME OUT 
H~ibpy. upbeat SWM. 19. 6'4", 
s,, blue-eyed blond, hobbles 
ore camping, swimming, hlklng, 
Iooklng for responslble, outgoing, 
coring SF, Ad#,4010 
ABSOLUTELY NO UARSl 
SWM, 22. 6'I', 2551bs., bald, 
brown halt/eyes, goatee, easy- 
golng. Iold-back, self-employed, 
enjoys boxing, t,ovet, having a 
good time. seeks honest SF, who 
knows what she wants out of lifo. 
Ad#.4147 
Full.figured SWF, 31, 5'1", blonde 
holt, blue eyes, caring, loving, 
outgoing, employed, enjoys 
movies, camping, the outdools 
and four.wheeling, reeks loyal 
slnce~e SM, wish good morals and 
values. Ad#.5687 
MY PRINCE CHARMING 
Simply Irmsistlble SWF, 24. 5"4'. 
short dark haft, blue eyes, vlblonl. 
humorous, employed, enjoys 
cooking, reading, creative wrltlng 
and salting, seeks honest, loyal, 
upbeat SM, Ad#.2929 
UFE & LAUGHIER 
SWF, 18, tall, dldy blond hair, blue 
eyes, student, enjoys maklng oth- 
ers laugh, seeks an outgoing. 
honest SM, who enjoys snarlng 
speclal times, Ad #,1779 
HE'LL MAKE YOU LAUOHI 
SWM. 27. 5'11", 1501bs.. led I~olr, 
blue eyes, humorous, self- 
employed, likes hiking, fishing, 
talking, likes sensitive, c,eorlve, 
honest, serious SF. Ad#,2639 
TWILIGHT ZONE.., 
Professional SWM, 35, 5'11". 
1651bs. dark halt, blue eves. 
enjoys sunrises, cooking, golfing. 
~acquet sports, seeks levelhead- 
ed, Intelllgent SF. Ad#,2121 
Call 1.800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad In Touch Tone Persona& 
a dating column for today's s'uccessful singles. ~= o 
Questions? Call c~stomer service at 1.800-647-3782 
PIANO LESSONSI Learn to 
play piano for font All ages 
Including adults, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6. 
Register ASAP as spaces are 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
[ "THO  'LL ] 
I CO ,IVI~= NITY I 
I c _~T'~cH I 
ISu~day~S e r~lc e~O~: 4 5l 
I Teens & M~t ~ibI¢ Classes I
S~dq's C0ol Cl~ ~. qcs 2-12 9:30 l 
I cot,.J,.  ..... 
JAdult Mid.wRc ~L~lble Studle~| 
i T ,oy, y i 
The Terrace Youth Resource Centre Advisory 
Committee is requesting bids for tender for a needs 
assessment o develop a community outh 
resource centre model. The model must reflect and 
represent he diversity of all cultures in our com- 
munity. This project is funded by Human 
Resources Development Centre. 
The contractor or individual will do a needs assess- 
ment and develop a proposal which would incorpo- 
rate a holistic approach to a community outh 
resource centre. The contractor or individual will go 
out into the community to talk to youth, politicians, 
'educators, service providers and funders to get an 
idea of the real needs and then develop a com- 
munity youth resource centre model. The time 
frame .for this project is 
Closing date for bids- Jan. 9/98 
"rime frame for contractor - 
Feb. 1/98 to Apr. 30/98 
Tender documents may be picked up at: 
Ksan House Society 
202 - 4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2373 
I I I  
/ 
I' RM I S  RI ET 
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City Council is considering moving the 
Market so the Skateboard Park can be 
constructed in the Market's Lot. 
PLEASE SIGN THE FORM BELOW AND 
SEND IT TO THE CITY OF TERRACE. 
Let Council know that hundreds of past vendors 
and thousands of visitors have been involved with 
the Market over the past 15 YEARS. It's close prox- 
imity to downtown, seniors housing, and easy 
access to the Park and Library is reason enough for 
maintaining this location. The vendors themselves 
wish to remain in this location and feel that moving 
the Market would affect their success substantially. 
i:!:?i&~ 
TO: TERRACE CITY COUNCIL 
I /We believe the Skeena Valley Farmers Market 
should stay where it is now situated. 
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Wade 
Ids new 
Jocelyn 
ty, Wade 
,= hospital 
City just 
c. 5 to be 
,= Carmie 
,s giving 
Goaltender gets a 
bouncing baby girl 
WHAT BETrER way to 
start a new year than "with a 
happy new arrival into a 
family? 
I would like to start with a 
happy announcement of a 
new arrival of a beautiful 
new baby girl - -  Jocelyn 
Alana Flaherty - -  the new 
daughter of Terrace's own 
hockey star Wade Flaherty 
and his beautiful wife 
Carrels. 
Jocelyn Alana arrived at 
12:05 a.m. on Dee. 5, 1997. 
At the time of Jocelyn's 
birth, Wade had been called 
up to go and play as backup 
goaltender for New york. 
When he received the call, 
they flew him back to Salt 
Lake City. 
He arrived at five minutes 
to 12 ~ jus t  in time for the 
arrival of their new beautiful 
baby girl. 
The proud grandparents 
Sports Scope 
The holiday goes back to 
early England, when land- 
lords and employers would 
set aside gifts that they 
didn't want to give to the 
needy and to tradespeople. 
In England and Australia, 
and now all over the world, 
Boxing Day is observed as a 
holiday from work, giving 
weary parents a chance to 
Network  C lass i f ieds  " 
A ii I I | I & I' I g N These ads appear in approximately 100 (~¢~l(~It ' t  for25words To place an ad call 
J~|l~Jl (~l)lJlJtJ Jl~ ~lJl l l community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon %01 ~ ~ qtJ $ 6.00 each this paper or the BOY- 
and reach more than 3 million readers. [ additional word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
AUTO 
NEW & USED* Car/Truck 
Financing. No turn downal 
Good credit, bad credit, 
no credit, even bankrupt. 
No one walks away, 
everyone drives awayl 
Minimum $1,500. down. 
Laura 1-688-514.1293. 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys. Take 
over lease. G.M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marty Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNmES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8666. 
CHRISTIAN BUSINESS: 
up to 81% profit for you or 
your ministry. No invento- 
ry. Home based servicing 
Christian Market. 
Complete training and 
support. Select territories 
1-800-663-7326. 
INTERNET EXPLOSIONI 
$186 Billion by 2000. 
Revolutionary system. 
Seize itl Apply now for the 
world's fastest growing 
Internet Franchise. 
Investment required. 1- 
888-678-7588, 
$110,000+/YR POTEN- 
TIAL. Moooo-ve in on this 
proven cash cow. 
Progressive multi-media 
franchise system makes 
money 24 hours/day. Low 
investment, low overhead. 
Immediate cash flow. 1- 
416-679-2201. 
rest from the rigors of shop- 
I : I= I : i=B i~I I t I : i= I : i :~  ping and preparing Christ- 
mas feasts, and giving 
"YVONNE MOEN youngsters a chauce to play 
are Ray and Joan Flaherty with their new toys. KWlK KERB-Own your 
attd AI and Vivian of Ter- A very Happy New Year own business. Part-time 
race. to everyone and all the best or Full-time installing on- 
Congratulations to Wade .in 1998. site, continuous concrete, 
and Cannie on their new "k 'Or ~ 3k 3It landscape edging, total 
beautiful daughter. I f  you have sol~ething to equipment, proven sys- 
tem, training. 1-800-667- 
"k "k "k "/k "k share, please phone call KERB. 
They day after Christmas Yvonne at 638-0423, no SERIOUS ENTREPRE- 
is still being celebrated as matter where you live, near NEURS Onlyl Earn 5- 
Boxing Day in both En- or far. You can also email 10K/month, part-time be- 
gland, where it originated, tidbits to Yvonne by send- ginning first monthl Will 
and Australia. ing them to the newspaper train. Fantastic support. 
standard@kerraode.net No selling, not MLM. 1- 
800-322-6169 Ext.3832. 2 
and they'll be passed Min/msg, 
along to her. 
Swimmers host meet 
THE TERRACE Bluebaeks will host their first swim 
meet of the new year Jan. 16-18. 
That's when the Northwest Short Course Swim 
Championships will take place at the Terrace Aquatic 
Centre. 
For more information, call the Bluebacks at 635-?988. 
Cross country events 
THE ANNUAL Kiti~mat Open cross country ski race is 
set to go Jan. 10 at the Onion Lake Ski Trails. Call 
632"-7632 to register. 
That same evening there's a moonlight ski. Organizers 
say if the moon's bashful, they'll go anyway. Just bring 
a flashlight or headlamp and follow the group. 
And Jan. 17 the Kitimat Cross Country Ski Club will 
have an open house, with demonstrations and guided 
tours. That takes place between I and 4 p.m.. 
Score  Board 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Dec, 20 
Novice Division: 
R-40 6 Elks 
Dec, 21 
Novice Division: 
Tri-City MedCom 3 Elks 4 
Long's Logging 8 Ikon 2 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey 
Dec. 18 
Precision Blues 7 Back Eddy 2 
Dec. 21 
White Spot 7 All Seasons 2 
Chapter One 4 Skeena Cable 1 
Terrace Men's Oldtimers Hockey 
Dec. 17 
NMI Okies 6 SRD Blues 1 
Timbermen 4 Subway 2 
Terrace Men's Indoor Soccer 
Dec. 14 
Internationals 6 Wedges 4 
Super BM 3 Forestry 0 
Western Pacific 7 Albion 1 
Park V&M 7 Caledonia 1 
Men's Soccer League Standings 
TEAM GP W L T PTS 
Super BM 5 5 0 0 15 
Western Pacific 5 4 0 1 12 
Park V&M 5 3 2 0 9 
Wedges 5 2 2 1 7 
Internationals 5 2 3 0 6 
Caledonia 5 1 3 1 4 
Forestry 5 1 4 0 3 
Albion 5 O 4 1 1 
. i  • 
I 
Terrace Women's Indoor Soccer 
.Top five teams at mid.season: 
1. Skeena Pub 
2, tie: Mother Goose 
& Beginner's Luck 
3, Back Eddie 
4, Red Rover 
Top scorers Include Pat Kozak, with 12 goals and 
Lyn Rushton with seven. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR own busi- 
ness or expand your oper- 
ation with Armorthane 
Coatings, Canada's #1 
sprayed-on truck bed 
liner. Exclusive dealership 
opportunities available 
now, Call 1-600.363- 
6100, 
FINANCIAL FREEDOMI 
Average people are earn- 
ing 5-10K per month part- 
time, Very slmplel No per- 
sonal selling, Not MLM. 
Complete turn-key sys- 
tem, Call 1-888-252-5835. 
1 Minute message. __  
CAREER TRAINING 
WCB ACCREDITED/CSA 
Standard. Occupational 
Scuba Courses: New leg- 
islation took effect 
01101/97 which requires 
trade certification for com- 
mercial scuba. We offer: 
Working Diver's Upgrade 
& Basic Occupational 
Scuba. For more informa- 
tion call us Toll-free: 1- 
888-356-2288. Nordlys 
Diving Ltd. 
WANTED: WILDLIFE en- 
thusiasts. Learn to mount 
wildlife trophies for your- 
self and friends. For free 
information package call 
toll-free 1-800-661-9544. 
Penn School of 
Taxidermy, Calgary. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800.665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartmenUcondominlum 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
BE A Successful 
writer...write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing-romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll- 
free 1-800-267-1829, Fax: 
1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School, Suite 
2967 - 38 McArthur Ave., 
Ottawa, ON, K1L 6R2. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CONCRETE WORKER, 
Must be able to form, 
place and finish grain bin 
floors, building founds. 
tlons, concrete slabs, 
Must be experienced, self 
starter and able to work 
unsupervised. Payment 
by piecework. Excellent 
opportunity. Year round 
work for right person. Call 
1-403-485-6966, Vulcan, 
Alberta. 
200 JOBSt LAKESIDE 
Packers, located in 
Brooks Alberta is hiring 
for production line opera- 
tors, As one of western 
Canada's premier beef 
slaughter and processing 
facilities we are looking 
for men and women inter- 
ested in pursuing a career 
in the beef industry, 
Permanent, full-time work 
is available. Applicants 
should be prepared for 
repetitious, physical 
labour involving the use of 
a knife. No experience is 
necessary as we provide 
training. Lakeside offers 
competitive salary and 
comprehensive benefit 
package. If you are inter- 
ested in joining our team 
please fax your resume or 
application to: 1-403-501- 
2239 or ff you need more 
information please call us 
toll-free 1-888-700-0903. 
Brooks is located approxi- 
merely 2 hours east of 
Calgary. 
ONE OF The largest 
Case and Case/IH dealer- 
ships in North America is 
looking for experienced 
heavy duty mechanics 
with the desire to earn top 
dollar in their field while 
enjoying bonuses and 
benefits. Hi-Way Service 
Inc. in High River is a pro- 
gressive end rapidly grow- 
ing dealership in southern 
Alberta and requires hard- 
working tradespeople with 
proven experience of 
heavy duty and farm 
equipment. Preference 
will be given to persons 
EMPLOYMENT MACHINERY 
~/ANTED 1988 JOHN DEERE 892 
butt & top log loader for 
sale $100,000 or for hire 
for loading log trucks. 
Also 250 KW Generator In 
a 40' van rebuilt cat en- 
gine $21,000. Two shingle 
saws, a chippeer with 
shaker deck and a Yates 
6 bladed planner. 
(604)485-6601. 
PANTHER HELI- 
COPTERS Is looking for 
private timber or forestry 
timber to log. Weoffer full 
stump to dump logging, If 
you have some work 
please give us a call at 
(604)485-6634, Thank 
you. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES_ 
LIMITED COMPANY is 
looking for investors. Will 
cover all debt with 100%+ 
In solid assets. We are 
looking for flexible person- 
al loans of $30,000+ and 
will pay + 8% interest. 
Please call Mike at 
(604) 485-6601. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 Saw 
Logs into Boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity, 
Best sa~vmill value any- 
where. Free information 
1-800-566-6699. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario, POE 
tGO. 
FOR SALE: New oil seed 
screw press. 5HP electdc, 
100 Ibs, sunflower, flax, 
corn etc. Hour. Valued 
$17,000, sell best offer. 
Tel/Fax (250)537-5491. 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double wides. "We Serve 
- We Deliver". 1-800-667- 
1533, DL#6813, 
PERSONALS 
PSYCHIC SECRETSI 
Unlock your potential. 
Honest, accurate answers 
by Canada's most gifted 
Psychics. Live & 
Personal. 1-900-451- 
3778, 24hrs. 18+ $2.99 
per rain. I.C.C. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your problems or ques- 
tions about health, love, 
relationships, money, 
lucky numbers. 
$2.99/minute, 18+, 
24hours, 1-900-451-4336. 
. . . .  -HE-LP W--A--I~'F-ED--- ADULT 
PILOT (FULL-TIME) for 
floatplane operation. 
Minimum 1,000 hours 
coastal float time, multi- 
engine an asset. Good 
pay, benefits and working 
conditions. Fax resume 
(250) 286-3269. 
BUILDING CONTRAC- 
TORS: Exclusive 
Dealerships for pro-engi- 
neered and Quonset - 
style steel buildings is of- 
fered to qualified individu- 
als with strong construc- 
tion experience. Western 
Steel Buildings Inc. 1-800- 
565-9800. 
THRIVING INSURANCE 
Agency in the coastal 
community of Powell 
River is now accepting 
applications for a full-time 
insurance manager. Level 
Ill lioanca and commercial 
experience mandatory. 
Submit resume to: 
Parkland Agency Ltd., 
4721 Joyce Ave., Powell 
River, B.C. V8A 3B5. 
ENTERTAIN- 
MENT, Order the best by 
mail and pay less. Free 
Video and accessory of- 
feral Discreet. HMC 
Video, 4840 Acorn 201-C, 
Montreal, Quebec H4C 
1L6. 
THE WORLD In your mail 
boxl For free information 
on wodd wide penfdends, 
all age groups, write: 
WWPA, #333-1641 
Lonsdale, N.Vancouver, 
B.C. V7M 2J5. Email 
wwpa@msn.com Fax 
(604)990-4713. Send 
S.A.S.E. 
ASHGROVE CHRISTIAN 
S i n g  I e s . 
Companionship/marriage. 
Ages 18-85. Single, wid- 
owed, divorced. State 
age. All accross Canada. 
P.O. Box 205, Chase, 
B.C. VOE 1Me. Free In- 
formation. (250)679-3543. 
www.bcwebsites,com/ser- 
vices/Ashgrove 
holding journeyman II- - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
cence. Please apply with LEGAL SERVICES 
resume to: Bob Coleman, 
Hi-way Service Inc., Box 
5459, 12 Ave and Centre 
Street South, High River, 
AB, T1V 1M6. Fax: 1-403. 
652-7433. Phone: 1-403- 
652-7944. 
MAJOR ICBC Injury 
Claims. We take the fear 
out of ICBC. Joel A. 
Wener, Trial Lawyer for 
28 years, Call free 1-800- 
665-1138. Contingency 
fees, Simon, Wener& 
Adler. 
REAL ESTATE 
BC HOMESELLERS 
Network inc. We make it 
easy for "For Sale By 
Owners" to save money. 
Real Estate marketing 
packages from $99. Call 
1 -888-248-5581 . 
www.bchomesellers.com 
Plus everyday good values 
Come in, today and take advantage 
of our event  
Only s498 
Save $101 on Kenmore 
'Ultra Wash' 5-cycle dishwasher. 
#16681. Sears reg. 599.99. 
Save 
*101 
Kenmore 30" 
easy-clean electric 
range, Analog 
delay cook/off 
timer. #56o6o. 
Sears reg. 699.99. 
$598 
Save $171 
Kenmore  Whispertone ® canister 
vacuum with bonus 
POWER-MATE ® Junior. #26212. 
Sears reg. 569.99. $398 
Bonus must accompany any returns 
owned and ~:::: ~' o0 ra*eO,, 
Brian 
Monntyre 
Authorized Sears Dealer 
Only s998 
Save $t71 on Kenmore ® 
Super-Capacity laundry team. 
Washer. #47602. Sears reg. 689.99. 8599 
Dryer, #666o2, Sears reg. 479.99. $399 
Save 20 % 
All 1997 discontinued lawn & garden 
tractors and lawn mowers. Plus, check 
out our great prices on floor models, 
Only 
469" 
Zenith ® 25" 
colour TV has 
dark-glass high 
contrast picture 
tube and stereo 
decoder. #14322 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want... 
but small enough to care who you are. 
Save s51 
Kenmore 18.0-cu. ft. top-mount 
refrigerator has 2 glass-covered 
White crispers. #61811. 
Sears reg. 849.99. $798 
3228 Kalum St, 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 21(1 
Mon - Sat 
9:30am - 5:30pm 
01910 
Copyright 1996. Sears Canada Inc. 
II I 
